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Abstract
An engineering method using a 2D unsteady potential formulation (called the free vor-
tex model or FVM) has been developed to predict the normal force, centre-of-pressure
and vortex position for cruciform wing-body combinations in the \plus" orientation, at
supersonic speeds and cross ow Mach numbers less than or equal to 0.55 up to angles
of attack 20. The wings are of very low aspect ratio ( 0:1), have taper ratios greater
than 0.85 (or signicant side edges) and have low span to body diameter ratios ( 1:5).
The method predicts the position and subsequent loads imposed by the vortex along the
length on the wing-body combination by determining the shed vorticity using Jorgensen's
modied Newtonian impact method. The vortex position is well predicted for angles of
attack from 4 until symmetric vortex shedding occurs, whilst the normal force is well
predicted from 0. The centre-of-pressure is predicted further aft at the low angles and
further forward at the high angles of attack. If this method is used in combination with
the single concentrated vortex of Bryson applied to cruciform wing-body combinations the
vortex positions prediction limitations at angles of attack less than 4 can be overcome.
An investigation of the lee side ow eld of cruciform wing-body congurations was also
performed, and revealed that the vortex position is dependent upon the lee side secondary
vortex separation characteristics. Other features revealed that symmetric vortex shedding
occurs when both the region of ow outside the shed vortex sheet and reverse ow region
are supersonic and a termination shock exists. The thesis also investigated the applica-
tion of the discrete vortex model (DVM) method to cruciform wing-body combinations
and found that the potential only formulation overpredicts the normal force, whilst the
inclusion of boundary layer separation (and therefore modeling the secondary separation
vortex) predicted the normal force very well. The application of the concentrated vortex
method of Bryson was also investigated and found to be only applicable at low angles of
attack (< 4).
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Statement of Objectives
The objectives of this research are to add to the knowledge of ows over slender bodies
with very low aspect ratio wings and develop a theoretical or semi-empirical model of
these ows so that they can be used during the preliminary design phases.
All the work in this thesis was performed by the author except for the following:-
 Low speed water tunnel tests that were performed at the University of Malaga by
M.A. Arevalo-Campillos, L. Parras and Dr. Carlos del Pino. A paper summarising
the work performed is listed in Appendix B.
 The High Speed and Low Speed Wind Tunnel tests at the CSIR were performed by
teams because of the industrial nature of the facilities. The author did, however,
manage and direct the tests, was a team member setting up and running the tests,
performed quality assurance on, and data reduction for both the tests.
This copy has been supplied on the understanding that it is copyright material and
that no quotation from the thesis may be published without proper acknowledgement.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
The prediction of aerodynamic loads of airframes has been the subject of aerodynamicists
for over a century. For aircraft type congurations, the Joukowski-Kutta condition and
lifting line theory were signicant developments in the ability to model and predict aerody-
namic loads for wings. For bodies, the primary theory was originally developed by Munk
[1] and extended by numerous researchers. Missiles are characterised by slender bodies
and low aspect ratio lifting surfaces. For missiles, body wing interactions contribute sig-
nicantly to the overall aerodynamic loads of the conguration compared to aircraft type
congurations. These interactions have, in part, contributed to the creation of the class
of uid ow known as missile aerodynamics.
The primary methods for predicting missile aerodynamics at an engineering level were
developed in the late 1950's and early 1960's by numerous investigators such as Morikawa
[2], Allen and Perkins [3] and summarised in the rst textbook dedicated to missile aero-
dynamics by Nielsen [4]. These methods relied on potential slender body theory, which
is strictly applicable to only low angles of attack ( 4), and through insightful 'assump-
tions' and heuristic analogies extended to moderate ( 10) and higher angles of attack
(15 <  < 25). These theories have formed the backbone of the predictive methods
for slender body congurations. Some major developments have occurred in subsequent
decades extending the methods to high angles of attack (  25). Surprisingly, the use of
low angle attached ow slender body theory has been successfully extended to the higher
angles where separated ow are required by slender congurations to generate sucient
lift forces. Domains where these extensions break down exist, and together with the body
wing interactions are the subject of this thesis.
Before continuing, it should be noted that this thesis is concerned with the interaction
of circular bodies of constant diameter and wings whose aspect ratio is less than or equal
to 0.1 or alternatively described as very low aspect ratio wings. The very low aspect ratio
wings are also commonly called strakes, and both very low aspect ratio wings and strakes
shall be used interchangeably throughout the thesis. Furthermore the strakes have limited
leading edges or that the taper ratio of these wings is greater than 0.85. The wing span
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to body diameter ratio is 1.25. These and other limitations placed on this research are as
follows:-
 Strake aspect ratios of the order 0.025 (and less than 0.1)
 Strake taper ratios greater than 0.85
 Strake span to body diameter ratios of 1.25
 Supersonic Mach numbers
 Cruciform wings in the '+' conguration
 Wing-body section of constant body diameter
 Wing length is a signicant proportion (>50%) of the overall body length
The angle of attack regime being considered in this thesis is from zero to 25, and
low angles are considered   4, moderate angles from 4 to 15 and the higher angle
of attack regime from 15 to 25. High angles of attack are traditionally considered as
greater than 25 and is the case in this thesis too.
1.1 Thesis
The research question being answered is how can very low aspect ratio wing-body inter-
actions be modeled at an engineering level, and in particular the wing-to-body carryover
factor, for engineering prediction purposes. The thesis put forward is that the side edge
vortex shed by very low aspect ratio wings with signicant side edges, being non-linear
in nature, interacts signicantly with the body such that the aerodynamics of such con-
gurations needs to be modeled together. This results in the non-linear behaviour of the
wing-to-body carryover factor, KBW , with angle of attack. In particular, the side edge
shed vortex is the dominant ow phenomenon whose motion when treated as a Lagrangian
uid particle can predict the motion of the side edge vortex sucient well for engineering
prediction purposes. Finally an integrated method is proposed which forms the basis for
the better modeling ofKBW , and therefore extending the previous formulations and which,
in rst order, account for the non-linear eects.
1.2 Background
The total normal (or lift) force on a slender body-wing conguration has, for one school
of thought, been traditionally based on the build up method of congurations (i.e. the
addition of wings and/or tails to a slender body) by the linear summation of the individual
components (i.e. body alone and wing alone) and their interference factors (i.e. body-
on-wing and wing-to-body). For a body-wing-tail combination conguration, the total
normal force coecient, CNBWT , can be written as
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CNBWT = CNB + CNW (B) + CNB(W ) + CNT (B) + CNB(T ) + CNT (W ) (1.1)
where CNB is the isolated body, CNW (B) , the wing in the presence of the body, CNB(W ) ,
the increment of the body due to the wing, CNT (B) , the tail in the presence of the body,
CNB(T ) , the increment of the body due to the tail, and CNT (W ) the eect of the wing on
the tail. For a conguration that does not have a tail, which the subject of this thesis is
restricted to, the last three terms are excluded.
The wing in the presence of the body, CNW (B) , is can be written in terms of the wing
alone CNW , which is made up by combining the two exposed halves of the wing, as has
been traditionally dened. The planform characteristics of the wings under consideration
are dened in terms of the wing alone. CNW (B) has been traditionally dened in terms of
the body-on-wing carryover factor, KWB , [4] or
CNW (B) = KWBCNW (1.2)
The body-on-wing carryover factor includes the contribution of the wing alone and the
incremental or interference eect due to the body. For the interference eect of the wing
onto the body, or wing-to-body carryover, this has also been dened in terms of the wing
alone characteristics [4], and is dened as
CNB(W ) = KBWCNW (1.3)
Equation 1.1 can, for this thesis, be written as
CNBW = CNB + (KWB +KBW )CNW (1.4)
The original theories developed to predict the aerodynamics of slender body-wing
congurations are based on linear analysis [4]. They assume that the body and the wings
have linear characteristics with angle of attack. For bodies at angles of attack larger than
4 non-linear eects start to become signicant, primarily due to the shedding of vortices
(up to 4 the ow remains attached even though the lee side boundary thickens as the angle
of attack increases from 0). For engineering level predictions, a heuristic model based
on the cross-ow concept was proposed by Allen [5] and has been used with considerable
success since its introduction such that it remains the starting point for any engineering
prediction code such as Missile Datcom and Aeroprediction code (APC). For wings of
aspect ratio of the order 1, the normal force can be considered linear up to angles of
attack of approximately 40[4] whereupon non-linear eects (stall and vortex breakdown)
dominate. This is because the leading and side edge vortices are not a large contribution
to the overall lift force. The theoretical lift curve slope of a low aspect ratio wing with
a subsonic leading edge, based on slender body theory, is AR=2 [6]. The mostly linear
behaviour of wings, in particular, have resulted in the successful use of the body-wing
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interaction factors because the wing alone lift characteristics can be formulated based on
the linear lift curve slope, or
CNW =

@CNW
@

=0
 (1.5)
Traditionally the values used to model the the wing-to-body, KWB , and body-on-wing,
KBW , factors are derived from slender body theory. The eect of afterbodies on these
carryover factors have also been considered and are based on two fundamental assumptions,
namely that the ow over the wing is conical and that the body is modelled as a plane
rather than a circular body [4][7]. This formulation assumed that the aft body is of
sucient length to 'catch' the wing eect. Formulations accounting for zero-, limited-
and negative aft bodies were developed in references [8],[9] and [10]. The body-on-wing
carryover factor, KWB , or the \Beskin" upwash factor is due to the induced velocity of
the body increasing the eective incidence of the wing, whilst the wing-to-body carryover
factor, KBW , has been essentially interpreted as the body increasingly acting as a reection
plane for the wing as the wing semi-span reduces. The development of the equivalent angle
of attack method [11] in the early 1980's accounts for non-linearities in the lift curve slope
of wings and extends the low angle of attack method of the previous equations to high
angles of attack, and made the component buildup method applicable up to 60.
A limitation in the previously developed methodologies observed in recent decades has
been for the combination of very low aspect ratio wings and slender bodies [12][13], this
being the modelling of the wing-to-body interference factor, KBW . This limitation includes
the equivalent angle of attack method. When very low aspect ratio wings (AR=0.067
in reference [13]) are combined with slender bodies having a chord of similar length to
the slender body length, the wing-to-body carry over factor, KBW , is underpredicted by
approximately 50% at low and moderate angles of attack. The traditional formulation
of KBW is based on slender body theory; and in the limit of a wing of zero span, the
carryover factor is 2.0. These are graphically displayed in Figure 1.1.
One other factor that has been demonstrated to inuence KBW is the cross ow Mach
number,Mc =M sin [14]. The eect of the cross ow Mach number is that the carryover
factors dissipate to 1 for KWB and 0 for KBWwhen the cross ow Mach number is greater
than 0.3. The data presented by Simpson and Birch shows neither these eects for KWB
and KBW for their tests performed at Mach 2.5 (resulting in a cross ow Mach number
of 1.05 at an angle of attack of 25). Indeed KWB does not drop by more than 20%
over the angle of attack range of 25 whilst KBW , even though underpredicted, does not
drop to zero at 25. The data presented by reference [14] were for wings of aspect ratio
AR=0.5. From the available literature the eect very low aspect ratio wings on slender
body congurations is not well modeled and the purpose of this body of work is to propose
an extended formulation for KBW that will improve the prediction of the eect of very
low aspect ratio wings for slender body congurations.
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Figure 1.1: Slender body theory wing body interference factors [4]
Wings of very low aspect ratio i.e. less than 0.1, are not uncommon, though fewer
practical congurations tend to exist because wings of higher aspect ratio provide a more
ecient way of generating lift. The benets of very low aspect ratio wings for slender
bodies have been recognised [15] where lower drag and space constrained congurations
are required. At least up until the early 1980's no attempts had been made to develop
engineering level methods of predicting the eect of very low aspect ratio wings in slender
body congurations. From the late 1980's onwards, attempts to better model the eect of
wings on bodies have been based on experimental data, such as those for the Aeroprediction
code [16] and Missile Datcom [17][18][19]. APC ts curves to the experimental KBW data
as a function of Mach number and angle of attack, while Missile Datcom (post 1999)
modies the cross ow drag coecient utilising empirical data.
In the past the eect of the wing/strake side edge vortex development in the presence
of the body has been noted but not explicitly accounted for. Once free of the lifting
surface, the eect of the vortex on downstream surfaces will aect both the store pitching
moment and lift characteristics. Two methods have been used in the past. The rst, as
implemented by Missile Datcom, is to assume that the vortex which is shed from the low
aspect ratio wing emanates from the trailing edge at a lateral distance dependent on the
spanwise lift distribution [7]. The second is to assume that the side edge vortex leaves the
leading edge edge at one half the angle of attack of the wing [20] as dened by Bollay [21].
These two represent two extremes in which the side edge vortex of a strake lies somewhere
in between. Congurations where the wings of very low aspect ratio with side edges (i.e.
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almost rectangular wings) and not highly swept back leading edges have hitherto not been
modeled in the past.
In this thesis it is proposed that this non-linear eect is primarily due to the vortex
separation of the side edge that is not accounted for in the original linear formulations
or the equivalent angle of attack method. For slender body congurations with very low
aspect ratio wings/strakes the side edge vortex created by the wing interacts with, or is
inuenced by the body, to the extent that the wing and body must be considered together
rather than as separate components whose interactions can be accounted for in a linear
fashion. Consequently the eect of the side edge vortex on downstream bodies and lifting
surfaces will depend on the position and strength of this side edge vortex.
The subject of this thesis is derived directly from industrial applications where the use
of very low aspect ratio wings or strakes have and are being considered for short range air-
to-air missiles for reasons which include space limitations in stealth platforms. The typical
slenderness ratio of such missiles varies from between 17 to 22, while the operational Mach
range is 0.6 to 3.0. This thesis is studying the aerodynamics in the supersonic ight regime
and the range 2.0 to 3.0 has therefore been chosen whilst the low supersonic limit of 1.5
has been excluded because of limitations in experimental validation capabilities.
1.3 Thesis Outline
The subsequent chapters of the thesis rstly survey the available literature. The core
method is then presented after which the aerodynamics of conguration used to develop the
method is explored. The 2D potential methods with their extensions that are used to study
the conguration are then presented with their predictions after which the engineering
method is assessed further by comparing predictions to the limited publically available
cases. Finally conclusions are drawn, recommendation made and the contributions to the
eld listed.
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Chapter 2
Literature Survey
The survey will start with a general overview of the background theories and methods
used in the preliminary design phase, the potential equation, basic available theories and
their applicability. With a view to surveying the interaction of slender bodies and wings,
work performed on isolated bodies, isolated wings, and combinations of both, and these
within the broader context of engineering methods shall be considered. At this stage it
must be mentioned that the cornerstone of most of the available theories for predicting
the aerodynamics of slender body congurations is slender body theory (SBT). Slender
body theory is applicable over the complete Mach range thus making it suitable for use
in engineering methods [4].
2.1 The Use of Analytical and Semi-Empirical Methods in
Preliminary Design
The focus of the prediction methods used are analytical and semi-empirical methods.
Analytical methodologies are limited in their capabilities because the full Navier-Stokes
and even the full potential formulation is not mathematrically tractable. They do, however,
provide the basis with which usable semi-empirical methodologies can be developed. The
cornerstone of missile preliminary design prediction methodologies is the slender body
theory (SBT) [14], whose basis is the potential theory applied to slender bodies.
2.1.1 Design Accuracies
In order to contextualise engineering level prediction methodologies it would be useful
to determine their requirements by the users (primarily designers and aerodynamicists)
of such methodologies. During preliminary design, the prevailing accuracies required for
evaluation of the performance for the airframe are listed in Tables 2.1 and 2.2 [22].
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Table 2.1: Computational accuracy requirements [22]
Design Parameter Value Unit
Range 10 %
Turn radius 20 %
Turn rate 20 %
Load factor 20 %
Specic Excess Power 100 fps
Fin panel area 20 %
Manoeuver deceleration 20 %
Cruise altitude 1000 ft
Response time 20 %
Center of gravity 2 %body length
Static stability/cross coupling parameters 25 %
Table 2.2: Coecient accuracy requirements [22]
Coecient Value Unit Design Parameter
CL 20 % Range, load factor
Cm 20 % Fin size or
or 2 %length Static margin
CA 10 % Coast range or
or 0.2 CD=(CA cos) Turn deceleration
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2.1.2 Existing Codes and their Prediction Methodologies
The engineering level codes that have been developed in the past utilise a combination of
theoretical and/or experimental data. Numerous codes have been developed in the past,
with varying degrees of accuracy in their predictions [22].
The codes predominantly use the slender body theory as a base foundation with unique
implementations for the nonlinear regions. Their accuracies in the linear low angle of
attack regions are good (within the 20% requirement) and it is in the non-linear (viscous
normal force and pitching moment) and interference areas where dierences appear as
to how these are accounted [22]. For the body alone, they predominantly use the Allen
and Perkins (or derivative forms such as that by Jorgensen) viscous cross-ow method
to account for viscous eects. The loads for the wings and tails have been determined
using a variety of methods (eg. slender body, modied Multhopp). For the complete
conguration, the buildup methodology is widely used and algebraically sums the various
components and their interference eects [14]. The development of the equivalent angle
of attack method has extended this formulation into the non-linear region [11]. A variety
of methods are also available for the eect of upstream vortices on wings and ns.
A list of codes that have been developed are
 Missile Datcom
 ESDU
 NSWC I & II (Naval Surface Weapon Center) and Aeroprediction (APC)
 MISSILE I, II & III
 AERODYN
 MAP (Missile Aerodynamics Prediction)
 AEDC High Alpha Code
 Army/Martin High Angle-of-Attack Methodology
 DLCODE
 S/HABP (Supersonic/Hypersonic Arbitrary Body Program)
 NSRDC
 NASA W-B-T
 David Taylor (NSRDC I)
 CAMS (Computer Aided Missile Synthesis)
 MISSILE (ONERA)
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Most of these codes are not publicly available. Some may not even be used. These have
been predominantly obtained from reference [22] and the subsequent sections detailing
their methodologies are also obtained from the same reference.
2.1.3 USAF Missile Datcom
Missile Datcom uses a large number of dierent theoretical and empirical techniques which
are applied to the components that make up the body alone aerodynamics, wing alone
aerodynamics and interference factors [23][24].
Table 2.3: Missile Datcom body alone computational methods
Component Mach
Number
Subsonic Transonic Low Super-
sonic
High Super-
sonic
Axial Force ( = 0) Empirical Empirical & Second Order Van Dyke or
Second Order Shock
Axial Force ( > 0) Modied cross-ow (Jorgensen)
Inviscid Lift and
Pitch Moment
Empirical Van Dyke Hybrid or Second Order Shock
Expansion or Modied Newtonian
Viscous Lift and
Pitching Moment
Modied cross-ow (Jorgensen)
Table 2.4: Missile Datcom wing and interference computational methods
Component Mach
Number
Subsonic Transonic Low Super-
sonic
High Super-
sonic
Linear Lift Lowry-
Polhamus
Linear Theory
Linear Pitching Mo-
ment
Empirical
Non-linear Lift and
Pitching Moment
Empirical & Panel Centroid
Wing Body Interfer-
ence
Slender Body Theory, Empirical & Equivalent AoA
Wing Tail Interfer-
ence
Slender Body Theory & Line Vortex Theory
2.1.4 ESDU
ESDU uses the Pitts, Nielsen and Kaattari slender body theory for the potential ow
regime, and a Jorgensen formulation for the viscous component [25][26][27]. The viscous
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component is modied with experimental data for the subsonic, transonic and supersonic
regimes taking accounting for factors such as end length.
2.1.5 NSWC & APC
The NSWC code utilises basic theoretical methods for many of its components. It also
makes signicant use of CFD correlated with experimental data. The Aeroprediction code
(APC) is the latest code development [16].
Table 2.5: NSWC body alone computational methods [22]
Component Mach
Number
Subsonic Transonic Low Super-
sonic
High Super-
sonic
Nose Wave Drag - Euler plus
Empirical
Second Order
Van Dyke
Modied
Newtonian
Second Or-
der Shock
Expansion
Plus Modi-
ed Newto-
nian
Boattail Wave Drag - Wu & Aoy-
oma
Second Order
Van Dyke
Second Or-
der Shock
Expansion
Skin Friction Drag Van Driest II
Base Drag Empirical
Inviscid Lift and
Pitch Moment
Empirical Euler or Wu
& Aoyoma
plus Empiri-
cal
Tsien First
Order cross-
ow
Second Or-
der Shock
Expansion
Viscous Lift and
Pitching Moment
Allen & Perkins
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Table 2.6: NSWC wing and interference computational methods [22]
Component Mach
Number
Subsonic Transonic Low Super-
sonic
High Super-
sonic
Inviscid Lift and
Pitch Moment
Lifting Sur-
face Theory
Empirical Linear The-
ory
Shock Ex-
pansion The-
ory
Wing Body Interfer-
ence
Slender Body Theory and
Empirical
Linear The-
ory, Slender
Body Theory
and Empiri-
cal
-
Wing Tail Interfer-
ence
Line Vortex Theory
Wave Drag - Empirical Linear The-
ory + Mod-
ied Newto-
nian
Shock Ex-
pansion +
Modied
Newtonian
Strip Theory
Skin Friction Drag Van Driest
Trailing Edge Sepa-
ration Drag
Empirical
Body Base Pressure
Drag Caused by Tail
Fins
Empirical
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2.1.6 MISSILE I, II & III
Missile I, II, III and subsequent developments (M3FLR, M3HAX, M3F3CA) are based
on the body buildup methodology. The body alone method uses slender body theory
plus cross-ow [28],[29]. The wing and tail n loads are determined from experimental
databases. The equivalent angle of attack method is primarily used to account for inter-
ference eects. The codes are heavily dependent on databases and are thus more empirical
than the code of NSWC for instance.
2.1.7 AERODYN
The AERODYN code utilises basic theoretical methods with empirical corrections, as
summarised in Table 2.7 and 2.8.
Table 2.7: AERODYN body alone computational methods [22]
Component Mach
Number
Subsonic Transonic Low Super-
sonic
High Super-
sonic
Tangent Ogive - Empirical Table
Nose Wave Drag Cone - Semi-Empirical Correlation
Von Karman - Empirical Correlation
Boattail Wave Drag Empirical Table
Skin Friction Drag Van Driest II
Base Drag Empirical (NASA)
Lift (Viscid and In-
viscid)
Modied Jorgensen
Pitching Moment
(Viscid and Invis-
cid)
Empirical Table
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Table 2.8: AERODYN n and interference computational methods [22]
Component Mach
Number
Subsonic Transonic Low Super-
sonic
High Super-
sonic
Inviscid Lift Lifting-Line Theory and Datcom Theoretical
Viscous Lift Datcom Empirical
Subsonic - Linearised Pertubation Theory
Pitching Moment Transonic Fairing
Supersonic - Lifting Surface Theory
Wing Body Interfer-
ence
Slender Body Theory
(NACA 1307)
Linear Theory, Slender
Body Theory and Empiri-
cal (NACA 1307)
Wing Tail Interfer-
ence
Line Vortex Theory (NACA 1307)
Wave Drag Linear Theory & Empirical
Skin Friction Drag Van Driest III
Vortex Track-
ing/Shadowing
Line Vortex Theory (NACA 1307)
2.1.8 MISSILE (ONERA)
The French Aeronautics Research Organisation, ONERA, utilises the basic Allen and
Perkins formulation (inviscid and viscous) extended by Jorgensen and modify with ex-
perimental data [30]. The interference factors are calculated using the equivalent angle
of attack method and experimental correlations which include parameters such as Mach
number, taper ratio, angle of attack.
2.1.9 NASA W-B-T
The NASAW-B-T code is the method of Jorgensen of reference [31] and utilises a combina-
tion of theoretical methods (Allen and Perkins method extended by Jorgensen), empirical
data and the modied Newtonian impact theory. The wings are not modeled separately
and the equivalent angle of attack method is not used. Also no vortex tracking to account
for the eect of one n set on a downstream n set is implemented.
2.2 Basic Aerodynamic Theories
Missile aerodynamics, at least for engineering predictions, uses a wide range of theories.
The main equation on which almost all of the engineering level missile aerodynamics is
based upon is the potential equation, which describes the velocity potential, , of the ow
eld.
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2.2.1 Nonlinear Potential Equation
The form of the equation is determined by number of conditions namely:
 Compressibility of the uid
 Coordinate system used
 Velocity of the coordinate system with respect to the far eld fuild
For the case where the uid is stationary and a missile is moving through the uid
eld, the full nonlinear equation for the velocity potential, , is
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The axes system that is xed to the uid is ; ; . c represents the speed of sound of
the uid in the far eld, while  , is time.
In many cases, the situation that is of interest, is where the missile is stationary with
respect to the observer, and the uid is assumed to be moving at velocity and is parallel
and uniform. The axes xed to the missile, x; y; z, at time t, is such that x is parallel
to the uid traveling at velocity, V . Transforming the potential equation 2.1 using the
following equations:
x =  + V 
y = 
z = 
t =  (2.2)
results in the new velocity potential, 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2.2.2 Linearised Potential Equation
The linearised potential equation is derived from the nonlinearised equation by assuming
small velocity pertubations u; v; w, and assuming these velocities are signicantly smaller,
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or at least an order of magnitude smaller than the free-stream velocity. The linearised
equation can be written as
c2r2 = tt + V1xx + 2xt (2.4)
Expressing this in terms of the Mach number M , which equals
M =
V
c
(2.5)
The linear potential equation can be written as
xx(1 M2) + yy + zz = 1
c21
tt + 2
M
c
xt (2.6)
which is essentially the equation of linear aerodynamics. The assumptions made in
this derivations are:
 Pertubation velocities are very much smaller than the free stream velocity
 Pertubation velocities are of comparable magnitude to each other
For slender bodies or ight speeds near Mach 1.0 or if the changes in the dominant
ow direction are slow, the pertubations in the direction of the freestream velocity can
be ignored. The equation thus reduces for both sub- and supersonic speeds to the incom-
pressible two dimensional Laplace's equation
yy + zz = 0 (2.7)
2.2.3 Available Theories
In missile aerodynamics a large number of theories are used. Reference [4] has classied
them into four categories, namely A,B,C and D. Classes A, B and C are based potential
theory, while class D consisting of the Newtonian impact and viscous cross-ow theory are
not.
Class A theories are two dimensional and consist of the Ackeret, Busemann, Shock
expansion and method of characteristics [4]. All are generally used on aerofoils, except
for the method of characteristics which is also used on bodies of revolution. The Mach
number range is all supersonic.
Class B theories are also two dimensional and consist of the strip and simple sweep
theories. They cover the complete Mach number range [4].
Class C theories are three dimensional and consist of the supersonic wing, conical ow,
supersonic lifting line, quasi-cylinder and slender body theories. Except for the slender
body theory, all the theories are applied to supersonic ows. They are used on slender
shapes, quasi-cylinders and lifting surfaces (wings).
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The predominant theory used in the prediction of the aerodynamics of missile-like
bodies is slender body theory. The theory is applicable to three dimensional ows and, as
its name implies, is useful for slender bodies.
2.3 Bodies
Bodies in isolation have been extensively studied in the past. Of consideration in this
research are circular bodies rather than non-circular bodies. Work on cones and non-
circular shapes eg. elliptic have also been performed extensively in the past with the
following reference being only but a few [32][33][31][34][35] [36][37][38], though these are
not subject of this thesis.
2.3.1 Experimental Observations
Experimental observations of ows over slender bodies in isolation show three primary
dependencies, these being:
1. Angle of attack
2. Reynolds number
3. Mach number
Each of these is subsequently discussed. The behaviour of the ow over cylindrical
bodies in 3D is very similar in behaviour to impulsively started ow in 2D. Much of the
ow behaviour is normally explained in this manner. The eect of the nose does, however,
limit this analogy [39] but it is none the less extremely useful in this application.
At low angles of attack of less than 4the ow is attached. As the angle of attack
increases separation occurs on the lee side of the body. The location of the separation
point as a function from the tip of the nose, at an engineering level, depends on the type
of nose (either blunt or sharp). The separation results in two symmetric vortices. As
the angle of attack increases, the symmetric vortices become asymmetric resulting in the
generation of side forces. The angle of attack at which this occurs depends on the include
nose angle and nose type.
For the onset of the symmetric vortices, it is, however, possible to obtain a reasonable
non-dimensional correlation of the strength and position of the vortex core as a function
of distance from the nose, x, and the angle of attack, . Basing the correlation on the
implusive ow analogy, the resulting non-dimensional parameter against which the non-
dimensional vortex strength,  2V1a , can be correlated is, N =
(x xs)
a , where xS is the
location where vortices rst start to occur from the nose. Using the available data at the
time, reference [4] showed a relatively good correlation and can be used to determine the
non-dimensionalised distances, yva and
zv
a in the vertical and lateral directions respectively.
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The predominant correlation used subsequent to reference [4] has been derived from refer-
ence [20]. The correlation is empirically derived from experimental data. For sharp noses
(i.e. nose tip radius < 0.2 of body radius) the following relationship was developed for
4 <  < n
xs
a
= 32

1 
r
  4
n   4

(2.8)
where n is the half included angle of the sharp nose. If the angle of attack is greater
than the half included angle of the nose, the vortices start at the tip of the nose.
For blunt noses the following relationship was developed
xs
a
= 2 +
10
  4 (2.9)
These relationships form the basis for the separation points for reference [40] on which
the Missile Datcom code is based.
For the position and strengths of the vortices, reference [20] and [41] provide corre-
lations for angles of attack up to 50and transonic and supersonic Mach numbers up to
3.0.
As the angle of attack increases further (generally  > 60), the ow becomes wake
like exhibiting 2D like behaviour until the angle reaches 90.
Reynolds number aects the ow of inclined bodies in the cross ow direction or
M1 sin. The complex behaviour is illustrated in Figure 2.1 and is a summary of the
graph from reference [42]. The drag coecient in the cross-ow direction (when one con-
siders the ow in 2D) has a well known sub critical value of 1.2 (Re < 2  105) with
separation occuring at the lateral meridian of 80 to 90. At critical Reynolds numbers
(2 105 < Re < 5 105) a laminar bubble forms where laminar ow separation occurs at
80 to 90) and transitions to turbulent and reattaches at about 110, with the turbulent
boundary layer nally separating at about 130 to 140. The drag coecient drops rapidly
to a value of less than 0.3. At supercritical Reynolds numbers the laminar separation bub-
ble disappears, laminar to turbulent transition occurs well before the lateral meridian and
the turbulent separation point slowly upwards from 130 to 140 (with a corresponding
increase in the drag coecient) until transcritical Reynolds numbers, where separation
occurs at 100 and the drag coecient plateaus. The boundary layer phenomena that
correspond to the drag coecient dependence on Reynolds number dependence start with
potential fully attached ow for very low Reynolds numbers (Re < 5) because viscosity
dominates (Stokes ow) [43]. As the cylinder Reynolds number increases beyond 100 regu-
lar eddy shedding initiates resulting in the von Karman vortex street. The frequency of the
shedding is characterised by the Strouhal number (St = nD=V ), which is approximately
0.2 for cylinders at Mach numbers less than 0.6 [39]. The Strouhal number increases to
0.6 at Mc of 1.6, and is illustrated in Figure 2.2 (which is a summary of the graph from
reference [39] and does not include the source data from which the curve was derived).
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Once the Reynolds number increases beyond 100000, the wake becomes turbulent.
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Figure 2.1: Cross ow drag coecient as a function of Reynolds number for Mach numbers
below 0.4 [42]
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Figure 2.2: Strouhal number variation as a function of Mach number [39]
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Inclined circular bodies exhibit similar ow features to the 2D cylinder except that
the axial ow component modies the ow characteristics [43] such that the ow can only
be directly analogous to 2D ow at angles of attack above approximately 60 and low
angles ( < 4) where separation does not occur. For the intermediate symmetric ow
pattern, even though multiple asymmetric vortices are shed, the axial ow is suciently
strong enough to organise the vortices into two single symmetric vortices, whilst in the
asymmetric regime the axial ow is only suciently strong enough to organise one pair of
steady asymmetric vortices [43] resulting in multiple vortices being shed. The expected
type of ows for a tangent ogive nose body, and their dependence on angle of attack and
Reynolds number base on the body diameter, ReD, are illustrated in Figure 2.3 [43][44].
Three ow types exist, namely laminar (L), turbulent (T) and short bubble (B), and
result in the various illustrated ow regimes. The laminar and turbulent ow regimes
correspond to the state of the boundary layer. The short bubble regime (B) is when a
laminar separation bubble occurs followed by turbulent reattachment and then turbulent
boundary layer separation. The boundaries indicate the transition mechanism, where
(1) is due to free shear layer (instability to small disturbances) instability, (2) due to
attachment-line (adverse pressure gradient on windward attachment line) instability, (3)
due to cross-ow instability (cross ow generated due to centripetal pressure gradient) and
(4) due to streamwise-ow (or Tollmien-Schlichting) instability. The laminar ow regime
would correspond to subcritical 2D ow, whilst the turbulent ow regime to super- and
trans-critical 2D ow. The short bubble ow regime would correspond to critical 2D ow.
The eects of freestream Mach number are normally considered in the cross ow di-
rection or M sin. As the cross ow Mach number increases, either due to an increase in
freestream Mach number or angle of attack, the cross ow behaviour resembles that of sub-
sonic incompressible ow with a lee side separation, until around M=0.43 where the local
speed of sound increases beyond sonic around the lateral meridians, terminating in shock
waves. At Mach numbers greater than 0.5 the adverse pressure gradients resulting from
the shock waves is large enough to cause separation irrespective of whether the boundary
layer is laminar, turbulent or transitional [43]. Thus at Mach numbers greater than 0.5,
the ow characteristics, and hence drag coecient, are Reynolds number insensitive and
only Mach number dependent.
Figure 2.4 shows the drag coecient as a function of Mach number, which is a summary
of graph presented in reference [42]. None of the experimental data from which the curves
were constructed are available and are therefore not plotted.
It has, however, been noted that the drag coecient varies considerably in the critical,
super and transcritical Reynolds number regions [43] [42]. In the critical region the eects
of surface roughness, tunnel turbulence, wall boundary layer noise and body motion con-
tribute to variations as large as an order of magnitude. A dependence on Mach number in
the supercritical region has also been demonstrated [42]. Asymmetric vortices are not of
interest to this thesis because only symmetric vortices are expected for the conguration,
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Figure 2.3: Types of ows expected for inclined circular bodies and the dependence on
angle of attack and Reynolds number.
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Figure 2.4: Cross ow drag coecient as a function of Mach number [42]
angle of attack and Mach numbers of interest. Suce to say, however, that asymmetric
vortices result in lateral loads (side force and yawing moment) whose eect drops o as
the cross ow Mach number increases beyond Mach 0.4, so that no asymmetric vortices
are present at supersonic cross ow Mach numbers [43][44].
The appearance of vortices introduces signicant dierences between inviscid slender
body theory and experiment; this primarily due to the fact that vortices are viscous by
nature. For bodies, at angles of attack, the pressure on the windward side decreases as
the ow accelerates around the body. On the leeward side the pressure should recover in
accordance with inviscid slender body theory because the ow decelerates. In practice,
the pressure does not recover because the ow separates from the body, creating vortices.
The ow separates due to it being unable to sustain the pressure recovery required. The
boundary layer then rolls up into the observed vortices. Because the boundary layer
controls the separation, with the boundary layer being viscous by nature, analytically
predicting the nature and characteristics of the vortex precisely is not possible due to
the dependence of the boundary layer behaviour on body shape, Mach number, Reynolds
number and so forth.
The transient behaviour of 2D cylinders is also of interest. When observing 2D cylin-
ders that are started impulsively, the ow at very low speeds is Stokes like in nature. As
the speed increases, the ow separates, creating vortices. The drag force experienced by
the cylinder has been experimentally measured and its behaviour is similar to an impulse
imparted on a second order underdamped system [45]. The maximum drag coecient
experienced is approximately 1.6 and reduces to the steady state value of 1.2. The devel-
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opment of separated ow over inclined cylinders or bodies of revolution can again be viewed
in the cross ow planes using the analogy of an impulsively started 2D cylinder. Thomson
[46][39] has also extended this analogy to account for favourable pressure gradients and
base eects in an approximate way.
2.3.2 Theoretical Methods
The available theoretical methods for slender body congurations fall into four broad
categories
1. Linear
2. Cross ow analogy
3. Vortex clouds (or discrete vortex models) and concentrated vortices
4. Higher order numerical methods
2.3.3 Linear Methods
The linear theories used to determine the inviscid lift of a slender body can be classied
into the following categories:-
1. Potential methods
2. Method of characteristics
3. Shock expansion
Potential methods include slender body theory and Van Dyke's second order potential
method [47][48]. Slender body theory for supersonic speeds which was solved by the
method of Ward [49], whilst the subsonic speed analogy is explained in reference [4]. Shock
expansion methods include the second order shock expansion method (SOSE) [50] and a
conical-shock-expansion method by Eggers and Savin [51]. The method of characteristics,
whilst accurate, has never really been used in engineering methods due to its complexity
and computational cost [52].
Using the method of Ward for supersonic ow yields for the side and normal forces
FY
q
+ i
FZ
q
= 2iS(x)
FY
q
= 0
FZ
q
= 2S(x) (2.10)
where S(x) is the cross sectional area at a given axial location.
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2.3.4 Loads
The lift coecient with the base area as reference area for a body of unit length is thus
CL =
FZ
qS
= 2 (2.11)
or simply put, the lift curve slope of a slender body is two, based on its base area.
The center of pressure of a slender body of revolution is
xcp =
R L
0 xS(x)dxR L
0 S(x)dx
=

1  V
SB

L (2.12)
where SB is the base area, and V is the volume of the body.
2.3.5 Non-Linear Eects : Vortices
The predominant method used to determine the non-linear forces and moments on a
slender body is the cross-ow drag concept as initially developed by Allen [5] and rened
by Allen and Perkins [3].
Allen developed the equations in their generalised form but presented the slender
body potential component in reference [3] as low angle of attack equations i.e. less than
5, due to the approximate nature of the the method [3] [5]. The small angle of attack
approximation formulae are shown below.
The cross-ow normal force per unit length developed by a normal innite cylinder of
radius, a, at an angle of attack, , with a drag coecient of cdc , is dened as
dFNv
dx
= cdc(2a)q
2 (2.13)
Adding this to the lift generated by the slender body theory results in
dFNv
dx
= 2q
dS
dx
+ cdc(2a)q
2 (2.14)
where S is the cross-sectional area. By integration, the normal force is thus
FN = 2qSB + cdcq
2Sp (2.15)
where SB is the body base area, Sp is the body planform area subject to viscous
cross-ow.
Equation 2.15 correlates fairly well with experimental data for high slenderness ratio
congurations [4] at low to moderate angles of attack.
The two components which make up the normal force are thus the potential component,
which is proportional to the angle of attack and base area; and the viscous component,
which is proportional to the square of the angle of attack.
The basic concept of Allen and Perkins has been generalised to angles of attack ranging
from 0 to 180 since its application is limited to low and moderate angles of attack (i.e.
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less than 20angle of attack). This was performed by Jorgensen [42] [53]. The small angle
of attack approximations have been removed and the full form equations presented. The
representation for angles of attack from 0 to 90 are listed.
The normal force is expressed as:
CN =
SB
S
sin (2) cos

2

+ cdc
SC
S
sin2 () (2.16)
where  is the cross ow drag proportionality factor or cross ow drag coecient ratio
of nite to innite length cylinders.
The pitching moment is expressed as:
Cm =

V   SB (L  xmrc)
SD

sin (2) cos

2

+ cdc
Sp
S

xmrc   xc
D

sin2 () (2.17)
where V is the volume of the body, L is the length of the body, and xc is the centroid
of the planform area of the body. The axial force is expressed as:
CA = CA=0 cos
2 () (2.18)
The aerodynamic center is expressed as:
xac =

xmrc
D
  Cm
CN

D (2.19)
Various methods are used to calculated the cross-ow drag coecient, cdc . In the
original formulation of Allen and Perkins, cdc was calculated using a cross section diameter
of D0 which is derived from the expression
D0 =
Sp
L
(2.20)
where Sp is the cross sectional area exposed to the cross ow, and L is the body length.
The drag coecient was then calculated from the resulting Reynolds number and Mach
number, which for the two cases presented was 1.2 since the cross-ow Reynolds number
was below critical. Corrections to the value of 1.2 were made for the bodies being nite
cylinders instead of innite cylinders, resulting in ratios of 0.755 and 0.692 for the two
bodies used.
Jorgensen [42] provided a comprehensive survey of the prediction methodologies used
for the cross ow drag coecient including end eects at the available time when the
article was published. The innite length cross ow drag coecient is dependent on two
primary non-dimensional parameters, namely Reynolds number and Mach number. These
have been discussed in the experimental observations section.
The cross ow drag proportionality factor, , has only been measured at low cross ow
Mach numbers for dierent slenderness ratios [42]. The author did, however, indicate that
these values have been used successfully for engineering purposes even though the data
were scarce.
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Figure 2.5: Cross ow drag proportionality factor as a function of slenderness ratio [42]
Jorgensen updated the proportionality factor in reference [53]. Figure 2.6 shows the
product cdc as a function of the cross ow Mach number obtained at high angles of attack,
while Figure 2.7 shows the dependence of  only. For both gures, the experimental data
used to construct the curves by reference [53] has not been shown, and only the curves
have been reproduced. As indicated by reference [53], more data are required around
Mc = 1, though the sharp drop at Mc = 1 was obtained from experimental data.
The value of  = 1 for most supersonic cross-ow Mach numbers have been validated
from past investigations [42][53]. Figure 2.7 is consistent when one considers that at high
cross ow Mach numbers the ow is completely supersonic essentially nullifying the end
eects that are seen at the lower cross ow Mach numbers.
The eect of roughness on the cross ow drag coecient has been demonstrated by a
number of authors [54], [43] [55]. Reference [54] showed that the critical Reynolds number
decreases as the roughness increases, also resulting in higher drag coecients.
2.3.6 Vortex Models
A number of investigators have attempted to model the wake region of an inclined body
of revolution by either a concentrated vortex with and without feeding sheets or discrete
vortex elements in a cloud. The \NACA Vortex Model" was one of the earlier methods
developed [56] where two line vortices are attached to the inclined body. Extensive use of
experimental data was required to position the vortices and predict vortex strengths.
Some renements such as modelling viscous cores or using feeding sheet representations
have been adopted such as that of Mello [57]. Bryson [56] represents one of the rst
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attempts to model the separated wake using a concentrated vortex and a feeding sheet of
vanishing strength. The position of the vortices were determined to be where the net force
on the vortex and feeding sheets were zero. Wardlaw [58], and Fidler and Bateman [59]
extended Bryson's model to asymmetric vortices, this in an attempt to model the more
diuse nature of the leeside ow.
The later models were developed as a consequence of the wake being more complex in
structure than the NACA Vortex Model or two line vortex representation. These include
discrete vortices placed in a prescribed shape to represent the feeding sheet [60].
Angelucci [61] and Marshall and Deenbaugh [62] adopted the alternative approach of
multiple elementary discrete vortices being shed into the wake region or more generically
known as the Discrete Vortex Model (DVM) or vortex cloud methods. Mendenhall rened
these concepts in his implementation of vortex clouds [63] [64] [65] to include compress-
ibility eects, boundary layer separation, viscous vortex cores and non-circular bodies.
Mostafa has also applied the DVM method to unsteady ows for bodies and cambered
plates [66].
2.3.7 Higher Order Methods
It is worth mentioning higher order methods even though they are not used in engineering
level codes due to their cost and complexity, more as an example of the limited nature
in which codes have and can be applied for engineering level use. From the full Navier-
Stokes formulation, two major levels of simplication occur namely ignoring viscous eects
which result in Euler codes and then rotationality resulting in potential codes. The level
of codes used in engineering level applications are only the lowest level, this being the
incompressible 2D potential formulation. Most Navier-Stokes methods are based on the
nite volume method.
Full potential methods examples include the code NCOREL [67] and those by Rakich
[68]. These methods already require the ow domain to be discretised and an example of
the simplications employed is where only the ow within the bow shock is modeled and a
boundary condition placed at the bow shock. The addition of entropy to the full potential
methods allows shocks to be captured [67].
2.4 Wings
Of concern to the subject of this thesis are wings of very low aspect ratio (AR < 0:1)
rather than low to moderate aspect ratio. Wings of aspect ratio of order of magnitude
1 have been used in the past [69] and remains the predominant aspect ratio employed.
The wings are also generally of simple cross section [69] such as diamond or hexagonal
(primarily due to their application being of short duration) and are applied mostly in a
cruciform conguration.
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Delta wings, or variations to this such as cropped deltas, arrows or trapezoids, are
used predominantly for slender body winged congurations and have been the subject of
much research. They exhibit separated ow at low to moderate angles of attack and are
also amenable to linear analysis or slender body theory.
2.4.1 Experimental Observations
The ow over delta wings have been catergorised into 2 distinct regimes, these as a function
of the Mach number and angle of attack in a plane normal to the leading edge (MN and
N respectively) [70]. Of particular importance is the Stanbrook and Squire boundary
(SSB) [71]. Within the MN and N space, 6 or 7 distinct ow regimes exist for thin
or thick delta wings respectively [72] (see Figure 2.8). Most of the work has been for
wings with sharp leading edges, though some data are available for rounded leading edges
such as the Shuttle [70]. Rounded leading edges broaden the SSB [70]. Delta wings at
very low angles of attack have attached ow for both sub- and supersonic speeds. For
subsonic leading edges at moderate angles of attack, separation occurs at the leading edge
separation such that on the leeward side a primary vortex exists with a feeding vortex
sheet. In addition a secondary separation vortex exists between the primary vortex and
the leading edge. Thin delta wings with supersonic leading edges at moderate angles of
attack, exhibit attached ow over the leading edge due to an expansion fan, whilst a shock
induced vortex occurs at a span somewhat inboard from the leading edge. For thick delta
wings at low supersonic leading edge speeds (MN < 1:5) , leading edge separation occurs
without a secondary vortex forming. On the leeward side an attached or detached shock
exists depending on the leading edge Mach number and leading edge angle of attack.
At higher angles of attack, vortex bursting occurs for delta wings. Experimental cor-
relations for when these occur have been developed [72].
The lift characteristics of delta wings depends primarily on the aspect ratio and Mach
number. Reference [73] reports on the aerodynamic characteristics for a wide range of
low aspects ratios at supersonic Mach numbers. A summary of this follows. As the Mach
number increases from subsonic through to transonic speeds, the stalling characteristics
are dominated by the vortex breakdown phenomena. At supersonic speeds the windward
side ow increasingly dominates the force contribution resulting in a distinct Mach number
dependence in low angle characteristics. No obvious stall or vortex breakdown is notice-
able, probably because of the smaller contribution to wing normal forced by the leeward
side.
As the aspect ratio of delta wings is reduced the lift curve slope decreases at both sub-
and supersonic Mach numbers, and the normal force becomes increasingly second order
in characteristic with respect to angle of attack. At subsonic speeds the eect of vortex
breakdown and wing stall dominate the moderate to higher angles of attack behaviour.
For rectangular wings at subsonic speeds complex vortex features exist at the leading
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Figure 2.8: Delta wing ow regimes [72]
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edge, whilst the rest of the ow is dominated by a vortex that separates from the side.
At supersonic Mach numbers the spanwise pressure distribution is relatively uniform [73]
when compared to the patterns at subsonic speeds because the suction peaks are lower at
supersonic speeds. Work by Winter [74] showed that the normal force for a rectangular
wing becomes increasingly nonlinear as the aspect ratio decreases such that at aspect
ratio of AR=0.033, the response is essentially a sin2 function for angles of attack up
to 35 degrees, where as for AR=1.5 or 2.0, the response is linear at low to moderate
angles of attack, with the normal force curve displaying characteristics typical of a 2D
higher aspect ratio wing. The tests performed by Winter were, however, only subsonic.
At subsonic speeds the separated ow vortex structures are complex [72] and unsteady
[75]. In addition to the side edge vortex, a leading edge and horseshoe exists because of
the zero sweep leading edge. This is graphically illustrated in Figure 2.9. Wickens [76]
performed some tests on rectangular plates of aspect ratio 0.25 showing that the side edge
shed vortices are diuse and rolled up at an angle of =2 which is consistent with that
modeled by Bollay [21] using horseshoe vortices. The normal force coecient displays the
non-linear second order characteristic as demonstarted by Bollay and Winter.
Figure 2.9: Subsonic rectangular wing ow structures [77]. S and N denote saddle and
nodal singular points of separation or reattachment as interpreted by reference [77].
Cropped delta wings created by sweeping the leading edge of a rectangular wing to
some nite less than 90 for aspect ratios of order 1, show changes in normal force and
centre-of-pressure to be essentially the same as that of a rectangular wing [73]. The leading
edge vortex at subsonic speeds (for the leading edge that is) is unsteady [75] for leading
edge sweep angles less than 45. For leading edges that are supersonic (the leading edge
is in front of the Mach line), no leading edge vortex is shed.
Wings with leading edges strakes are the last major category of planform. They are
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essentially trapezoidal wings or deltas that have a tip with high leading edge sweep. For
trapezoidal wings the primary driver for the strakes is that the leading edge separation
for moderately swept planforms is unsteady and erratic [69]. Wings with strakes exhibit
signicant dierences to either the wing without the strake, the strake itself or a linear
combination of the two. A synergistic eect due to the strake vortex helps to stabilise
the increase both the maximum lift coecient realised and the angle of attack before
stall occurs for subsonic speeds by keeping the ow attached to the root of the wing. At
supersonic speeds the windward side starts to dominate the ow eld, with a resulting
drop-o in the eect of the strake [73].
As for inclined circular bodies, the 2D analogy has been employed in the past to
determine the loads on slender wings using the cross ow concept. Flat plates inclined at
90 to the ow exhibit, like a circular cylinder, a separated ow region with two dominant
vortices in the lee side. Sarpkaya in his work on impulsively started ows also examined
the loads on a at plate [45][78]. The behaviour is similar to cylinders but has distinctly
dierently characteristics. The rst is that the impulse peaks at a drag coecient of 2.5
which occurs sooner than for a cylinder. Subsequently the drag drops below the steady
state value and peaks again at 2.4 before settling down to the steady state value of 1.9.
2.4.2 Theoretical Methods
One of the earliest attempts at modeling separated ow over delta wings from a theo-
retical perspective was by Legendre [79] who modeled the ow as a concentrated vortex
and imposed the Joukowski-Kutta condition at the leading edge. This led to reasonably
accurate results at moderate angles of attack (10    20), but predicted negative lift
at low angles and also multi-valued solutions. Adams [80] and Brown and Michael [81]
rened this formulation by introducing a branch cut between the separation point and
the concentrated vortex, which solved the negative lift with Legendre's formulation. This
was further rened by Edwards [82] by ensuring that both the vortex and feeding sheet
are force free which solved the multi-valued problem. Whilst Legendre, Adams, Brown
and Michael, and Mangler and Smith employed the Joukowski-Kutta condition, Pershing
[83] forced the concentrated shed vortices to form at an angle of =4 with the wing plane.
Sacks [75], however, modeled the vortex feeding sheet and rollup of the sheet using a
discrete number of concentrated vortices while imposing the Joukowski-Kutta condition,
which is the DVM method that was applied to bodies. The linear lift curve slope of a
slender delta wing that is within the Mach cone is AR=2 [6], which is based on slender
wing theory and is only really applicable for vanishing aspect ratios.
The other class of planform are rectangular wings. One of the earliest attempts to
model the ow of a rectangular wing at subsonic speeds was performed by Bollay [21].
Bollay used multiple horseshoe vortex elements along length of the chord. The vortex
elements were allowed to separated from the edge of the wing, thus resulting in an ap-
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proximate angle of =2. Subsequent improvements have been performed by Scholtz [84]
and Gersten [85]. At low angles of attack, the linear lift curve slope was determined
by Schlichting [86] to be a function of Mach number because the leading edge of the
wing is supersonic. Gersten [85] extended his model by including a non-constant span-
wise distribution. Extension to arbitrary planforms have been performed by Gersten [87],
Berlotserkovskiy [88] and Yermolenko [89].
Global gross load prediction methodologies utilise the summation of potential and
separation or vortex type components. Aside from vortex lattice methods, the only sim-
plied global gross load prediction methodology is the leading section suction analogy,
originally developed by Polhamus [90][91][92] and extended by Lamar [93][94][95]. The
suction analogy does, however, rely on the assumption that the separated ow reattaches
fully. Mendenhall and Nielsen [20] utilised the concept of the side edge vortex for wings
with nite tips i.e. cropped deltas of aspect ratio 0.1 to 5, where they assumed that all
(or semi-empirically correlated fraction) of the full side edge suction was converted to lift.
2.4.3 Semi-Empirical Methods
Semi-empirical methods are employed during the design phase and in engineering level
codes because of the requirement for speed. Of particular interest in this thesis are low
and very low aspect ratio wings. The normal force behaviour of these wings has already
been touched upon in the previous section. Missile Datcom uses supersonic linear theory
for low to moderate angles of attack [23], whilst APC uses a fourth order polynomial model
for angles of attack from 0 to 180 [96] correlated against experimental data.
2.5 Body and Wing Combinations
2.5.1 Experimental Data and Databases
Empirical or semi-empirical methods using experimental databases (mostly utilising poly-
nomial or similar type functions) to model wing body combinations (and wings with very
low aspect ratios) are from three primary sources. They are White [97], Sigal and Blake
[98][18][19] (Missile Datcom) and Moore [16][16][99][100] [101] (Aero Prediction Code).
Other models have been developed by Nelson [12], Baker and Aiellio. Of these methods,
only the APC code has correlated, within its empirical database, the wing-to-body carry-
over factor as a function of angle of attack. The rest utilise consider the wing and body
as one conguration.
The data used for these methods is in the most part not readily available. Some
publicly data are, however, available for these purposes or for validation of numerical
models. The most extensive of these are by Jorgensen [102][103] and Allen [104]. Jorgensen
has performed work on bodies with planar strakes [103] with aspect ratio 0.0285 and strake
span to body ratios of 1.2 though the primary objective of the report was to determine the
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eect of strakes on the side forces of these congurations. Allen [104] has performed tests
on bodies and cruciform strakes though the aspect ratios of the strakes were only 0.153
with a strake span to body ratio of 1.77. Other sources of data are by Simpson and Birch
[13], Spearman and Trescot [105] and Robinson [106]. Simpson and Birch performed tests
on bodies of revolution with planar strakes of aspect ration less than 0.1. The Simpson and
Birch conguration was a wing of aspect ratio 0.067 and wing span to body diameter of
1.6. Robinson tested rectangular wings of aspect ratios 0.077 and 0.154 with wing span to
body diameter ratios of 1.33 and 2.11 respectively, whilst Spearman and Trescot extended
the tests performed by Robinson to other Mach numbers.
Other experimental work performed on circular wing-strake combinations was by Macha
[107], but these were performed at angles of attack of 90 only i.e. 2D, and not for inclined
slender body congurations. The visualisation results from these tests were extremely
poor and limited to only one Schlieren photograph for a span to body ratio of 1.55 and
freestream or cross ow Mach number of 1.0. No dening features of the separated wake
can be discerned. The other Schlieren photographs were of the circular cylinder alone
[108] which shows the change in the vortex structures for transonic Mach numbers.
Congurations with very slender delta wings have been performed by Simpson and
Birch [13] and Spearman and Robinson [109]. Very slender delta wings interact with
bodies of revolution dierently to that of wings with side edges [13]. Cones with strakes
have been studied by Jorgensen [110]. The only other experimental investigation of the
interaction of body vortices and wing vortices was performed by Jeane [111] looking at the
change in the vortex generation of the body of a slender body and its subsequent eects.
With regards to ow visualisation, Werle [112] has performed work on body and strake
congurations at low speed in a water tunnel for a chine like conguration with a strake
span to body diameter ratio of 1.74 and a circular body and strake conguration with
strake span to body diameter ratio of 2.16 and strake length of 5.9D. Jorgensen has for
the conguration used in reference [31] performed laser vapour screen visualisation and is
of particular interest because of its similarity to that being used in this thesis. The Mach
numbers considered were 0.6, 0.9 and 2.0. The lee side ow structures of three locations
were imaged namely at the start of the strakes, midway down the strakes and at the end
of the strakes. The angles of attack were 10 to 50, in 10 intervals. The report was,
however, more concerned with the alleviation of side force and yawing moment at the
higher angles due to asymmetric vortices than with the detailed understanding of the lee
side ow eld which explains the lack of detail and interpretation of the observed ow
elds. No other publically available ow visualisation data are available, except for a
single plane in the ow eld at an angle of attack of 8 by Simpson and Birch.
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2.5.2 Body-Wing Interference Modeling
Various methods or models have been developed in the past to calculate the mutual
interference for engineering methods and fall into three main categories, these being:
 Linear
 Non-linear
 Newtonian impact theory [31]
 Semi-empirical correlations [113]
The semi-empirical correlations have been discussed in the previous subsection (see
subsection 2.5.1).
For the linear methods, two broad classes exist namely exact and approximate. The
exact methods include W-function and multi-pole methods [114], fourier analysis [115],
conical boundaries [116], upwash and slender body theory [7][117], [118], [119] and the
Volterra method [120]. Approximate methods include a wing-alone method [121], compo-
nent method by Flax and Lawrence [122] and Lennertz method by Schneider and Nikolitsch
[123]. These methods are amenable to determining the inuence of the body on the wing
and/or vice versa. The linear methods have in the past [113] been classied as those be-
longing to the class of P-N-K or Pitts, Nielsen and Kaattari as enunciated in reference [7].
The linear methods do, however, result in the mutual interference eects being constant
with angle of attack as exemplied by that of slender body theory [7]. Lamar and Luckring
[124] have applied the leading edge suction analogy method, quasi-vortex-lattice potential
ow method and a free vortex sheet method to body and wings and combinations thereof.
The component buildup methodology takes into account the combination of wings and
bodies through interference factors and both linear and slender body theory facilitate this
methodology. These interference factors as mentioned in the introduction account for the
eect of the body due to the wing and vice versa, or more commonly known as KBW and
KWB respectively. The equivalent angle of attack method represents the most signicant
development for component buildup methods since their orginal formulation in the 1950's.
This formulation allows the non-linear behaviour of wings to be included in the original
linear formulations. Because of its signicance and importance, this method is elucidated
in the next subsection by itself.
The Newtonian method of Jorgensen [31] does not fall into the same category as the
component build up methodologies and considers the body and strake as one entity, util-
ising the Allen cross ow concept extended to body and strakes. The cross ow coecient
based on the equivalent diameter, which for cylinder strake conguration is the same as
the cylinder diameter. The Newtonian method developed diers to the data presented
by Macha in that it underpredicts the cross ow drag coecient [18]. The work by Sigal
and Blake [18][19], in developing a \unied" cross ow concept, is similar to that of the
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Jorgensen Newtonian method except that correction factors obtained from experimental
data (in the form of ratios) are used. The model is the same as that of Jorgensen in
that it utlises the heuristic Allen cross ow concept but employs the empirical database of
body-strake combinations at 90to the ow of tests performed by Macha [107] at various
transonic Mach numbers.
The non-linear methods represent a class of methods that have previously not been
explicitly acknowledged because they have not been used for determining the interference
eects, but rather overall ow phenomena. They have evolved from been used primarily
in the past to model the separated leading edge vortex of slender wings, method which
have already been mentioned in section on wings. Two sub-categories of methods exist
namely concentrated vortex models and discretised vortex models. For concentrated vor-
tex models, Levinsky et al [125][33] have used the Mangler and Smith model [126] as a
starting point and extended the theory to include non-conical ows, whilst Mendenhall
and Nielsen used a combination of the leading edge suction analogy and Bollay's side edge
vortex model for modelling wing-body-tail combinations [20]. One of the earliest imple-
mentations of the discretised vortex model (DVM) methods was by Sacks [75] where his
work on slender wings using discrete vortices also included the body in his application.
Mendenhall provides the only application of the vortex cloud method to so called winged-
body congurations [127]; these being forebodies with chines at subsonic speeds. The
discretised vortex model was originally proposed by Rosenhead [128] in his paper on un-
steady vortex sheets and was subsequently employed by numerous investigators including
Westwater [129] for the rollup of trailing edge vortices. The DVM method is not without
its problems, one of these being that the vortices tend to coalesce together if they come
too close together.
Only the semi-empirical databases and non-linear vortex methods currently represent
ways of modelling non-linearities at an engineering level; this being analogous to the Allen
and Perkins analogy for viscous eects for bodies in isolation. Simplifying the non-linear
methods for use in engineering applications does, however, represent a challenge to the
methodologies used in the past.
In completing this subsection of the literature survey, other related, though not directly
associated with wing-to-body carryover eects are presented.
The eect of bodies on wing panels have been modelled by Oberkampf in a series of
papers [130][131][132] where the body vortex is represented as a concentrated vortex with
feeding sheets made up discrete low strength vortices positioning in a prescribed shape.
The position and strengths were, however, determined experimentally and the simplied
model only used to model the interaction of body vortices on wings.
Work has also been performed for non-circular bodies such as ellipses [133][134][34][12].
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2.5.3 Equivalent Angle of Attack Concept
One of the rst attempts to account for mutual interference eects due to non-linear
aerodynamics was by Flax and Lawrence [122]. The equivalent angle of attack concept,
though distinctly dierent falls into the same category. The angle of attack concept was
developed to overcome the inherent limitations of slender body theory and extend the
theory to increase accuracy and provide a comprehensive component buildup methodology
for ows ranging from subsonic to hypersonic and from low to very high angles of attack. A
short summary taken from references [14] and [11] is given here. The method has the ability
to account for arbitrary bank angles and n deections in its formulation and represents
the largest development since reference [7] for the component buildup methodology. The
eect of bank angle and ns deections are not explored in this survey.
The traditional manner for determining the loads eg. normal force and pitching mo-
ment on an airframe are:
CNBWT = CNB + CNW (B) + CNB(W ) + CNT (B) + CNT (W ) + CNW (T ) (2.21)
CmBWT = CmB + CmW (B) + CmB(W ) + CmT (B) + CmT (W ) + CmW (T ) (2.22)
The inuence of the tail on the wing can normally be neglected for high speed tac-
tical missiles unless the two are closely coupled because the ows remain predominantly
supersonic. The view that the normal force and pitching moment can be seen as a linear
supersposition of ow elds is only strictly true if the ow is linear, which is only true
for low to moderate angle of attack [4],[7]. This method has been extended to determine
nonlinear aerodynamic characteristics [11].
The method derives its name from the modication of the angle of attack term, , to
eq, when determining the contribution of a component in terms of the isolated component
itself i.e.
CNW (B) =
@CNW
@
eq (2.23)
For missile like congurations slender body theory predicts no (or little in practical
circumstances) lift for cylindrical portions of the body. For wing-body sections, the lift is
thus entirely due to the wings. Extending the slender body theory originally developed
by Munk [1] for wing-body sections resulted in the normal force coecient for the winged
section as:
CNW (B) + CNB(W ) =
2s2m
S

1  a
2
s2m
2
(2.24)
where a is the local body radius and sm is the maximum semi-span. The above equation
is furthermore independent of Mach number.
Ward [49], Morikawa [2], and Nielsen and Kaattari [117] all suggested using the above
equation to obtain the interference between the wing and body by using the linear theory
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or data for the exposed wing alone composed of the two exposed ns joined together at
their root chords. The wing alone component is thus dened as
CNW =
2s2
S
=
2 (sm   a)2
S
(2.25)
where s is the span of the exposed n i.e. it excludes the body radius.
Dividing equation 2.24 by 2.25 gives
CNW (B) + CNB(W )
CNW
=

1 +
a
sm
2
(2.26)
The above equation is called the modied slender body theory method. Equation 2.26
can be rewritten as:
CNW (B) + CNB(W ) = (KWB +KBW )
@CNW
@

=0
 (2.27)
where
KWB =
CNW (B)
CNW
; 6= 0;  = 0
KBW =
CNB(W )
CNW
; 6= 0;  = 0
KWB +KBW =

1 +
a
sm
2
(2.28)
The values of KWB and KBW as determined above by slender body theory can be re-
placed by other analyses such as semi-empirical, numerical or experimental values, thereby
improving the overall results. The slender body theory results for KWB and KBW are
shown in Figure 2.10 and is adequate for component buildup predictions as long as the
wing-body combination is suciently downstream of the inuence of the nose [7]. The ef-
fect of increasing Mach number tends to reduce the total body carryover eect and moves
the center of pressure aft. As mentioned previously modications to the predictions have
been performed to account for Mach number eects [4] and afterbodies of nite length
[9][10].
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Figure 2.10: Slender body theory wing body interference factors [4]
The contribution of the tail section (i.e. tail-wing interference) is handled in same way
as for the wing-body. The tail contribution in the presence of the wing can be expressed
as:
CNT (W )

fins
=
@CNT
@

=0
v (2.29)
where
@CNT
@ is the slope of the tail-alone normal force coecient curve at zero angle of
attack and v is the eective upwash angle generated by the vortices of the wing, which
is nonlinearly dependent on the wing load, geometry, conguration incidence angle and
wing deection angle.
Since v is the average upwash angle of the exposed n span, it can be equated to
an eective n deection angle as
v = kW eff (2.30)
The tail-body contribution due to the wing vortices is thus
CNT (W ) = (1 +
kB
kW
)v
@CNT
@

=0
(2.31)
The normal force coecient for the complete conguration is thus
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CNBWT = CNB + [(KWB +KBW )w + (kW + kB)]wing
@CNW
@

=0
+
[(KWB +KBW )w + (kW + kB) + (1 +
kB
kW
)v]tail
@CNT
@

=0
(2.32)
where w is the total incidence angle.
The pitching moment is simply obtained by summing the product of each contribution
with its appropriate center of pressure.
The key to extending equation 2.32 into the nonlinear range is to consider the contri-
bution of the wing and tail panel or ns loads separately from those acting on the body,
which allows this method to maintain the existing forms yet have applicability over a
large range of angles of attack and ow regimes. The normal force acting on one of the
horizontal wing panels of a nned section in the "plus" attitude is
CNB(W ) = (KWBw + kW  +v)
@CNW
@

=0
(2.33)
From this the equivalent angle of attack, eq, can be dened as
eq  KWBw + kW  +v (2.34)
and
CNB(W ) =
@CNW
@
eq
The formulation for the equivalent angle of attack for n i is thus:
eqi = KWBw cos+
2
AR
K
2
w sin(2) +
4X
j=1
jij +vi (2.35)
where ji is the interference of the deection of n j on n i.
For the symmetric low angle attack case, the wing vortex interference component,
vi , can be estimated using by the inuence coecient method of reference [7]. For all
other cases reference [14] indicates that only empirical correlations and vortex tracking
methods could be used. This is because it is necessary to rst determine the distribution of
the oweld vorticity in the cross-ow planes cutting through the nned section. Secondly
the spanwise and chordwise distribution of upwash induced on the ns must be computed
based on oweld distribution. Finally, the eective angle of attack for each n due to
the upwash is determined.
Typically only the spanwise upwash distribution at a representative chord is calculated
and appears to give accurate enough results assuming the vorticity moves in the freestream
direction [14]. The simplest and most popular method is to compute the arithmetric
average of the local induced angle of attack [14].
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The equivalent angle of attack formulation (see equation 2.35) was obtained by linearly
adding the various contributing components. For angles of attack above 20, the velocity
components should be summed rather than the angles of attack [14],[11]. This results in:
tan ^eqi = KWB tanw cos+
2
AR
K tanw sin sin(2i) + tanvi (2.36)
where
eqi = ^eqi +
4X
j=1
jij (2.37)
and ^eqi is the equivalent angle of attack for no n deection. For the non-rolled (and
hence zero banked) case
KWB =
tan ^eqi
tanw
(2.38)
which is identical to the equation 2.28.
It should be noted that KWB varies with angle of attack [4].
The assumptions made up to this point in the equivalent angle of attack method have
included
1. Nonlinear eects can be accounted for using the equivalent angle of attack formulae
and wing alone data
2. Interference factors KWB , KBW and K are angle of attack independent
3. Dynamic pressure and Mach number of the ow near the ns are near the freestream
values
This is true for linear theory, but not when the angle of attack relative to the freestream
increases. It has been shown from experimental data that KWB is a function of the total
incidence angle, w [14] and also dependent on Mach number. A single family of curves
can, however, be obtained plotting the data against M sinw instead of w. The trend in
the data seems to indicate that compressibility is a primary cause in the loss of favourable
body-n interference. Additional correlations are available from the work done for the
Aeroprediction code (APC) [99][16].
2.6 Downwash, Wakes and Vortices
In the component build up methodology the shedding of wakes and vortices need to be ac-
counted for. The wake has been calculated by various methods in references [135],[136],[137]
and [138]. Of particular interest to this thesis, however, are free and bound vortices and
their eect on lifting surfaces and bodies, which is discussed in the next section. In addi-
tion to this, the eect of attached vortices (vortices with feeding sheets) on close coupled
lifting surfaces have not been explicitly considered.
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2.6.1 Vortex Trajectories
The eect of a free vortex on a lifting surface is to change the angle of attack along the
span of the surface. An example of this is the eect of a body or canard vortex on a tail.
Methods used in the past include slender body theory and strip theory [7] and that by
Alden and Schindel [7] and Sacks [139].
The position of a vortex shed when it encounters the tail after being shed from the
trailing edge of an upstream lifting surface (or the trajectory that it follows from being
shed) has also been the subject of research. The use of potential theory to determine
the trajectory of free vortices has been performed in the past both for bodies and wing-
body combinations [4]. A free vortex, because it cannot support a force, must move
as a Lagrangian uid point in the ow eld. The subsequent movement is thus simply
determined using an ordinary dierential equation solver such as the Runge-Kutta-Merson,
Runge-Kutta-Felberg or the plethora of other available schemes depending on the stiness
of the problem and accuracy required.
One of the original theoretical developments was performed by Spahr [140]. The
method has been used in various applications since its inception for predicting the aero-
dynamic performance of a family of slender body congurations in engineering codes
[20][141][41][40]. Previous applications of this method have been to track vortices for
cruciform wings [142][143] and their eect on tails [144] and also for induced rolling mo-
ments [141][145].
Continued development of vortex tracking and afterbody vortex shedding methodolo-
gies have led to the development of methods to predict vortex shedding from circular and
non-circular bodies in both subsonic and supersonic ow [63] [65][64][37], and at high an-
gles of attack [146]. The prediction of shedding and tracking of body vortices from both
non-circular and circular bodies is based on reducing a three dimensional steady ow prob-
lem to a two dimensional unsteady separated ow problem i.e. parabolising the potential
ow domain. This approach originated from the analogy of a two dimensional unsteady
ow past a body and the steady three dimensional ow past an inclined body [63].
The application of vortex tracking to cruciform wing-body combinations has been
performed for low aspect ratio triangular wing body combinations [75] and forebodies with
chines [127] (whose work was based on [75]). The work for both of these was performed
at subsonic Mach numbers.
The work performed by Mendenhall and Lesieutre [127] modeled forebodies with chines
as a non-circular body with sharp edges, rather than a circular body with low aspect
ratio wings. Consequently the forebody chine conguration is thus represented as an
equivalent asymmetric body with the same cross-sectional area as the actual body. The
work performed by Sacks [75] uses a form of the discrete vortex model where the vortex
sheet is represented by a discrete number of vortices emanating from the leading edge
such that the Joukowski-Kutta condition is met at the edge. The minimum number of
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vortices that needed to be shed to ensure convergence was determined to be 24 for the
semi-empirical implementation and 30 for the theoretical method. This is in contrast to
the later work by Mendenhall and his co-workers on body (and forebody chines) vortex
shedding which allows the accuracy requirements of the stepwise integration to be met thus
requiring the use of a variable number of vortices. The modeling by Sacks thus discretises
the sheet and primary vortex into a nite number of discrete vortices, while Mendenhall
does not assume that a primary vortex necessarily forms or exists. Multiple groupings of
vortices may possibly form. Mendenhall, on his work with forebody chines [127], assesses
the eect of representing the vortex cloud as a single concentrated vortex by summing the
vortices strengths and placing it at the centroid of the cloud, and also the vortex sheet
using 5 discrete vortices. It was found that the single concentrated vortex did not model
the ow at the edge of the chine well especially as the number of shed vortices increased.
Modeling the vortex feeding sheet improved results, though with only limited delity. It
should be noted that the comparisons were performed by combining vortices in the cloud
rather than performing the simulations with the single concentrated vortex or limited
number of vortices. This makes the vortex cloud methods computationally expensive.
It was noted by Mendenhall on his work on chines that they included secondary vortex
separation simulation capabilities due to its importance in asymmetric vortex cases.
2.7 Summary
Slender body theory and the linearised potential equation remain the cornerstone of the-
oretical methods employed in engineering level predictions codes [4]. The limitations of
these methods to low angles of attack are extended to higher angles using the heuristic
method of Allen and Perkins [3] which have been extended by subsequent investigators
[31], with semi-empirical corrections improving the predictions [27][25][44][26][29]. Simi-
larly the wing-body interactions have been developed from slender body theory and are
essentially low angle of attack formulations that can be extended to higher angles of attack
due to the lift characteristics of the isolated wings. For component buildup formulations,
the equivalent angle of attack method [11] has extended the low angle of attack formula-
tion to high angles of attack. The modeling of separated ow phenomena are accounted
for by using the method of Allen and Perkins which utilises the cross-ow drag concept,
or more speciically the vortices themselves, either as a single concentrated vortex (as
originally proposed by Bryson [56]), or as discrete vortices (discrete vortex model - DVM
- method of Rosenhead [128]).
The methods used for wing-body combinations have been developed for wings with
aspect ratios from 0.25 to 4. Limited methods have been developed for wings with aspect
ratios less then 0.1. The unied cross ow concept of Sigal and Blake, and Jorgensen's
modied Newtonian cross-ow method essentially extend the Allen and Perkins cross-
ow drag method to wings with very low aspect ratio and do not simulate the separated
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ow topology as would the DVM method or method of Bryson. The application of these
methods have been limited to conical congurations (Levinsky et al [33]), bodies only
[56][147][45][61], wings only [79][81][126], bodies with wings of aspect ratio higher than 0.1
[75] or chine-like congurations [127].
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Chapter 3
Modeling Method
3.1 Introduction
The approach adopted to developing the proposed engineering method of modeling the
lee side ow for cruciform body strake congurations at supersonic speeds is based on
the 2D slender body theory concept that a 3D steady compressible ow problem can be
reduced to an unsteady 2D incompressible problem, or alternatively put, the ow along
the body in the primary direction of the ow is analogous an impulsively started innite
2D conguration. Any other extension in the third dimension increases the complexity of
the model beyond that which engineering codes can process in a reasonable time. As shall
be shown, even 2D methods can also be too computing intensive for engineering purposes.
Furthermore, the full viscous Navier-Stokes equations are reduced to the simplest linearised
potential equation. This method of modeling has, and remains a challenge because the
fully separated compressible ow in the lee side of the body and strake conguration can
only be solved accurately using the full Navier-Stokes formulation. This and previous
attempts are essentially using the lowest complexity order model to solve the highest
complexity order problem. In order to model the lee side separated ow 2D line vortices
are used, either as single concentrated vortices or distributed vortices depending on the
method.
As seen from the literature survey, two broad classes of methods have been used in the
past namely the single concentrated vortex (SCV) (i.e. Bryson [56] and Legendre [79])
and discretised vortex model (DVM) . Both these methods are applied to the cruciform
body conguration. A third or approximate method, based on the concept of a free vortex
is subsequently extended and applied and is developed from the two previous methods.
The method rst presented is SCV method because it is the simplest. Secondly the DVM
method is presented and nally the free vortex method. In summary, three methods have
been extended from their originating theories and applied to the cruciform circular body
conguration.
For each method, after an introduction, the theoretical development is presented in-
cluding extensions required for the cruciform circular body. The method is then applied
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over the angle of attack range of interest and the results are compared to the CFD simu-
lations. The body vortex or vortices present at angles of attack above 15 are simulated
for all the methods except the SCV method.
The assumption made for all the methods employed is that the complex 3D steady
ow can be simplied to a 2D unsteady ow problem. Implicit in these methods is the
use of the 2D impulse ow analogy, where the ow along the body can be modeled as a
time dependent impulsively started solution. Before any of these methods are presented,
the basis of these methods is developed in the subsequent section.
3.2 Theoretical Development of the Basic 2D Method
The basic 2D method is presented in this section and forms the basis for all the subsequent
methods and is presented here for brevity. In developing methods for assessing the aerody-
namic loads of slender bodies, theories such as slender body theory and the 2D potential
ow model employed in this analysis seek to exploit features of the ow and/or congura-
tion. It should be noted that the methods used in this thesis have an extensive theoretical
basis and the primary development in this thesis are extensions of the theoretical basis to,
and application to cruciform wing-body congurations.
For the slender congurations and supersonic ow regime under consideration, the
problem at hand can be solved in a two dimensional plane with the incompressible formu-
lation of Equation 2.7, or
yy + zz = 0
This is based on the assumption that the ow in the plane perpendicular to the
freestream ow direction changes slowly and is derived from Equation 2.6 by assuming a
time steady formulation. This results in
 
1 M2 @2
@x2
+
@2
@y2
+
@2
@z2
= 0 (3.1)
where the complex potential is
W () = + i (3.2)
The ow is treated as two dimensional such that incompressible potential ow for-
mulations can be used. This allows a 3D steady problem to thus be reduced to a 2D
unsteady problem. To predict the ow in the physical 2D plane for various conguration
whether they be wing, planar wing body congurations, cruciform, elliptical and so forth,
a transformation needs to be made to a suitable plane where analysis can be performed.
For the series of methods employed in this thesis, the circle plane is used.
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The axes system employed in these analyses are illustrated in Figure 3.1. The phys-
ical plane is denoted by the complex plane  = y + iz, while the circle plane to which
transformations are made is denoted by the complex plane  =  + i.
Figure 3.1: Cross ow physical and transformed axes systems
The geometries being considered are wings, planar wing-body combinations and cru-
ciform wing-body congurations. This implies that the bodies are circular and that the
wings are thin. The transformation is written in the form of
 = () (3.3)
and is interpreted to mean that any point in  plane can be transformed to point in
the  plane, and the inverse transformation
 = () (3.4)
can be interpreted to mean that any point in  plane can be transformed to point in the
 plane. The transformations of the type used in this thesis do not cause any distortions
in the planes at innity and take the form
 =  +
1X
n=1
cn
n
(3.5)
 =  +
1X
n=1
kn
n
(3.6)
where the constants cn and kn may be complex. For the complex potential W , the
velocity components parallel to the y and z axes are denoted v and w respectively.
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The conguration used in this thesis is the cruciform wing-body conguration. The
transformation and its derivatives from the physical to the circle plane, with a circle of
radius ro in the  plane are:
2

1 +
a4
4

= 2

1 +
r4o
4

(3.7)
r2o =
1
2
s2

1 +
a4
s4

(3.8)
d
d
=


 
1 + a
4
4
1 + r
4
o
4
!
(3.9)
d2
d2
=
d
d
"
1

 
3  4
1  r4o
4
!
d
d

  1

 
3  4
1  a4
4
!#
(3.10)
3.3 Transverse Velocities of Vortices
For the 2D methods under consideration, the movement of vortices, whether shed by the
body or free, can be modeled as Lagrangian uid particles. The theoretical development
is well established and the formulation employed in this analysis is a summary of [140]
and [141] and is reproduced for clarity.
Consider the complex potential for the ow in the transformed () plane for two vortices
designated 1 and 2 of strength  1 and  2. This can be written as
W () =  iV sine ix

   r
2
oe
i2x


  i 1
2
ln
 
   1
   r2o1
!
  i 2
2
ln
 
   2
   r2o2
!
(3.11)
The assumption made is that the body is of uniform radius and that no image vortices
are at the centre of the body.
The complex potential W1[()] for the complex velocity vi  iwi for the vortex,  1, in
the  plane is the total complex potential W () for the ow including the vortices minus
the singularity at vortex  1, or
W1[()] =  iV sine ix

   r
2
oe
i2x


  i 1
2
ln
 
1
   r2o1
!
  i 2
2
ln
 
   2
   r2o2
!
+
i 
2
ln

   1
   1

(3.12)
The complex velocity of the vortex,  1, in the  plane is simply
v1   iw1 = dW1
d
j=1 (3.13)
From reference [4] it can be shown that
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(3.14)
The complex velocity is thus
v1   iw1 = d
d
"
 iV sine ix
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Evaluating this at  = 1 yields
v1   iw1 =
"
  iV sine ix

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r2oe
i2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21
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Expanding this to n vortices yields
v1   iw1 =
"
  iV sine ix
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r2oe
i2x
21
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Generalising this for the jth vortex results in the following expression
vj   iwj =
"
  iV sine ix

1 +
r2oe
i2x
21

+
i j
2
0@ 1
j   r2oj
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(3.18)
The equations of motion for the jth vortex is
dyj
dt
= vj and
dzj
dt
= wj (3.19)
The cross-ow plane is moving down the body at a speed of V cos. Thus
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dx
dt
= V cos (3.20)
The rate of change of the jth vortex with body axial position is thus
dyj
dt
=
vj
V
1
cos
and
dzj
dt
=
wj
V
1
cos
(3.21)
3.4 Vortex Induced Loads and the Vortex Impulse Theorem
The vortex impulse theorem was rst proposed by Sacks in reference [148] and essentially
states that the loads imposed on a section of a slender body and wing conguration by a
vortex is due to the change in the position of the vortex in the circle plane. This can be
written as
FZ   iFY = V  r (3.22)
where r is the complex distance between the vortex and its image in the circle plane.
A good example of this, and one which is directly applied in this thesis, is when a vortex
sheet or concentrated vortex is shed from the body. The total complex force on the body
of interest is simply the complex distance of the vortex and its image in the circle plane
at the plane at the end of the body. The total moment is the integral of the change in
force along the length of the body. In coecient form,
CN   iCY = 4 0 0r (3.23)
where  0 =  2aV and 
0 is non-dimensionalised by the body radius, and assuming the
reference area is the area of the base of the body i.e. a2.
3.5 Component Buildup Method
When modeling the loads on a conguration, and in particular, those due to a specic
phenomena such as a vortex, the question arises as to how to account for this phenomena,
and the vortex impulse theorem provides a convenient way to account for this phenomena
without having to resort to integrating surface pressures. Utilising the concept of Allen
[5], the total load is therefore the sum of the the attached potential ow and the vortex
load. This concept was used in reference [75]. Mathematically:-
CN = CNattached + CNvortex (3.24)
As mentioned previously, the congurations being considered in this thesis are cruci-
form wing-body combinations, but no congurations with multiple sets of wings. Alter-
natively put, only two components make up such congurations namely a slender circular
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body and a single cruciform wing of very low aspect ratio. Considering equation 1.4 the
total lift over the cruciform wing-body section is therefore
CNB + (KWB +KBW )CNW = CNattached + CNvortex (3.25)
where CNB is the body alone lift for the wing-body section only, CNattached is the
attached potential ow component and CNvortex is the vortex induced component, which
can, and for this thesis, is calculated using the vortex impulse theorem.
It should be noted that the formulation method is dierent to the widely used equiv-
alent angle of attack method where the normal force of wing-body is cast in terms of the
normal force at the equivalent angle of attack. In the slender body theory development of
the interference factors, KWB and KBW the total lift of the wing body section is derived
as a function of the geometry (see Equation 2.24), and the interference factors are a con-
sequence of this derivation. The equivalent angle of attack method is essentially a method
to account for the non-linearity of the n only loads. The method proposed in this thesis
is the same as the equivalent angle of attack method in that the total lift of the wing-body
section is calculated. On the other hand, because the method proposes a summation of
linear and vortex lift components, no equivalent angle of attack needs to be calculated.
The method assumes that the separated ow vortex load, due to shed vortices and their
interactions with the body, is all captured by the 2D methods that is the subject of the
research being undertaken.
The attached ow component of the wing-body section consists of only the isolated
wing because the body is of a constant diameter (see the limitation placed on the method
in Chapter 1). This equation is simply
CNattached = (KWB +KBW )CNW (3.26)
= (KWB +KBW )CN sin cos

2

(3.27)
The lift curve slope of the wing can be obtained from any suciently accurate source.
If no accurate data are available, the slope as dened by Jones [6] of AR=2 can be used.
The lift curve slope used in this thesis is that derived from CFD simulations rather than
AR=2.
Finally, if a conguration consisting of a forebody, cruciform wing-body section and
aftbody is considered, the total lift is dened as
CNT = CNBforebody + CNattached + CNvortex + CNBaftbody (3.28)
= CNBforebody + (KWB +KBW )CNW sin cos

2

+ CNvortex + CNBaftbody(3.29)
This formulation is dierent to the method used by codes such as Missile Datcom, APC
and Dave Taylor where the complete body alone load is used rather than only the parts
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where the body does not contain a wing, and is the same as that used by reference [141].
This is because the congurations under consideration have a very low aspect ratio wing-
body section of signicant length of the overall body length. The method proposed by this
thesis takes into account the complete loads (body, wing and the interaction between the
two) of the wing-body section, and including the body alone loads for this section would
therefore result in an overprediction of the overall loads. The method of Missile Datcom
assumes that the body continues to generate vortices in the body sections after a set of
wing or canards and that the inuence of a wing set on the body vortices is negligible.
This assumption is not unreasonable for wings of low aspect ratio rather than very low
aspect ratio because the wing sets comprise the smaller percentage of the overall body
length whereas the wing-body congurations being considered in this thesis comprise the
majority percentage of the overall body length.
It should be noted that the methods used in this thesis do not predict the wing-to-body
carryover factor explicitly. It should also be remembered that the SBT method also does
not predict this explicitly. Instead the total lift of the wing-body section and body-on-wing
factor are predicted. The wing-to-body factor is simply the dierence between the total
and body-on-wing factor. This holds true for the factors determined by the SBT method.
3.5.1 Fore- and Aftbody Load Prediction Method
For the purposes of this thesis, whose objective is to develop an engineering wing-body
interference method, any suitably accurate method for determining the forebody and aft-
body loads will be used. This may be experimental, validated CFD simulations or the
plethora of available engineering methods. Where available, experimental or CFD sim-
ulations will be used. In an engineering code, the accuracy of the loads for a complete
conguration will be a function of the method used, with engineering methods being less
accurate than experimental and (generally) viscous Navier-Stokes nite volume methods.
For the fore- and aftbody, where no CFD or experimental data are available, the loads
are based on the engineering method of Jorgensen [31], which is a renement or extension
of the concept of Allen. These take the form of the sum of a potential and non-linear
component i.e. the same as equation 3.24. The formulae presented here assume that the
body has a constant diameter (or cylindrical) and that the reference area, S, is based on
the body cross sectional area (S = D2=4). The potential or linear component is dened
as:-
CNpotential =
CN
2
sin (2) cos

2

(3.30)
where the normal force slope is 2 based on slender body theory. A correction for Mach
number eects based on ESDU 89008 [25] is applied for tangent ogive bodies. As shall be
seen, almost all congurations used in this thesis are have tangent ogive noses.
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The non-linear component represents all non-potential eects. It is equivalent to
CNvortex but is not limited to only shed vortices as for the wing-body section. The Allen
and Perkins formulation encompasses the non-linear eects in the crossow drag coe-
cient and as for the wing-body section assumes the eect is due to shed vortices. From
Jorgensen [42] this is:-
CNnon linear = cdc
Sp
S
sin2  (3.31)
where  is the end eects factor for nite length bodies (and is set to 1 because the
ow is supersonic [42][53]), cdc is the cross-ow drag coecient, and Sp is the planform
area of the forebody or aftbody.
The cross ow drag coecient, cdc , uses the data of the MISSILE code (reference [29])
and is tabulated as follows:-
Table 3.1: Cross ow drag coecient
M sin 0 0.2 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.8 1 1.2 1.6 2 2.4 3.2 8
cdc 1.2 1.2 1.23 1.3 1.37 1.62 1.72 1.67 1.47 1.4 1.37 1.3 1.3
The pitching moment is:-
Cmpotential =

V  A (L  xmrc)
SD

CNpotential (3.32)
Cmnon linear =

xmrc   xc
D

CNnon linear (3.33)
where V is the volume of the forebody or aftbody, L is the length of the fore- or
aftbody, and xc is the centroid of the planform area.
3.5.2 Body Shedding Vortex Prediction Method
Where vortices are shed by a body i.e. the non-linear component, the position and strength
of the vortices may need to be determined for inclusion in determining the cruciform wing-
body loads. As for the fore- and aftbody loads, where no CFD or experimental data are
available empirical data are used. These data have been obtained from reference [41] and
[20] and is the same model as used in reference [40]. The model only predicts a single
vortex and its position is a function of Mach number and angle of attack. From reference
[41] for the angle of attack range 20    50 at Mach 2.0, the lateral position, yv, is
dened as
yv
a
= 1:119  0:0169 (3.34)
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Chapter 4
Very Low Aspect Ratio Cruciform
Wing-Body Aerodynamics
4.1 Introduction
Before the various 2D methods are introduced, the aerodynamics of slender bodies with
very aspect ratio wings are studied. The aerodynamics of very low aspect ratio wing-body
congurations with low semi-span to body radius ratios, and wings with side edges rather
than highly swept back leading edges, at supersonic speeds, is dominated by the side edge
vortex, and body vortex where appropriate. This is in contrast to moderate (AR  4)
and low aspect ratio wings (AR  1), where the side edge vortex contribution is small or
non-existent (such as for taper ratios of  = 0). Higher wing semi-span to body radius
ratios reduce the inuence of the body on the side edge vortex. An indicator of this is
illustrated by the interference lift ratios for panel-to-panel interference for cruciform and
planar congurations. At low semi-span to body radius ratios (between 1 and 1.4) the
interference ratio, K, for both congurations coincide and only deviate at higher ratios
[4], thus indicating the dominant inuence of the body on even slender body potential
ow wing-body interference aerodynamics.
The conguration chosen to study this side edge vortex is a body of constant diameter
of length 16D with a 3D tangent ogive nose, resulting in an overall length of 19D. This
body conguration was chosen because most short range air-to-air missiles have slenderness
ratios of the order 17 to 22 and the geometry has been previously used in studies [13].
The nose prole is, however, dierent from reference [13] in that a third order polynomial
described the nose prole, whereas a tangent ogive was used for this study.
The very low aspect ratio wings or strakes are rectangular wings with a leading edge
of 45 and a straight trailing edge. The semi-span of the wing alone is 0.25 of the radius,
and the root chord starts at 4.75D from the nose. The root chord is 11.25D in length (or
59% of the overall conguration length), resulting in an afterbody of 3D. The wing has a
nite thickness of 5mm at the root. The location of the start of the strakes was chosen to
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result in an afterbody of 3D, thus ensuring an eective innite afterbody for the strakes
or wings for the Mach numbers under consideration. Finally the body diameter is 80mm.
The geometry of the conguration, including the strake thickness denition, are shown
in Figure 4.1.
Figure 4.1: Conguration Geometry, dimensions in mm
Of particular interest in this thesis are the aerodynamics of the various components of
the conguration namely, the body, the strakes and combination or interaction of the two.
4.2 Expected Flow Features
Before the numerical or experimental simulations are presented, a discussion of the ex-
pected topographical features of the ow, especially in the lee side, helps in the interpre-
tation of these simulations. For the body alone, the ow is expected to remain attached
and only separate at angles of attack greater than 4. The separated ow results in vortex
sheets which roll up into two symmetric concentrated vortices. Because the nose is sharp
i.e. not blunted, these vortices will eventually emanate from the nose at an angle of attack
equal to the total included angle of the nose. For the start location, non-dimensionalised
to the body radius, Figure 4.2 illustrates the empirical method developed by Hemsch et
al [40], which is described by the equation
xs
a
= 32

1 
r
  4
n   4

(4.1)
where n is half the total nose angle.
The angle at which the vortices emanate from the nose is half the total included angle
of the nose, which for this conguration is 18.92. At the higher angles of attack under
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Figure 4.2: Body Alone Vortex Start Location
consideration multiple vortices are expected, and the behaviour of the vortices is expected
to resemble impulsively started ow [56]. The number and spacing of these vortices is,
however, dependent on the cross ow Mach number and nose conguration. For the Mach
numbers and angles of attack under consideration, using the data from reference [39], at
least two symmetric vortices are expected. The angle at which asymmetric vortices starts
when the angle of attack exceeds the total included angle at the apex, which for this
conguration is 37.85 [43], which is above the angle of attack range (0    25) being
considered in this thesis.
For the strake, the ow is expected to separate almost immediately as the angle of
attack is increased from zero because of the long side edge. No leading edge vortex is
expected because the Mach numbers under consideration (2.0 to 3.0) results in the leading
edge being supersonic (leading edge sweep is 45). Similar to the body alone, the ow is
expected to create multiple vortices at the higher angles of attack [149].
According to Figure 4.2 or Equation 4.1, the ow for the body-strake conguration
is expected to remain attached to the nose section until 11.4 because the leading edge
of the strakes start at an axial location of xs=a = 9:5 or 4.75D. This limit was, however,
derived from data which showed signicant scatter and therefore body vortices appearing
before the angle of attack of 11.4 is not unexpected. For the strake, the ow is expected
to separate from the side edge at all non-zero angles of attack. Where a body vortex is
present, it is expected to interact with the side edge vortex. It should be noted that the
strake will experience an increased angle of attack compared to the freestream because
of the upwash from the body. The behaviour of the side edge vortex, by itself and when
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interacting with the body vortex is the subject of this thesis.
4.3 Numerical Simulations
A numerical nite ow volume method was used to establish the primary force and moment
and ow eld database from which subsequent analyses are performed and the proposed
engineering method is developed. These simulations were, however, validated experimen-
tally, and is presented in the next section. The specic numerical tool used was ANSYS
Fluent V13. Simulations were performed for the body alone, the strakes and the full
conguration. The Mach numbers simulated were 2.0, 2.5 and 3.0. The spatial discreti-
sation scheme employed was the second order upwinding scheme. The solver used was
the coupled-implicit density based formulation whilst the Roe convective ux-dierence
splitting scheme was used. The total pressure used for the simulations was 129kPa and a
total temperature 288K. The freestream turbulence was set to 0.1% with a characteristic
length of 10m, typical values for a wind tunnel. The turbulence model used was Spalart-
Allmaras (SA) with near wall treatment. Symmetry was used for all the congurations
because the onset of asymmetric vortices for the body is only expected at angles of attack
greater than 25. The cell count for the body alone was 580000, whilst the full congura-
tion was approximately 3340000, and the strake alone 4200000. The mesh design for the
body alone and body-strake congurations did not include the base region because the
speed regime is supersonic. Figure 4.3 and Figure 4.4 show schematics for the body-strake,
and strake alone congurations. The body-strake conguration forebody mesh is the same
as the body alone conguration mesh, except that for the body alone conguration the
forebody mesh is extended to the end of the body.
Figure 4.3: Body and strakes CFD mesh
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Figure 4.4: Strake CFD mesh
Simulations were initialised with the Fluent provided Full-Approximation Storage
(FAS) pre-solver and run until the primary variables (which included turbulent viscos-
ity) reduced by at least three orders of magnitude, and the primary variables and loads
asymptoted to constant values. The typical number of iterations to convergence required
for the full conguration was 4000 using a CFL number of 5. Because near wall treat-
ment was employed in the simulations, at least 15 cell layers were placed in the boundary
layer by calculating the expected boundary layer displacement thickness using simple at
plate theory. As an additional check, the y+ was observed to remain within the order of
1 (the maximum y+ was no more than 2). A comparison of the normal force, pitching
moment, axial force and centre-of-pressure for the body alone, body-strake, and strakes
alone for the three Mach numbers 2.0, 2.5 and 3.0 are shown in Figure 4.5 to Figure 4.7.
The coecients are normalised to the body cross sectional area and diameter for the body
and body-strake congurations, whilst the strake coecients are normalised to the strake
planform area and average aerodynamic chord i.e. 895mm. The moment reference centre
for the body, and body-strake conguration is 9.5 calibers from the nose, whilst for the
strake conguration it is the wing apex.
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Figure 4.5: Body alone CFD Mach number comparison
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Figure 4.6: Body and strake CFD Mach number comparison
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Figure 4.7: Strakes alone CFD Mach number comparison
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Grid sensitivity studies were performed for all the congurations by increasing the cell
count outside the near wall or attached ow boundary layer and the two other orthogonal
directions parallel to a wall by at least 1.5. The cell count in each orthogonal direction
parallel to the wall for the body alone was doubled because of the initial lower cell count
than the body-strake conguration. An additional grid size was executed for the body
alone conguration where the cell count in orthogonal direction parallel to the wall was
increased by 1.5 times. The former grid is designated the high density grid, whilst the
latter, the medium density grid. This study was only performed at Mach 2.0 with the
Spalart-Allmaras turbulence model. Figure 4.8 show the dierence between the existing
and high density grids for the body alone conguration, whilst the body-strake congu-
ration comparison is shown in Figure 4.9, and the strakes alone are shown in Figure 4.10.
The grid sensitivity studies indicated that the original discretisation was sucient and
possibly even ner than the minimum required, given that the dierences only manifest
themselves in the axial force. A reduction in the number of the cells was not considered.
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Figure 4.8: Body alone CFD grid sensitivity comparison, Mach 2.0
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Figure 4.9: Body and strake CFD grid sensitivity comparison, Mach 2.0
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Figure 4.10: Strakes alone CFD grid sensitivity comparison, Mach 2.0
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At the higher angles of attack, because the ow in the leeside of the body is fully sep-
arated and symmetrical, high strain rates are experienced in the ow in this region. The
Spalart-Allmaras turbulence model is only a rst-order model and utilises the Boussinesq
hypothesis that the turbulent viscosity is an isotropic scalar quantity. Its modeling of the
ow may therefore not be suciently accurate given the high axial velocities and rolled up
shed vortex sheets at the higher angles of attack. To gain some insight into this, additional
simulations were performed using the    (KE), Realisable    (RKE) and Reynolds-
Stress model (RSM) for Mach 2.0 for the body and body-strake congurations, though
the Reynolds-Stress model model was only implemented for the body alone conguration
and not the body-strake conguration. The     and Realisable     formulations are
two equation models with the Realisable     model overcoming some of the problems
associated with the    model by modeling some of the Reynolds stress constraints mak-
ing the formulation more physical. The Reynolds Stress model calculates the individual
Reynolds stresses i.e. it solves the transport equations for each stress tensor. Of the
Reynolds averaged models the anisotropy of the turbulent viscosity can only be modeled
by the Reynolds Stress model for highly swirling ows and stress driven secondary ows.
In its implementation by Fluent the Realisable    method is also suitable at lower swirl
ow numbers (i.e. <0.5) [150]. In Fluent, the RSM model uses the     formulation
for wall treatment, and its inclusion for comparison is more by way of process because
the Realisable    and Reynolds-Stress model solution process used the KE solutions as
starting estimates.
The results of these simulations are shown in Figure 4.11 to Figure 4.12. The body
alone comparison indicates that the Reynolds-Stress model turbulence model shows a small
shift in the centre-of-pressure when compared to the Spalart-Allmaras model. Because the
dierence manifests itself at low angles of attack, the discrepancy is due to the dierence
in the recovery of pressure in the aft section of the body as illustrated in Figure 4.13 for
the angle of attack of 2, along a slice of 1mm from the centreline. The Reynolds-Stress
model simulations generate a lower pressure than the SA simulations in the rear half of
the body therefore resulting in a more aft centre-of-pressure than the SA simulations.
The dierence is, however, no more than half a caliber. The dierence is probably due
to the growth in the boundary layer being dierent between the Spalart-Allmaras and
Reynolds-Stress model models because the Reynolds-Stress model formulation uses the
    formulation. Interestingly the     and Realisable     do not show the same
centre-of-pressure shift. The dierence in the normal force is, however, not discernable.
For the purposes of developing an engineering method, the Spalart-Allmaras model is
therefore suciently accurate given the interest in only the normal force and pitching
moment components.
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Figure 4.11: Body alone CFD turbulence model comparison, Mach 2.0
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Figure 4.12: Body and strake CFD turbulence model comparison, Mach 2.0
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Figure 4.13: Body alone pressure dierence between SA and RSM turbulence models,
=2
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4.3.1 Flow Field Properties
The CFD simulations have been used to determine the position of vortices because of the
availability of the ow eld data. Of particular interest to this thesis are the rolled up
vortex sheets shed by both the body and the strake. The vortex sheets shed from the
body and strake roll up into concentrated vortices, and the identication of these vortices
can be performed using at least three Galilean invariant criteria (Q-criterion, -criterion,
and 2-criterion). A study on the most suitable criterion is detailed in Appendix A. For
this thesis, the 2-criterion is used from which the position of a vortex is determined by
locating the local minimum.
4.4 Experimental Validation
Given the separated nature of the ow, especially in the lee side of the conguration, ex-
perimental validation of the gross conguration force and moments was deemed necessary.
These validation tests were performed in the High Speed Wind Tunnel (HSWT) of the
CSIR. The industrial facility has a 450mm x 450mm test section resulting in the use of a
model with diameter of 25mm (i.e. 31.25% scale model).
Unlike the numerical predictions, the isolated strakes were not tested due to the dif-
culty in performing experimental tests for wings of aspect ratio of the order 0.025. Full
span wings cannot accommodate a suitable balance without signicantly changing the
conguration and the stiness would be too low for practical tests. Similarly half-span
tests have the diculty of boundary layer growth which results in the boundary layer
being a signicant proportion of the span of the span of the strake at the trailing edge,
thus questioning the validity of the results. Experimentally compensating for the bound-
ary layer through wall suction raises the question of the extent of compensation by the
boundary layer suction and the consequent changes to the overall aerodynamics of the ow
over the strake. Lastly the use of a boundary layer island or peniche to limit the eects of
boundary layer growth destroys the half-span concept because the body, no matter how
thin, eectively increases the span of the strakes.
The experimental test conditions were dierent to that of the numerical predictions.
Even though the total pressures were higher than those used in the numerical predictions,
the experimental Reynolds numbers were lower than for the numerical predictions. The
freestream Reynolds number for the HSWT tests is 580000 based on the body diameter
at Mach 2.0, whereas it is 1.33 million for the CFD simulations. From references [43] and
[44] (reproduced in Figure 2.3), the boundary layer is expected to be turbulent throughout
the angle of attack range for the Mach numbers 2.0 to 3.0 for both the CFD simulations
and HSWT tests. The lee side boundary separation is therefore expected to be similar for
both the CFD simulations and HSWT tests.
The test matrix executed is shown in Table 4.1, including the dynamic pressures. Both
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body alone and body-strake congurations were run at the same total pressures to ensure
that no Reynolds number dierence between the two congurations were present.
Table 4.1: Experimental test conditions
Mach No. PT TT q ReD
kPa K kPa
2.03 180.5 301 63.5 580000
2.5 293.5 301 75.4 740000
3.0 490 301 84.2 956000
The force and moment data presented in the next subsection was corrected for ow
angularity and model osets. No wall corrections were performed because the ow is
supersonic and the model was always within the shock rhombus. Flow visualisation by
way of colour Schlieren was performed. This was used to also determine the location of
the lee side vortices in the vertical plane. No other ow visualisation or measurement
techniques were available in the facility for determining the shed vortex location in the
lateral direction.
The maximum estimated uncertainty of the normalised coecients and other parame-
ters for each Mach number are listed in Table 4.2. The uncertainties were estimated using
the industry standard method dened by references [151] and [152]. The uncertainty in
the centre-of-pressure is less than 0.2 of a caliber for angles of attack greater than 2. At
the moderate and high angles the uncertainty is at least half the value of the maximum
for each Mach number.
Table 4.2: Experimental test accuracies
Parameter M2.0 M2.5 M3.0 Units
CN 0.0532 0.0806 0.126 -
Cm 0.0484 0.0783 0.137 -
CY 0.00523 0.00461 0.00483 -
Cn 0.0116 0.0114 0.0126 -
Cl 0.0315 0.0293 0.0337 -
CAf 0.00978 0.00952 0.0122 -
 0.163 0.168 0.181 
q 0.358 0.715 1.179 kPa
Mach 0.00982 0.0126 0.0169 -
XCP 2 0.19 0.15 0.13 -
Some grounding was experienced because the length of the model limited the available
gap between the sting and the inside of the model. For the body alone conguration,
grounding only occurred above 22 for Mach 3.0. Grounding for the body-strake congu-
ration unfortunately occurred at lower angles of attack, but was still higher than 19 for
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Mach 2.0 and 2.5. For Mach 3.0, grounding occurred above 15. The centre-of-pressure
trend at the higher angles is, however, captured.
4.4.1 Loads and Centre of Pressure
For the three Mach numbers for the body alone and body-strake congurations, good cor-
relation of the CFD simulations with the experimental was obtained, therefore validating
the CFD simulations and especially the use of the Spalart-Allmaras turbulence model. The
comparisons are shown in Figure 4.14 to Figure 4.19. For the body alone conguration,
the normal force predictions are very well predicted by the CFD, except for the Mach
3.0 body alone simulations (see Figure 4.16), where the CFD loads are lower than the
experimental. The deviations occur at a cross ow Mach numbers greater than 0.5, and
may point towards a poorer numerical prediction in the loss of dynamic pressure due to
the bow shock. The centre-of-pressure predictions are very good for angles of attack above
15 for all the Mach numbers, and are predicted further forward at the lower angles of the
Mach numbers 2.0 and 2.5. The change in centre-of-pressure movement at 10 at Mach
2.0 and 2.5 points towards a change in the topology of the vortex structures. The higher
angle of attack trends are however well captured. The dierences in centre-of-pressure
manifest themselves in the pitching moment dierences, whose eect is amplied because
the moment reference centre is at 9.5 calibers. The CFD centre-of-pressure predictions
are no more than half a caliber dierent to the experimental data for Mach 2.0 and 3.0
for angles of attack from 4.
For the body-strake conguration, the normal force is, as for body alone conguration,
well predicted for Mach 2.0. The Mach 2.5 predictions are under predicted by 8%, whilst
the Mach 3.0 predictions shows better correlation than for the body alone conguration,
within the limited experimental range available. The centre-of-pressure are very well
predicted by the CFD and as for the body alone within half a caliber. The trends are also
well predicted. As for the body alone, the pitching moment dierences are a consequence
of the dierences between the normal force and centre-of-pressure.
The axial force comparison presented is the forebody force which excludes the base
drag. This is because the CFD mesh did not extended beyond the end of the body. The
axial force predictions are less well predicted by the CFD, both in absolute values and
their trends with angle of attack. The axial force is, however, not of interest in this thesis.
From the correlations between the CFD simulations and experimental data it can be
concluded that the CFD simulations are validated and can be used for further analyses.
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Figure 4.14: Body alone CFD and experimental normal and axial force and pitching
moment comparison, Mach 2.0
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Figure 4.15: Body alone CFD and experimental normal and axial force and pitching
moment comparison, Mach 2.5
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Figure 4.16: Body alone CFD and experimental normal and axial force and pitching
moment comparison, Mach 3.0
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Figure 4.17: Body and strakes CFD and experimental normal and axial force and pitching
moment comparison, Mach 2.0
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Figure 4.18: Body and strakes CFD and experimental normal and axial force and pitching
moment comparison, Mach 2.5
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Figure 4.19: Body and strakes CFD and experimental normal and axial force and pitching
moment comparison, Mach 3.0
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The lateral loads (side force, yawing moment and trolling moment) to did not show
signicant deviation from the nominal zero. Deviations are evident upon the onset of
body or strake vortices but are due to manufacturing asymmetries and indicate that the
shed vortices are symmetric. These deviations are illustrated in Figure 4.20 and Figure
4.21. For the body alone conguration, the deviations in the side force, yawing moment
and rolling moment is only indicative of model manufacturing asymmetries rather than
the onset of asymmetric vortices. For both congurations, the side force coecient is no
larger than 0.15, or 2.5% of the maximum body alone normal force.
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Figure 4.20: Body alone lateral loads deviation
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Figure 4.21: Body and strakes lateral loads deviation
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4.4.2 Flow Visualisation
As mentioned previously colour Schlieren was performed during the force and moment
tests. These visualisations were used to determined the position of the lee side vortices in
the vertical plane. A sensitive colour mask was used during the tests with the resultant
identication of low density gradients in the ow which made the identication of vortices
easier.
The leeside ow separation is shown for the body only conguration in Figure 4.22 to
Figure 4.24. For angles of attack below 6, no noticeable leeside separation is observable,
except possibly at the end of the body. For angles above 6, the vortex structures toward
the end of the body are less distinct. At the higher angles, more than two vortices are
not distinctly identiable. The nose vortex is distinctly visible. The second shed vortex,
starting near the nose, is located close to the body and does not seem to shed, nor is a
third vortex distinctly identiable. Given the sensitivity of the Schlieren used (because
the weaker nose vortex is distinctly visible), little possibility exists that a third vortex is
present.
For the body-strake conguration, only the angles of attack higher than 10 were able
to yield any information on the location of the vortices because at angles of attack less
than 10 the vortex core was in the shadow of the body. Figure 4.25 to Figure 4.27 show
the Schlieren for angles of attack 10, 15, 20 and 25, for the Mach numbers 2.0, 2.5 and
3.0 respectively. The location of the vortex was measured from the Schlieren photographs.
The accuracy of the measurements for the angle of attack is 0.2, and the position is 0.2
calibers.
Because the Schlieren method shows density gradients, care was taken during the
measurement of the vortex locations to ensure that the vortex core was identied rather
than what was perceived to be the vortex core. Allen and Perkins [3] and Thomson and
Morrison [39] indicated that the vortex centre is the region of low light intensity adjacent
to a region of high light intensity; this because \the rapid change in light intensity is a
direct result of the change in sign of the density gradient at the centre of the vortex".
At the angles of attack above 15, the vortex structure shows vortex shedding for all
the Mach numbers, and for Mach 2.5 and 3.0 shedding occurs from 15. It is evident from
the Schlieren images that the strake vortex and body vortices combine initially before
vortex shedding occurs (resulting in two vortices). The perceived vortex shedding is also
evident on the body alone conguration at the higher angles of attack.
It should also be noted that no vortex asymmetry is identiable in the Schlieren pic-
tures, conrming the force and moment data, and the existing understanding of the onset
of asymmetric vortices.
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(a) 4 (b) 6
(c) 10 (d) 15
(e) 20 (f) 25
Figure 4.22: Schlieren of body alone at M2.0
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(a) 4 (b) 6
(c) 10 (d) 15
(e) 20 (f) 25
Figure 4.23: Schlieren of body alone at M2.5
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(a) 4 (b) 6
(c) 10 (d) 15
(e) 20 (f) 25
Figure 4.24: Schlieren of body alone at M3.0
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(a) 10 (b) 15
(c) 20 (d) 25
Figure 4.25: Schlieren of body and strake at M2.0
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(a) 10 (b) 15
(c) 20 (d) 25
Figure 4.26: Schlieren of body and strake at M2.5
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(a) 10 (b) 15
(c) 20 (d) 25
Figure 4.27: Schlieren of body and strake at M3.0
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4.4.3 Low Speed Flow Visualisation
In order to gain more condence in the CFD predictions low speed tests were performed
using two tests. The rst test series was a water tunnel test performed at the University of
Malaga by M.A. Arevalo-Campillos, L. Parras and Dr. Carlos del Pino in a water tunnel
using ourescent dye. The tests covered the angle of attack range 6.5 to 27. The tests
did not cover the very low angles of attack because the illumination at the low angles was
poor and the dye was applied to the forebody of the model. The second test series was
a low speed air test performed by the author at the Low Speed Wind Tunnel (LSWT) of
the CSIR using a printed model, laser light sheet and smoke to generate particles for the
light sheet. For these tests the phenomena of interest are the higher angle of attack vortex
structures because the second vortex close to the body, for both the body and body-strake
congurations are less distinct in the Schlieren images.
Whilst the low speed ow visualisation tests at both the CSIR and the University of
Malaga were incompressible with a Mach number of essentially zero, these results can
be applied to the supersonic speed regime using Equation 2.7 which based on the well
established assumption that the ow parallel to the freestream ow direction changes
slowly, or repeated as
@2
@y2
+
@2
@z2
= 0
Following slender body theory, no Mach dependence is predicted for ows in the y-z
plane.
University of Malaga Tests
The experiments were carried out in a water towing tank with a working section of 0.5m
x 0.5m and 5m long, installed at the Laboratory of Aero-Hydrodynamics of Vehicles
at the University of Malaga. The test section is made of Plexiglas to allow for optical
visualisation. A sketch of the experimental set up is depicted in Figure 4.28.
The values of the angle of attack were nominally the ones used in this thesis. Due
to support system deection the model angles of attack were 6.50.3, 110.3, 160.2,
220.05 and 270.05. The velocity of the missile was 57 mm/s 1 mm/s. The water
temperature was measured with a PT100 probe to within 0.1 C. The Reynolds number
is dened as Re = V D= and reaches a constant value of 1040 3 . Special care was
taken to obtain a steady velocity with no uctuations. The missile was thus smoothly
accelerated until it reached a constant velocity and the results were checked to ensure that
they were not dependent on the acceleration.
Flow visualisation was carried out using a green uorescent dye (Rhodamine 6G) mixed
with a retardant gel. The dye was applied on the forebody zone. This area was found to
better highlight the uid dynamics. The test area was illuminated normal to the mean
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Figure 4.28: Water tunnel tests overview
ow with a laser sheet from a green laser of 500mW (wavelength = 532nm). A set of lens
and optics were used to create a thin laser sheet.
A 1Mpixel video-camera was used to capture the vortex images at a frame rate of
1/25s. The frame rate was found to be well suited to have enough accuracy in the axial
resolution of the ow structures which can be resolved to within 0.15D. The processed
images were extracted from a video and then post-processed to quantify the vortex core
position from both the body and the strakes.
Further details of the particular tests are detailed in reference [153].
The tests at 6.5 were not successful due to the location of the application of the
dye. Only the results of 11 to 27 revealed sucient information to be able to track the
trajectories of the vortices. Because the angles were not at the nominal values collected
in previous tests, further numerical simulations were performed to directly compare the
CFD simulations to the water tunnel tests. These were performed at Mach 2.0 at the
same conditions as in section 4.3 using the Spalart-Allmaras turbulence model as for the
original numerical simulations.
CSIR Tests
The model for the LSWT tests had a body diameter of 45mm instead of the 25mm of the
high speed model. This was to increase the available resolution of the ow visualisation
over the high speed model. The speed of the ow was 111m/s, whilst the total tem-
perature was 3011K and the ambient pressure 87kPa. The Reynolds number based on
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the body diameter was 27000. The tests were performed in the Low Speed Wind Tunnel
(LSWT) of the CSIR, a 7'x5' low speed facility. The printed model was sanded by hand
and three layers of paint were applied to ensure a smooth nish. The conguration used
during these tests is shown in Figure 4.29. The ow was visualised by using an Aerotech
smoke generator, Model SGS-90, and the ow illuminated with a laser.
Figure 4.29: LSWT model in test section
The separated ow in the lee side of the body-strake conguration is shown in Figure
4.30 and Figure 4.31 for various angles of attack. For the angles of attack below 20 the
plates are at the axial station of 15.75D from the nose, or 11D along the strake. For the
angles of attack lower than 20 the model and laser sheet was pitch together, while for the
angles of attack of 20 and 25, the support system was yawed such that the laser sheet
was perpendicular to the air ow or using the same conguration as for the water tunnel
tests. The location of the rolled up vortex sheet was then measured from the pictures, after
correcting for lense abberations and camera location perspective using a calibrated target.
Where the vortex has less strength such as nearer the start of the strakes, the location of
the vortex was much more dicult to identify. Therefore the location of the vortex was
not measured along the complete length of the strake. This does not, however, limit the
validation of the CFD simulations because the later vortex roll up position is dependent
on the initial stages. The error in measurement of the position is estimated to be 0.1D or
4.5mm model scale and is due to the manual selection of the vortex core. The uncertainty
in measurement in the lateral direction therefore translates to 40% of the semispan of the
strakes. The non-smoothness of the smoke is due to the smoke generator not producing
a suciently continuous stream of smoke and the stream being of small diameter. This
does not, however, detract from identifying the centre of the rolled up vortex sheet. No
discernable secondary vortex separation was identied in the strake body junction; this
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again due to the non-smoothness of smoke generator.
(a) 6 at 15.75D (b) 10 at 15.75D
(c) 15 at 15.75D (d) 17 at 15.75D
Figure 4.30: Vortex sheet roll up for LSWT tests for angles lower than 20
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(a) 20 at 14.58D (b) 25 at 14.30D
Figure 4.31: Vortex sheet roll up for LSWT tests at angles greater than 17
At angles of attack greater than 10, both the Malaga and CSIR tests exhibit the
body vortex rolling into and coalescing with the strake vortex sheet. This is illustrated in
Figure 4.32 for the LSWT tests and is demonstrated in the vortex tracking of Figure 4.33
to Figure 4.36. Only a single vortex is therefore present for the subsonic tests in contrast
to the high speed tests and CFD predictions for angles greater than 15.
Figure 4.32: Body and strake vortex sheet roll up for 20
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Subsonic Flow Visualisation Comparison
A comparison of the CFD simulations at Mach 2.0 and the experimental tests (both
Malaga and LSWT tests) are shown in Figure 4.33 to 4.36 for the angles of attack of 11
to 27. The lateral, vertical and 3-dimensional trajectories are plotted. The 3-dimensional
trajectories were not symmeterised, whilst only the starboard side are used for the lateral
and vertical graphs. The plots for the experimental Malaga tests reveal the resolution
limitations of the images from which the data were extracted and indicates uncertainties
of 0.1 of the body radius or 0.05 of a caliber. Given the method used to collect data for
the Malaga tests, more data are obviously available than for the LSWT tests.
It should be remembered that the LSWT tests were performed at lower angles of
attack than the Malaga tests and CFD simulations. This is exemplied in the vortex
position being higher in the CFD predictions than the LSWT tests (see Figure 4.33).
The largest discrepancy between the Malaga and LSWT tests are for the nominally
10 case (see Figure 4.33), with the Malaga tests showing a drop in the centre of vortex
as it travels along the body length i.e. the strake vortex after interacting and combining
with the body vortex travels closer to the body. Furthermore, the LSWT tests indicate
a consistently higher vortex position in the vertical direction than the Malaga tests. Both
the experimental tests show a body and strake vortex coalescing into a single vortex. The
coalescing process is evident in the spiral trajectory of both vortices and is exemplied
by the Malaga observations because of the axial resolution. The 20 LSWT case also
demonstrates the spiral trajectory but is not as pronounced as the observations from the
Malaga tests because of the greater resolution in the axial direction of the Malaga tests.
No explanation can be given for the dierences between the Malaga tests and the LSWT
tests, and it is currently assumed that an unknown factor is present in the Malaga tests
and the results are only used for qualitative purposes.
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Figure 4.33: Vortex trajectories at 11
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Figure 4.34: Vortex trajectories at 16
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Figure 4.35: Vortex trajectories at 22
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Figure 4.36: Vortex trajectories at 27
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4.4.4 Vortex Position Comparison
The position of the vortices in the lateral and vertical directions as predicted by the CFD
are shown in Figure 4.37 to Figure 4.46 for the angles of attack 6 to 25. For the angles of
attack above 10 two concentrated vortices were identied and these are displayed as the
body vortex (upper shed vortex) and strake vortex (lower vortex). Where appropriate (6
and higher) the HSWT and LSWT experimental data are plotted. The gures illustrated
the good correlation between the HSWT vertical positions and the CFD predictions for
all the Mach numbers. Evident is the Mach number dependency of the body nose vortex
at 20 and 25. At the low angles i.e. 2 to 6, the CFD simulations indicate that a
small dependence on Mach number exists, though this only starts approximately half way
down the strake and is only in the vertical direction. At 6 and 10 this eect is more
pronounced, and also evident in the Schlieren images of the 10 case.
The LSWT tests show good correlation with the HSWT tests for the angles of attack
of 6, 10 and 15. The LSWT positions show a marginally lower vertical position than
the Mach 2.0 HSWT tests for the angles of attack of 6 and 15. At 10 the position
correlates with the HSWT position. The marginally lower position for the LSWT tests
would be consistent with the trend of the position with Mach number i.e. position is
higher as the Mach number increases, with the LSWT tests representing a lower limit.
Returning to the number of vortices shed at the higher angles of attack, the most
distinct feature between the high speed and low speed tests is the interaction of the body-
strake edge vortices. For the higher angles of attack i.e. 15 and above, the body vortices
roll up into the shed strake vortex sheet in the low speed tests. For the high speed tests,
from the Schlieren images, it is evident that the strake vortex rst combines with the body
vortex as for the incompressible case, and from this single vortex two vortices emanate or
vortex shedding occurs, whereas for the LSWT tests the vortex does not split into two.
No asymmetric vortices are observed indicating that the shed vortex is symmetric (in
contrast to asymmetric vortex shedding prevalent at higher angles of attack for bodies).
From the Schlieren images the body and strake vortices combine at anything between six
to eight calibers (from the nose). For the gures of 4.41 to 4.46 the shed vortex is labeled
as the body vortex even though the body vortex originally combines with the strake vortex
simply because the shed vortex is observed from the Schlieren images as a continuation of
the body vortex. The vortex that remains close to the body is labeled the strake vortex.
From the correlations between the HSWT test, LSWT tests and CFD simulations
it can be concluded that not only are the CFD simulations validated by the normal force
and centre-of-pressure correlations (see subsection 4.4.1), but also in their vortex positions
and allows the ow elds of the CFD simulations to be used for further analysis purposes.
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Figure 4.37: CFD concentrated vortex positions at  = 2
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Figure 4.38: CFD concentrated vortex positions at  = 4
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Figure 4.39: CFD and experimental comparisons of concentrated vortex positions at  =
6
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Figure 4.40: CFD and experimental comparisons of concentrated vortex positions at  =
10
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(a) Lateral Strake
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Figure 4.41: CFD and experimental comparisons of concentrated strake vortex positions
at  = 15
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(a) Lateral Body
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Figure 4.42: CFD and experimental comparisons of concentrated body vortex positions
at  = 15
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(a) Lateral Strake
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Figure 4.43: CFD and experimental comparisons of concentrated body vortex positions
at  = 20
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(a) Lateral Body
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Figure 4.44: CFD and experimental comparisons of concentrated body vortex positions
at  = 20
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(a) Lateral Strake
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Figure 4.45: CFD and experimental comparisons of concentrated strake vortex positions
at  = 25
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(a) Lateral Body
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Figure 4.46: CFD and experimental comparisons of concentrated body vortex positions
at  = 25
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4.5 Body Aerodynamics
The body alone loads do not exhibit any particularly extraordinary features not identied
by existing literature (see Figure 4.5). Of interest is the increase in normal force as the
Mach number increases from 2.0 to 3.0. This is explained by viewing this from a 2D
perspective, where there is an increase in the cross ow drag coecient at cross ow Mach
numbers of Mc  0:43 and peaks at Mc = 0:9 (see Figure 2.5). At a freestream Mach
number of 3.0 the peak corresponds to a cross ow Mach number of Mc = 1:03.
From the CFD simulations, the rst symmetric vortices appear at the start of the
strake axial location i.e. axial location of 4.75D, only at angles of attack above 10 which
correlates with the empirical method of reference [20]. This is shown in Figure 4.47, which
compares the 6, 10 and 15 simulations at the axial location where the strakes start for
Mach 2.0. The 2-criterion is used to determine the location of vortices. At 6
 no vortices
appear at the axial location of the start of the strakes whilst at 10 a weak vortex forms,
whereas at 15 a vortex is fully present. The vortex at 15 is initiated by a termination
shock on the lee side of the body as shown in Figure 4.48, where contours of cross ow Mach
number are plotted with the contour of 2-criterion (of  5  106) to outline the vortex
position. The body vortex at 10 at the axial location of 4.75D is therefore arguably a
thickened boundary layer.
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Figure 4.47: Body vortex comparison for angles of attack of 6, 10 and 15 at 4.75D
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Figure 4.48: Body vortex and cross ow Mach number comparison for angles of attack of
10 and 15 at 4.75D
The high speed supersonic tests, even though not clearly visible due to camera res-
olution limitations, do not reveal a vortex at the location of the start of the strakes at
angles of attack below 15 (see Figure 4.25) therefore validating the CFD predictions. The
formation of vortices from the apex of the nose at angles of attack from 20 onwards is
also conrmed by the Schlieren of the high speed tests. The vortices remain symmetric
as conrmed by the force and moment data of the validation tests and as expected by the
asymmetry criteria of reference [43].
Of interest is the change in vortex structure for the ow at angles of attack greater
than 10. This is due to the onset of the shedding of multiple vortices and is intimated to
by the change shift in centre of pressure (see Figure 4.14). At an angle of attack of 15 two
dierent structures exist at Mach 2.0, 2.5 and 3.0. For Mach 2.0 the shed vortex sheet rolls
into a single vortex sheet along the complete length of the body, whilst at Mach 2.5 and 3.0
the rst vortex sheds establishing a second vortex. At the angle of attacks of 20 and 25
only two vortices are established for all the Mach numbers. When referring to the vortex
shedding work by Thomson and Morrison [39] no indication of the vortex structures can
be inferred for symmetric vortices because their study was focussed on asymmetric vortex
shedding (which can be modeled by the impulsively started ow analogy or yaw cylinder).
Symmetric vortices are also observed from the Schlieren images. Therefore only when the
angle of attack increases beyond the total nose angle are asymmetric vortices shed [43]
which for this conguration is 38.75. For this conguration no denitive evidence exists
for more than two vortices being shed and that the shed vortices become asymmetric i.e.
they remain symmetric.
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4.6 Strake Aerodynamics
The normal force of the strake, non-dimensionalised to the area of the strake, and the
centre-of-pressure in semispan units, has already been shown in Figure 4.7. A small Mach
number eect is noticeable. Note that the length of the strake is 45 times the length of
the span, and hence 90 times the length of the semispan. The normal force displays the
non-linear nominally second order characteristic whilst the centre-of-pressure starts (non-
dimensionalised to the root chord) at approximately 1/3rd from the nose and asymptotes
to the area centroid of the strake (which is just aft of half the length of the strake because
the strakes has a 45 leading edge sweep) as the ow becomes more 2D in nature as the
angle of attack increases.
The aerodynamics of the strake are dominated by the separation at the side edge.
The leading edge of the strake is supersonic for the Mach numbers of interest (M  2:0),
resulting in no leading edge vortex being shed. At low angles of attack, the ow that
separates at the side edge rolls up into a single concentrated vortex. At higher angles
of attack ( > 20) multiple vortices are shed. This progression is shown in a series
of subgures in Figure 4.49, by plotting iso contours of the 2-criterion for Mach 2.0 of
 5 106. This is also shown in selected cross planes for Mach 2.0 for the angles of attack
10 to 30 in Figure 4.54 to Figure 4.50. The initiation of vortex shedding is illustrated
in Figure 4.55 for Mach 2.5 and 3.0. At Mach 2.5 and 3.0, the angle of attack at which
multiple vortices are shed is increasingly lower, pointing to it being dependent on the cross
ow Mach number.
Of particular interest is the observation that the side edge vortex remains attached to
the strake until the higher angles of attack.
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(a) 10 (b) 15
(c) 20 (d) 25
Figure 4.49: Side edge vortex development as a function of angle of attack
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Figure 4.50: Vortex development for strake only for  = 10 at Mach 2.0
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Figure 4.51: Vortex development for strake only for  = 15 at Mach 2.0
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Figure 4.52: Vortex development for strake only for  = 20 at Mach 2.0
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Figure 4.53: Vortex development for strake only for  = 25 at Mach 2.0
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Figure 4.54: Vortex development for strake only for  = 30 at Mach 2.0
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Figure 4.55: Vortex development for strake only at Mach 2.5 and 3,0
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4.7 Body-Strake Aerodynamics
The aerodynamics of circular bodies with very low aspect ratio wings are dominated by
the side edge vortex, and at higher angles of attack the interaction of the side edge and
body vortex or vortices.
4.7.1 Force and Moment Results
The normal force and centre-of-pressure for the body-strake conguration have already
been illustrated in Figure 4.6. A small Mach number eect is noticeable for the body-
strake conguration, with the normal force reducing at the higher angles at the higher
Mach numbers, pointing towards a possible Mach number eect. The eect of the strake
i.e. body plus strake less the body alone, on the gross loads, CNS , is shown in Figure
4.56. More clearly noticeable than on the body-strake conguration is the eect of Mach
number. For Mach 2.0 and 2.5, and Mach 3.0 and angles of attack below 20, this is
due to the increase in normal force of the body only conguration (see Figure 4.5) rather
than the reduction in normal force of the body-strake conguration (see Figure 4.6). The
reduction for Mach 3.0 at angles above 15 is not easily identied since both the body
alone and body-strake normal forces decrease relative to the Mach 2.5 and 2.0 cases. This
may be indicative of a distinctive Mach number eect which only starts at Mach 3.0.
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Figure 4.56: Strake eect on full conguration normal force as a function of angle of attack
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4.7.2 Strake Vortex Dynamics
The side edge vortex development for angles of attack of 4, 10, 15 and 25 are shown
in Figure 4.57 to Figure 4.60 by plotting iso contours of the 2-criterion of  5  106 for
Mach 2.0. Two views are shown to illustrate the complex structures especially at moderate
angles of attack. At low angles of attack (up to 4) the vortex remains attached to the
strake. As the angle of attack increases, the vortex sheet exhibits tearing, yet the vortex
sheet rolls into a single vortex. This is similar to the body alone behaviour where the
axial velocity organises the rolled up vortex sheets into two symmetric vortices. Above
15, vortex shedding occurs (as characterised by Figure 4.60).
Figure 4.57: Body and strake side edge vortex at  = 4
Figure 4.58: Body and strake side edge vortex at  = 10
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Figure 4.59: Body and strake side edge vortex at  = 15
Figure 4.60: Body and strake side edge vortex at  = 25
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A comparison of the lee side vortex development of the body alone, and body-strake
conguration is shown in Figure 4.61 to Figure 4.68. As can be seen, at the low angles,
the side edge vortex dominates where at angles of attack below 6 no body vortex exists.
From angles of attack 6 to 15 the single vortex of the body is similar to the single
vortex of the body and strake. At angles of attack below 20 the shed vortex sheet at the
edge of the strake rolls up into only one single concentrated vortex, even though the side
edge sheet exhibits tearing. At the angles of attack where a body vortex exists, the body
vortex initially coalesces with the side edge vortex sheet. At the higher angles of attack
two separate vortices result from the single coalesced vortex, with the lower vortex being
locationally closer to the body than at lower angles of attack.
In contrast to the strake only, the side edge vortex separates from the strake at mod-
erate angles of attack i.e. 4. This is a distinct dierence compared to the strake alone
vortex dynamics and shows the inuence of body and therefore the wing-body interaction
and its eect on the rolled up vortex.
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Figure 4.61: Vortex development for  = 1, body compared to body and strake at Mach
2.0
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Figure 4.62: Vortex development for  = 2, body compared to body and strake at Mach
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Figure 4.63: Vortex development for  = 4, body compared to body and strake at Mach
2.0
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Figure 4.64: Vortex development for  = 6, body compared to body and strake at Mach
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Figure 4.65: Vortex development for  = 10, body compared to body and strake at Mach
2.0
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Figure 4.66: Vortex development for  = 15, body compared to body and strake at Mach
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Figure 4.67: Vortex development for  = 20, body compared to body and strake at Mach
2.0
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Figure 4.68: Vortex development for  = 25, body compared to body and strake at Mach
2.0
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4.7.3 Body-on-Wing Carryover Factor
The body-on-wing carryover factor, KWB is predicted well by both the slender body
theory and the corrections used by Missile Datcom for the semi-span to body diameter
ratios being considered [13]. The predictions by Missile Datcom are shown in Figure 4.69
for the Mach number under consideration. A small Mach number eect is present. From
the CFD simulations no direct measurement of the body-on-wing factor can be obtained.
The accuracy of body-on-wing eect can, however, be assessed by comparing the wing
alone normal force in the presence of the body, CNSI . These were extracted from the
CFD simulations and compared to the product of the strake alone normal force and KWB .
This is illustrated in Figure 4.70. A good correlation is demonstrated and is due to the
short span of the wings compared to the body diameter. This good correlation is expected
because the variation in velocity across the span is small when compared to wings of larger
span to diameter ratios. The Datcom predictions include the induced velocity due to the
body vortex at higher angle of attack. This is averaged over the length of the strake and
is reasonable in its prediction when compared to the CFD simulations.
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Figure 4.69: Body-to-wing carryover factor, KWB , as predicted by Missile Datcom
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Figure 4.70: Installed strake normal force comparison
4.7.4 Wing-to-Body Carryover Factor
The wing-to-body carryover factor, KWB , was calculated using the equivalent angle of
attack method because the strake normal force is not linear with angle of attack in the
range under consideration (0 <  < 40). KBW is thus calculated using the local induced
angle of attack as determined by the body-on-wing carryover factor, KWB . KBW is not
well predicted by slender body theory even though the equivalent angle of attack method
is used, which is in contrast to KWB . The correlation would be completely incorrect if the
linear formulation of Equation 1.5 were used because the zero angle of attack strake normal
force slope is very low (0.00244 / for Mach 2.0). As already indicated in the literature
survey, other analytical methods have been developed. These methods are based on linear
theory, potential ow assumptions or use slender body carryover factors. Figure 4.71 shows
KBW as a function of angle of attack for the numerical simulations and experimental tests,
with the slender body theory prediction (which is independent of angle of attack).
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Figure 4.71: Wing-to-Body carryover factor
The results show a complex response of KBW with angle of attack. At low angles of
attack, KBW is a relatively linear function of angle of attack for the Mach numbers being
considered, with the wing carryover eect increasing as the angle of attack increases. At
higher angles of attack this eect drops o to low or even negative values. A Mach number
eect is also present and is a direct result of the increase in normal force with Mach number
as discussed in the forces and moments subsection (see subsection 4.7.1).
4.8 Aftbody Vortex Shedding
Due to the relatively short aftbody length it is not certain whether vortex shedding occurs
because no direct evidence exists from the Schlieren images. The CFD simulations do
however predict vortex shedding whose position is very close to the body and not above
the body and therefore conrming its absence in the Schlieren images. Figure 4.72 shows
the shed vortex shed at 25 at Mach 2.0 and aftbody loads as a function of angles of
attack. The aftbody therefore represents just less than 10% of the overall load for the
body-strake conguration.
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Figure 4.72: Aftbody vortex shedding at 25 at Mach 2.0
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4.9 Vortex Shedding Characteristics
For the three congurations simulated, the initiation of vortex shedding characteristics
is particularly interesting. For the body-strake conguration this occurs at cross ow
Mach numbers greater than 0.55. The strake alone conguration shows vortex shedding
at higher angles of attack or that corresponding to the cross ow Mach number greater
than 0.8.
Thomson and Morrison [39] indicated that the onset of the vortex shedding for body
alone congurations was due to the establishment of shock waves in the lee side of the body.
For this conguration it occurs at a cross ow Mach number of Mach 0.65 rather than 0.43
(the critical Mach number where the ow becomes Reynolds number insensitive and the
drag coecient starts to rise because shock waves trigger the separation of boundary layer
[43] rather than the incompressible adverse pressure gradient). Figure 4.73 to Figure 4.75
show the development of shed vortices for Mach 3.0 for various angles of attack at selected
body stations. The gures plot the cross-ow Mach number and contours of 2-criterion
to show the vortex (ranging from  1107 to  1106). At 10 no vortex shedding occurs,
but occurs at 15 and higher. From these gures it can be seen that vortex shedding is
associated when supersonic cross ow is established (at Mach 3.0 and 10 the cross ow
Mach number is 0.52) in the outer side region the vortex sheet and not just the body.
Further investigation reveals that the vortex shedding is triggered by the recovery cross
ow shock waves for both the ow in the region outside the vortex sheet and the reverse
ow region along the symmetry plane (as seen at Mach 2.0 @ 20). Both shocks interact
with the vortex precipitating the vortex shedding. For the body alone conguration this
only occurs at higher cross ow Mach numbers compared to the body-strake conguration.
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Figure 4.73: Body alone cross ow Mach number and vortex position at Mach 3.0 at
 = 10
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Figure 4.74: Body alone cross ow Mach number and vortex position at Mach 3.0 at
 = 15
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Figure 4.75: Body alone cross ow Mach number and vortex position at Mach 3.0 at
 = 20
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For the strake conguration, Figure 4.76 to Figure 4.78 show the development of shed
vortices for Mach 2.0 for various angles of attack at selected body stations. The gures plot
the cross-ow Mach number and contours of 2-criterion to show the vortex (ranging from
 1  107 to  1  106). The simulations reveal the same mechanism for vortex shedding
as for the body alone conguration. For the strake conguration, this corresponds to the
cross ow Mach number of approximately 0.8.
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Figure 4.76: Strake cross ow Mach number and vortex position at Mach 2.0 at  = 20
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Figure 4.77: Strake cross ow Mach number and vortex position at Mach 2.0 at  = 25
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Figure 4.78: Strake cross ow Mach number and vortex position at Mach 2.0 at  = 30
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For the body-strake conguration, Figure 4.79 to Figure 4.81 show the development
of shed vortices for Mach 3.0 for various angles of attack at selected body stations. The
gures plot the cross-ow Mach number and contours of 2-criterion to show the vortex
(ranging from  1  107 to  1  106). The simulations reveal the same mechanism for
vortex shedding as for the body alone and strake alone conguration. For the body-strake
conguration, this corresponds to the cross ow Mach number of approximately 0.55.
With the vortex shedding being initiated by terminating shock waves, the low speed tests
in Malaga and the CSIR are necessarily dierent because the crossow remains subsonic.
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Figure 4.79: Body and strakes cross ow Mach number and vortex position at Mach 3.0
at  = 10
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Figure 4.80: Body and strakes cross ow Mach number and vortex position at Mach 3.0
at  = 15
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Figure 4.81: Body and strakes cross ow Mach number and vortex position at Mach 3.0
at  = 20
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4.10 Secondary Vortex Characteristics
For both the body alone and body-strake congurations, secondary vortices are shed in
the lee side of the congurations under consideration. The body alone conguration is of
less interest in this particular section. For the body-strake conguration, the secondary
vortex is caused by the adverse gradient at the body strake junction. Whilst secondary
vortices are created at the body wing junctions for all four strakes, those on the ventral
and dorsal strakes are small and do not aect the development of the side edge vortex. The
development of the secondary vortex with angle of attack for various body axial locations
are shown in Figure 4.82 to Figure 4.85 for the angels of attack, 2, 4, 6and 10. The
gures plot the total pressure, velocity vectors and contours of 2-criterion to show the
vortex (ranging from  1 107 to  1 106).
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Figure 4.82: Lee side body strake junction secondary vortex at Mach 2.0 at  = 2
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Figure 4.83: Lee side body strake junction secondary vortex at Mach 2.0 at  = 4
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Figure 4.84: Lee side body strake junction secondary vortex at Mach 2.0 at  = 6
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Figure 4.85: Lee side body strake junction secondary vortex at Mach 2.0 at  = 10
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The secondary vortex is created at angles of attack above 2 (see Figure 4.82 and
Figure 4.83). At 10 (see Figure 4.85) the secondary vortex inuences the ow over the
lee side of the strake. Once the secondary vortex is created the ow over the lee side
of the strake, the vortex seems to change the local ow conditions near strake edge by
introducing a ow vector in the opposite direction to the tangential ow needed to enforce
the Joukowski-Kutta conditions. This reduces the vorticity shed by the side edge because
the ow essentially starts to behave like it has turned the 180 strake edge. This also
reduces the normal force generated because the vorticity shed is reduced. The emergence
of the possible eect of the secondary vortex on the strake edge is dierent to that indicated
by Mendenhall on his work on chines where secondary vortices were deemed only important
when asymmetric vortices were shed [127].
4.11 Discussion
The ow over the body, strakes, and body-strake conguration is dominated by the large
separated ow regions in the lee side of the body, strakes, and body-strake conguration
respectively. The ow for the body alone conguration conforms to that which has already
been observed by past investigators, with vortex shedding manifesting itself at a cross-ow
Mach number of 0.65.
The ow for the strake alone conguration is dominated by the side edge vortex and
due to the length of the strakes resembles more of a at plate in 2D ow or ow over a
cylinder than a typical swept back low aspect ratio wing. Vortex shedding occurs at angles
of attack greater than 15 depending on the Mach number (which also coincides with the
cross ow Mach number of 0.8), before which the rolled up side edge vortex sheet remains
attached to the strake.
The body and strake separated ow regions, at low angle of attack, are dominated by
the vortex that forms from the separation of the ow from the side edges of the strakes.
This eect is prevalent at all non-zero angles of attack. This diers to the body alone
conguration which exhibits attached ow at angles up to 4 (see Figure 4.63). When the
cross ow Mach number exceeds 0.55 vortex shedding occurs.
The ow structures for the conguration studied is similar in some ways, and yet dif-
ferent to the that of circular cones with strakes [125] even though the study was performed
at subsonic speeds. At low angles the strake dominates the separated ow features, which
is the same for the conguration being studied in this thesis. At moderate angles of attack
the body vortex coalesces with the strake vortex whereas a cone and strake conguration
exhibits a body and a strake vortex which are separate, with the strake vortex remaining
attached to the strake. In other words, the intermediate phase observed in cone and strake
congurations does not exist for the conguration being studied with the single vortex not
being attached to the strake. This is also dierent to the strake only vortex dynamics.
The higher angle of attack ow structure for the conguration studied exhibits vortex
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shedding and is due to compressibility eects.
The body-strake conguration shows a distinct dierence in the rolled up side edge
vortex sheet and its interaction with body vortices when compared to the expected ow for
a component build up method. In a component build up method, it would be expected that
the strake vortex remains separate from the body vortex and that the two only inuence
each other rather than combine. This is the case at the very low angles of attack where
the strake vortex remains attached to the strake. At the moderate and higher angles of
attack the ow structures are dierent, with the ow resembling that of an isolated body
because the body and side edge vortex coalesce rather than only inuence each other (see
Figure 4.67). This distinctive feature in the ow, which is prevalent throughout the speed
range including at incompressible Mach numbers, indicates the need to consider the ow
structures of the body and strake in combination when considering the contribution of the
side edge vortex to the interaction of the body and the strake.
4.11.1 Side Edge Vortex Trajectory Interference
The position and strength of the side edges vortices aect the overall loads for cong-
urations with ns downstream of the very low aspect ratio wings. This is due to the
interference of the vortex on the downstream ns. Their eect on the normal force of a n
could, in rst order, be calculated using methods such as those developed by Pitts, Nielsen
and Kaattari (strip theory) [7] or Alden and Schindel [154]. Graphs of the reduction in
loads are graphically illustrated in reference [7] and result in a reduction in the normal
force the closer the vortex is to the n. This has two eects, the rst being a possible
reduction in pitching moment for the overall conguration should the ns be toward the
rear of the body, and a reduction in the loading on the ns. If the predicted vortex po-
sition is closer to the n than what physically occurs, the tail ns may be sized larger
than required to achieve a given stability margin during the preliminary design phase,
leading to more signicant changes as the design process progresses. Should the ns be
interdigitised compared to the strakes, an additional eect of the vortex inducing opposite
eects depending on whether the n is on one or the other side of the n may be present,
resulting in a more complex control algorithm than predicted if the vortex positions were
incorrectly predicted.
As an example for this conguration, consider a set of non-interdigitised cruciform ns
placed 2 calibers from the end of the strakes for an angle of attack of 10, and the ns have
a semispan to body diameter of 2.5 and no taper. Also assume that the strake edge trailing
edge vortices travel along the freestream vector rather than as Lagangian uid particle.
The traditional method of considering the vortex interference over the set of ns would
result in the core of the vortex passing over the ns at a height of 0.35 calibers, whilst the
experimental and CFD simulations for this conguration indicate the core of the vortex
would pass over the ns at a height of 1.24 calibers. Estimating the tail interference factor
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iT from reference [7] Chart 7(c), the traditional method predicts iT =  0:9513 whilst the
CFD simulations predict iT =  0:5434. This represents a reduction in the interference
factor by 43%, or the n becomes more eective and the n size can be reduced in order
to achieve a given pitching moment. If the ns are primarily used for pitch control, these
ns can therefore be smaller with the consequential reduction in drag.
4.12 Summary
From the extensive analysis of the conguration chosen, the ow features for circular
slender body and very low aspect ratio wing combinations can be summarised as follows:-
 The lee side ow structures for the body-strake conguration dier to a summation
of the body and strakes for the moderate and higher angles of attack. The side edge
vortex resembles the ow over a circular body rather than of a body and a strake
added together. This is particularly evident at angles of attack where a body vortex
exists.
 The overall behaviour of the separated ow is dominated by the side edge vortex,
and at higher angles of attack the eects of compressibility (by way of terminating
shocks) on the vortex by splitting the vortex into two separate vortices
 At the higher angles of attack, at least one vortex is shed into the freestream. From
the CFD simulations, this is due to the terminating shocks on both the outer and in-
ner ows regimes of the shed vortex. Consequently, the ows between the freestream
supersonic and subsonic ow regimes are expected to be dierent, indicating the lim-
itations of the linearised small disturbance potential equation
 For the conguration being researched symmetric vortex shedding occurs above a
cross ow Mach of 0.65 for a tangent ogive body, for strakes above Mach 0.8 and for
the body-strake conguration above Mach 0.55
 At moderate angles, secondary vortex separation in the lee side is exhibited, caused
initially by the adverse pressure gradient of the wing-body junction. This vortex is
large enough to cover the complete span of the strake. This secondary vortex starts
to manifest itself at relatively low angles (4) for the conguration being researched.
 The CFD simulations with the Spalart-Allmaras turbulence model have been val-
idated by the experimental tests, not only in the gross forces and moments, but
also the lee side vortex positions. The CFD simulations are, therefore, used in the
development of the engineering method as the baseline data set.
 The Spalart-Allmaras turbulence model is a suitable model for the supersonic ows
over slender bodies with very low aspect ratio wings, requiring less computational
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eort than the two-equation algebraic models, and increasing the robustness of the
simulations.
4.12.1 Recommendations
The recommendations that follow from this CFD simulation and experimental validation
phase are:
 Study dierent nose length congurations to determine the body vortex roll up with
strake vortex sheet i.e. initiate body vortices at lower angles of attack.
 Perform a validated incompressible CFD simulation to complete the subsonic simu-
lations
 Develop a half model or sidewall test technique for wings of very low aspect ratio
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Chapter 5
Single Concentrated Vortex Model
5.1 Introduction
As mentioned previously in the literature survey, one of the simplest categories of method
used in the past to model the ow in the lee side of bodies is that of a single concentrated
vortex, or \lumped-vorticity" concept. For circular bodies this was also known as the
\NACA Vortex Model". This concept was rst implemented by Bryson [56] for cylinders
and cones, and subsequently expanded upon by Levinsky et al [125][33] for conical bodies.
The method Bryson employed to position the symmetric vortices was to assume that the
vortex is force free. The model is simple and consequently has features which are non-
physical. The rst of the two signicant consequences is that no vortex feeding sheet is
modeled. Subsequently a pressure jump or discontinuity exists across the innitesimally
thin vortex feeding sheet which does not physically occur. The second feature is that whilst
the vortex is force free, a moment acts upon the vortex. One of the physical results of the
simple model is that the cross-ow drag on a cylinder as a function of time is reasonably
predicted in the initial stages i.e. at the start of the impulse of the cylinder or cone. Once
the drag coecient peaks at around CD = 1:6, instead of the drag coecient asymptoting
to CD = 1:2, it drops o to zero. This is due to the vortices travelling towards the Foppl
points, where it was observed by Bryson that the rate of change of vorticity dropped
below zero i.e. the vortex started to reduce in strength. It was conjectured by Bryson
that at this point the vortex was released into freestream as a free vortex, thus forming the
expected vortex street. Levinsky employed a model where the vortex sheet was explicitly
modeled as a limited number of discrete elements (normally six) and the discretised sheet
was attached to the vortex through a cut. The model has its origin in modeling the ow
over slender wings, this originally performed by Legendre [79] and subsequently by Brown
and Michael [81], and Mangler and Smith [126]. Bryson was the rst to apply the Brown
and Michael model to bodies rather than wings only. Levinsky et al, improved the model
and applied it to conical and elliptical cones with and without strakes of varying aspect
ratio, and later to conical bodies with double delta wings and wings with curved leadings
edges, and conical bodies with curved noses.
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The previously mentioned limitations not withstanding, the concept has been used to
model and study ows in the lee side of bodies and wings. The simplicity of the model,
does however, appear attractive to modeling the interaction of very low aspect ratio wings
with bodies. Indeed, Levinsky has already employed the extended model to circular and
elliptic cones with very low aspect ratio strakes. The uniqueness of this application is
its application at supersonic Mach numbers and to a cylinder of constant diameter where
the side edge is parallel to the primary ow direction (non-conical ows) rather than for
conical bodies and triangular type or delta wings.
For the congurations and ow regimes under consideration, the vortex behaviour is
expected to remain within the initial impulse phase of the two dimensional ow over a
cylinder, and the reduction of the rate of change of vorticity to zero is only expected at
the higher angles of attack.
The presentation of the method as developed by Bryson is rst presented and it appli-
cation to the cruciform wing-body conguration is then expounded. The resulting formu-
lation is applied to the angles of attack of interest where upon the results are compared
to the validated CFD simulations.
5.2 Single Concentrated Vortex Model
The \lumped-vorticity" or single concentrated vortex model (SCV) is developed in this
subsection. The development is based on the work presented by Bryson [56] and naturally
reproduces this work before extensions are made for the conguration under consideration.
Consider a 2D cylinder with two symmetric vortices outside the boundary layer. The
condition that satises the no-net-force requirement on the vortices is
_1 + (1   sp)
_ 
 
=W1 (5.1)
where 1 is the complex velocity of the vortex, W1 is the uid velocity at the vortex
excluding the singularity of the vortex,   is the strength of the vortex, and sp is the
location where the vortex is being fed from i.e. the separation point on the body. This
relationship is derived by considering the discontinuity in the the potential, , due to the
circulation  . This results in a pressure discontinuity across the branch line or vortex
sheet of  _ , and a resulting total force of i _ (1   sp). The force on the concentrated
vortex is  i _ (W1   1). The sum of these two forces must be zero, thus resulting in the
above relationship. This relationship is thus applicable for not only circular bodies, but
bodies of arbitrary shape.
The uid motion or velocity, W1, at the one vortex assuming symmetry is dened by
considering the potentials due to the freestream, cylinder, vortices and their images. This
results in the following expression
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W 1 = v   iw =  iV sin
"
1 +
a2
21
+ a
 
1
1 +
a2
1
  1
1   11
  1
1 + 1
!#
(5.2)
where  =  2V a sin .
At the separation points, the uid velocity is zero. Combining the two equations and
satisfying the separation condition results in the following expression for the strength of
the symmetric pair of vortices
 =
(1   sp)(1   sp)(1 + sp)(1 + sp)
(11   a2)(1 + 1) (5.3)
The extension of the work done by Bryson to cruciform wing-body combinations (or
other transformable congurations) requires that the above relationships be modied to
account for the transformation from the physical to the circle plane (for which the work
by Bryson is applicable). The only term aected in the no-net-force equations is the uid
velocity term, W1. This term is modied by the transformation relationship d=d. The
expression for the strength of symmetric pair of vortices remains the same because in the
circle plane the separation condition remains the same i.e. dW=d = 0.
Firstly, the transformation and its derivatives from the physical to the transform plane
of a cruciform wing-body combination in the -plane into a circle of radius ro in the -plane
are:
2

1 +
a4
4

= 2

1 +
r4o
4

(5.4)
r2o =
1
2
s2

1 +
a4
s4

(5.5)
d
d
=


 
1 + a
4
4
1 + r
4
o
4
!
(5.6)
d2
d2
=
d
d
"
1

 
3  4
1  r4o
4
!
d
d

  1

 
3  4
1  a4
4
!#
(5.7)
For a symmetric pair of vortices, or a roll angle of x = 0, by utilising the preceding
relationships and non-dimensionalising to the body radius, the uid velocity of the one
vortex is therefore
W 1 =  iV sin
"
1 +
r2o
21
+ 
 
1
1 +
r2o
1
  1
1   11
  1
1 + 1
!#
d
d
  iV sin
2
d
d
d2
d2
(5.8)
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5.3 Test Matrix
The conditions for which simulations were performed are the angles of attack of 1, 2,
4, 6, 10, 15, 20and 25. These are the same angles of attack as the CFD simulations.
No body vortex was included for these simulations and the angles of attack above 10 are
therefore not comparable to the other methods.
5.4 Results
An example of the trajectory of the concentrated vortex is shown in Figure 5.1. This
is for the angle of attack of 10. The trajectory is typical for all the angles of attack
considered given that the ow in axial direction is modeled using the impulsively started
2D conguration. Of interest is the outward movement of the vortex as the angle of attack
increases, and is a consequence of the imposition of the Joukowski-Kutta condition at the
strake edge.
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Figure 5.1: Vortex path for angle of attack 10 (in the circle plane)
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5.4.1 Global Loads
The normal force and centre-of-pressure comparison of the overall conguration is shown
in Figure 5.2. The SCV predictions for Mach 2.0 are compared against CFD simulations
for the Mach numbers 2.0 to 3.0. It should be remembered that the SCV normal force
is composed of the SCV predicted loads, wing in the presence of the body SBT linear
load, wing-to-body carryover linear SBT load, and fore- and aftbody loads. The fore-
and aftbody loads are directly extracted from the CFD simulations, rather than using less
accurate engineering methods. The Mach 2.5 and 3.0 SCV predictions were not illustrated
because the variation in the contribution of the forebody and aftbody from M2.0 to M3.0
is no greater than 2.7% throughout the angle of attack range. It should be remembered
that the SCV method does not predict any Mach number dependency. As can be seen,
the single concentrated vortex method over predicts the normal force load with increasing
angle of attack. The low angle of attack predictions (up to 4) are, however, well predicted.
The centre-of-pressures are reasonably well predicted, with the possible exception of the
lower angles of attack where the centre-of-pressure is predicted further back than the CFD.
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Figure 5.2: CFD and SCV normal force and centre-of-pressure comparison
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5.4.2 Detailed Flow Field
The ow eld results of the simulations are shown in Figure 5.3 to Figure 5.10 and plots
the position of the vortex for various axial locations in comparison to the CFD predictions
for Mach 2.0. The location of the concentrated vortex is denoted by the  symbol. At
1 (see Figure 5.3) the vortex position is very well predicted. This prediction becomes
progressively poorer as the angle of attack increases. The prediction is still good at 2 (see
Figure 5.4, but is predicted lower than the CFD simulations above 4 (see Figure 5.5 to
Figure 5.10). The predictions are, however, reasonable at the start of the strake i.e. from
the axial location of 4.75D to 5.375D (these are illustrated in the sub-gure (b) of Figure
5.3 to Figure 5.10). The poor prediction of the lateral location of the concentrated vortex
is exemplied at the higher angles of attack i.e. 15 and higher, where the SCV method
predicts the position to be further from the body centre than the CFD simulations.
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Figure 5.3: Vortex development for  = 1, SCV
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Figure 5.4: Vortex development for  = 2, SCV
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Figure 5.5: Vortex development for  = 4, SCV
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Figure 5.6: Vortex development for  = 6, SCV
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Figure 5.7: Vortex development for  = 10, SCV
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Figure 5.8: Vortex development for  = 15, SCV
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Figure 5.9: Vortex development for  = 20, SCV
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Figure 5.10: Vortex development for  = 25, SCV
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An alternative method of viewing the vortex position is shown in Figure 5.11 to Figure
5.13. The growing deviation of the concentrated vortex is illustrated. The deviation is
acceptable for 2 and still usable at 4. The angles of attack greater than 6 are not
shown simply because the deviation is already too large and not worth illustrating. As
mentioned, one characteristic of the SCV method is that the position of the vortex is
predicted increasingly further away from the centreline as the angle of attack increases,
which is in direct contrast to the CFD simulations and experimental correlations. This
outward movement of the vortex is expected as it is the mechanism which enforces the
Joukowski-Kutta condition at the side edge. At 2 (see Figure 5.11) the CFD predicts a
change in the trend in the vortex position at 15 calibers. This is because of the change
in the prole of the strake (resulting in expansion waves) which interacts with the shed
vortex because of the low vortex strength.
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Figure 5.11: CFD and SCV concentrated vortex position comparison at  = 2
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Figure 5.12: CFD and SCV concentrated vortex position comparison at  = 4
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Figure 5.13: CFD and SCV concentrated vortex position comparison at  = 6
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As a further validation of the SCV simulations, the concentrated vortex strength,  0,
is compared to that measured from the CFD simulations. Figure 5.14 and Figure 5.15
plot the CFD simulations against the SCV predictions for the angles of attack from 2 to
6. The higher angles have been excluded because the prediction of the vortex position
and loads start to diverge at 6. The concentrated vortex strength compares well with,
though higher than the CFD simulations indicating the suitability of the SCV method to
predicting the side edge ows at the low angles. The change in position of the vortex at
2 for Mach 2.0 is also reected in the vortex strength which decreases considerably, and
is because of the inuence of the change in prole at the end of the strake. A drop in
the vorticity towards the end of the strake for the 4 and 6 cases indicates the eect of
the secondary vortex and the increasing inability of the SCV method to model the ow
features faithfully.
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Figure 5.14: CFD and SCV comparisons of the non-dimensionalised concentrated vortex
strength for 2 and 4
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Figure 5.15: CFD and SCV comparisons of the non-dimensionalised concentrated vortex
strength for 6
5.5 Discussion
From the simulations performed it can be seen that the single concentrated vortex model
of Bryson only captures the eects of the shed side edge vortex accurately at low angles of
attack i.e. <4. From the implementation of this method it is clear that the ow physics of
the lee side separated ow i.e. rolled up vortex sheet into a single concentrated vortex, is
governed by more than the Joukowski-Kutta condition at the moderate and higher angles
of attack. Not only is it possible, but it is recommended that the SCV method be used at
low angles of attack because the vortex position is also well predicted.
The deviation of the SCV method at low angles corresponds to the emergence of the
secondary vortex and is not a compressibility eect. The secondary vortex modies the
Joukowski-Kutta condition which is the same as for a sharp edged delta wing [83]. The
applicability of the method to angles less than 4 is in contrast to delta wings, where the
single concentrated vortex model of Legendre [79] and its subsequent modications [80][81]
were applicable from 0 to 20.
The SCV method whilst still providing solutions above 4 angles of attack is recom-
mended to only be used at low angles of attack ( 4).
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Chapter 6
Discretised Vortex Model
6.1 Introduction
The method presented in this chapter builds upon the initial formulation of Chapter 3,
where the transformations from the physical to circle plane and the equations of motion
of vortices were developed. The method employed in this chapter falls into the class of
the discretised vortex model (DVM) methods. The primary feature of this methods is
that multiple elemental vortices are shed from separation points and these are convected
into the uid at the local uid velocity. This method has its origins in the proposal by
Rosenhead in the study of unsteady vortex sheets. Subsequent investigators have utilised
this method to study the ow over bodies, wing-body combinations and plates. The
wing-body combinations have been limited to wings of swept back leading edge and large
span to body ratios. The application to wing-body combinations of low span to body
ratios and wings with substantial side edges has not been previously performed. The
closest application to congurations similar to that used in this thesis has been for chine
congurations and at subsonic speeds. The presentation of the method and it application
to the conguration at hand starts with the continued theoretical development of the DVM
method as applied to cruciform wing-body congurations and is subsequently applied to
the angles of attack of interest where upon the results are compared to the validated CFD
simulations.
6.2 Vortex Shedding for Cruciform Wing-Body Congura-
tions
6.2.1 Boundary Conditions
Three conditions need to be satised to dene the shed vortex namely its position in
two orthogonal directions and its strength. In the potential ow formulation, at the
side edge, the velocity is innite, which is physically untenable and separation occurs.
The nature of the edge is more suitable dened by the Joukowski-Kutta condition, as a
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number of investigators have applied. For the application of a two dimensional linearised
potential ow solution this Joukowski-Kutta condition is adequate. For slender delta
wings, this conditions has been identied as not entirely satisfactory, though still adequate
[79][80][82][83][75]. For the potential W () the Joukowski-Kutta condition species that
at the side edge in the circle plane that a stagnation condition exists, or
dW ()
d
= 0 (6.1)
Specifying a condition such as the Joukowski-Kutta condition at the side edge thus
leaves the shed vortex strength to be specied before the position of the vortex can be
determined.
6.2.2 Joukowski-Kutta Condition
From chapter 3, the complex potential is
W () =  iV sine ix

   r
2
oe
i2x


 
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2
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0@   k
   r2ok
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The complex velocity, dWd , is
dW
d
=
dW ()
d
d
d
(6.3)
or
dW
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As mentioned, at the side edges, sm, dd is undened because  = ro and the ow at
a physical level is expected to turn through an angle of 2, which is physically untenable.
Physically the ow separates, while in the circle plane, a stagnation condition exists, or
repeating equation 6.1
dW ()
d
= 0
From equation 6.4 the Joukowski-Kutta condition is:
 iV sine ix

1 +
ro2e2i
2sp

=
i
2
nX
k=1
 k
0@ 1
sp   k  
1
sp   r2ok
1A (6.5)
where sp is the position in the circle plane where separation occurs.
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6.2.3 Shed Vortex Strength and Vortex Sheet Model
The previous methods used to determine the strength of the shed vorticity is reviewed in
fair detail by reference [127]. Almost all of the methods used concentrate their eorts on
congurations with delta-wing or triangular wings, where as [127] seems to be the only
method concerned with chines or congurations that have signicant side edges.
The method used for smooth bodies as dened in references [62], [63] and [65] is:
 
V
=
u2e
2V 2
x
cos
s (6.6)
where s is the reduction factor, ue is the surface velocity in the cross-ow plane and
x is the axial distance increment. For supersonic speeds the reduction factor is normally
chosen as 1.0, while at subsonic speeds the value of 0.6 is used. This formulation is
obtained by considering the vorticity in the boundary layer at the separation point.
Reference [127] indicates that for sharp edges the smooth body criterion does not seem
applicable. One criteria used is to assume that the ow is conical [79][81][126], thus dening
the position of the vortex and the strength of the vortex is a result of the Joukowski-Kutta
condition and the conical ow assumption.
Reference [83] modied the Joukowski-Kutta condition for delta-wings by eectively
discarding it, whilst maintaining the conical ow assumptions, and postulates that the
leading edge vorticity is shed at an angle of =4. This was necessary to account for the
lack of modelling the secondary vortex.
The method of Sacks [75] assumes that the velocity at the point of initial separation on
a sharp edge is v = 0:5V  and the shed vortex is convected outward along the wing span
axis for a distance vt. The fundamental derivation of this starting condition does not
seem to be clearly elucidated from the text, other than a possible derivation from water
tank studies, where the velocity, v, is derived from the average of the upper and lower
surface velocities,  u and  l, respectively, or:
v =
V
2
( u +  l) (6.7)
Reference [75] did, however, indicate that the water tank experiments were unsuc-
cessful. The shed line vorticity is then replaced by a single vortex placed such that the
Joukowski-Kutta condition is satised. Subsequent shed vorticity is determined from the
local v-velocity at the (nite) limiting value at the strake edge.
For chines, reference [127] utilised the same procedural methodology as reference [75]
but calculates the velocity at the point of separation as the average of the v-velocity over
the outer 10 percent of the chine, excluding the singularity. During the development
of the methods employed by reference [127] an alternative method to start the solution
which models the chine as a single panel lifting surface was attempted. A vortex is placed
on the single lifting panel, at half semispan, from which the initial vortex strength can
be determined and subsequent shed vorticity is determined using the outer 10 percent
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v-velocity method. The problem with the single panel method is that the initial shed
vortex is of much lower strength leading to a lag in the shed vorticity. An additional, but
unsuccessful method was to determine the shed vorticity strength using the vorticity in
the boundary layer as for smooth bodies by using the average of the velocity distribution
tangent to the lower surface of the chine near the outer 10 percent of the semispan.
The method employed in this thesis uses the method of Sacks simply because it is
theoretically based and utilises less numerical calculations.
6.2.4 Joukowski-Kutta Condition due to Shed Vortex Sheet
As the free vortices move as Lagrangian uid particles, the Joukowski-Kutta condition is
satised by the shed vortex sheet at each time step. Equation 6.5 can thus be rewritten
as:
 iV sin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x
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ds (6.8)
where l is the line vortex strength. If the length, ds, and shape of the vortex sheet
is dened, the strength of the line vortex, l, can be determined. The shape of the sheet
is a straight line, whilst the length is simply the product of the velocity of the velocity at
the Joukowski-Kutta edge and the incremental time step.
6.2.5 Shed Velocity at the Joukowski-Kutta Edge
The local velocity at the Joukowski-Kutta edge, can be determined from the velocity
potential
v   iw = dW
d

=sp
=
dW
d
d
d

=sp
(6.9)
The transformation factor dd is undened at the separation locations. This does not,
however, prevent us from determining the edge velocities as L'Hopitals rule can be applied.
Using Equation 6.4 this can be generalised as
dW
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=
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x 1 + r2oei2x
2
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 
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1A35 d
d
Inserting the Joukowski-Kutta condition from Equation 6.5, and evaluating at the a
Joukowski-Kutta location yields
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If the conformal transformation scaling factor dd is dened as
d
d
= X
Y
Z
(6.11)
the velocity at the Joukowski-Kutta location can be rewritten as
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Applying L'Hopitals rule yields
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For a planar wing-body combination
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and for a cruciform wing-body combination
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6.3 Vortex Impulse Loads
The loads due to the shed vortices imposed on the wing-body combination are calculated
using the vortex impulse theorem [148][75], which states that the lift, L, due to a vortex
and its image is proportional to the product of the strength,  , of the vortex and the
distance between vortex and its image, r, or:
L = V  r (6.15)
The incremental lift, L, at each time step, xi, is the change in the distance between
vortex and its image, r, between the start and end of the time step x, or
L = V
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The incremental pitching moment is
M = L (xi   xmrc) (6.17)
At each time step, the incremental lift for the vortices and shed vortex sheet is
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where ds is the length of the vortex sheet. Recasting in the  plane yields
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6.4 Imposition of the Joukowski-Kutta Condition During
Vortex Tracking
The Joukowski-Kutta condition is only imposed by Sacks in his implementation of the
method at the start of each time step step rather than throughout the time stepping
process. This limitation is overcome by replacing the circle formulation used by Sacks
with the Joukowski-Kutta condition derived in Equation 6.5, or:-
 V sine ix = 1
2 (1 + e2ix)
nX
k=1
 k
0@ 1
ro   k  
1
ro   r2ok
1A (6.20)
6.5 Secondary Boundary Layer Separation Simulation
The simulation of secondary separation due to the boundary layer has been previously
modeled in 2D potential codes by Mendenhall [63] for circular and non-circular bodies
at subsonic and supersonic speeds. The criterion used for secondary separation was that
developed by Stratford for both laminar [155] and turbulent boundary layers [156]. The
boundary layer for secondary separation on the lee side of the conguration was assumed to
be laminar (the same as implemented by Mendenhall). To keep the separation physically
realistic, separation was limited to the body only, and thus no separation was allowed on
the strakes.
The simplied Stratford laminar separation criterion states that separation occurs
when the following criterion is met"
Cp

x
@Cp
@x
2#
= 7:64 10 3 (6.21)
where Cp is the loss in non-dimensional maximum mainstream dynamic head and x
is the distance from a stagnation point for a zero pressure gradient ow eld.
This is the same criterion used by reference [63], though only for research purposes.
Given that initial favourable gradients will exist when calculating the separation point,
the equivalent distance, x0, needs to be calculated. This is calculated using the Thwaites'
or Energy Equation implemented by Stratford and is dened as
x0 =
Z x00
0

U1
U0
5
dx0 (6.22)
where x0 is the actual distance from a stagnation point along the surface of the body
in the lee side of the ow.
The non-dimensionalised loss in maximum mainstream dynamic head, Cp, is dened
by U1=U0, and the mainstream dynamic head corresponds to the point where the maximum
velocity occurs from the stagnation point of interest.
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The strength of the discrete vortex that is shed from the boundary has already been
determined by reference [63] by considering the vorticity ux across the boundary and was
listed as Equation 6.6 and reiterated here
 
V
=
u2e
2V 2
x
cos
s
The vortex is positioned such that the velocity induced by the vortex cancels the
surface velocity at the separation point. This yields a distance, dr, being the distance
between the body and the surface of the body as
dr =
2 a
2uea    (6.23)
Mendenhall experienced numerical diculties in the trajectory calculations of vortices
that were placed too close to body, and therefore placed the shed vortex well outside
the boundary layer at an arbitrary distance of 5% of the local radius from the surface to
prevent the vortex from being trapped in the boundary layer. This particular limit was
not implemented in this thesis. An upper limit of 15% of body radius was placed on a shed
vortex because it was found that, on occasion, other vortices that were close to the shed
vortex would result in the calculated distance being inordinately large. This is a diculty
of the DVM method because the vortices are essentially singularities at their centres and
unrealistically high velocities are generated near the vortex core if a realistic viscous core
is not modeled.
Lastly, not all the vortices were used to determine when separation occurred. When a
vortex is placed close to the surface, the movement of the vortex from one time step to the
next is insucient, which results in a rapid and unrealistic forward movement of the sepa-
ration point from one time step to the next. This is because the separation point remains
essentially the same from one time step to the next and the location of maximum velocity
or peak dynamic head as required by the Stratford criterion is predicted more forward that
physically possible. Viewed alternatively, for a at plate, the separation point over a long
time period should remain at the same position. Placing a vortex at the separation point
pushes the prediction of subsequent peak dynamic pressure forward because the ow must
decelerate to zero at the predicted separation point, rather than maintaining the same
separation point. The determination of where separation occurs is primarily determined
by the external potential ow. For a 2D cylinder in incompressible ow at sub-critical
Reynolds numbers, the separation point is between 80{90 from the stagnation point.
From a potential ow perspective, the ow must separate at an angle greater than 90
because the peak dynamic pressure is at 90. The reason the ow separates slightly earlier
is because the separated ow in the lee side modies the potential ow eld resulting in
a slightly more forward separation point. Choosing to use the potential ow eld will
therefore result in a later separation point and leaving the vortex at its chosen position
results in a rapid unrealistic forward movement of the separation point. The method of
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placing the vortex at 5% of the body radius does overcome this.
This thesis uses a dierent method to overcome these limitations. A heuristic method
was employed; this being to ignore vortices that are too close to the body surface. This
method was used so that the boundary layer shed vortices would not be convected by the
potential ow but create a secondary separation region. The heuristic method eectively
simulates the thickening of the boundary layer. In essence, by ignoring vortices close to
the surface, the separation criteria becomes more realistic and achieves the same eect as
placing the vortex at a minimum distance of 5% from the surface.
6.6 Numerical Procedure
The numerical procedure employed is as follows:
1. Start the time stepping by assuming the edge velocity is vsp = V sin=2 from which
the shed line vortex strength can be determined and an initial vortex can be placed
2. Calculate the length of the vortex sheet, ds in the physical and then circle plane
using the edge velocity
3. Calculate the strength of the shed line vortex, l, whilst satisfying the Joukowski-
Kutta condition
4. Calculate the position of a shed concentrated vortex (which has the same strength
as the shed line vortex) by satisfying the Joukowski-Kutta condition
5. Calculate the Joukowski-Kutta edge velocity
6. When the number of vortices exceeds a specied number, the second last vortex is
combined with the last vortex to form the concentrated vortex. The strength of the
vortex is the sum of the second last and last vortex, whilst its position is determined
such that the vortex impulse of the separate loads is the same as the combined
vortex. For this thesis the number chosen was 5 (the same as reference [65])
7. Calculate the loads imposed on the conguration using the vortex impulse theorem
8. Calculate the new positions of the vortices at the next chordwise station by inte-
grating over the interval x and repeat steps 2 to 7
6.7 Body Vortex Simulation
For angles of attack above 10 a body vortex is predicted by both the CFD simulations
and the engineering method of references [40] and [20]. In the simulation performed using
the DVM method and for comparison to the validated CFD simulations, the position and
strength of the body vortex was estimated from the CFD simulations using an average for
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the vortex strength between the axial locations 4.75D and 5.25D. For the angle of attack
of 10 the vortex was not simulated because its strength is small and does not aect the
overall simulations. The positions and strengths of the body vortex for the various angles
of attack are listed in Table 6.1. They were estimated by performing closed line integrals
around points within a selected region outside the vortex core for the Mach 2.0 simulations.
At 25 two vortices were identied.
Table 6.1: Estimated CFD Body Vortex Positions and Strengths
Angle of Attack yv=a zv=a  
0
15 0.6277 1.124725 0.018109
20 0.5199 1.469 0.084987
25 0.558 1.27 0.256
0.414 1.87 0.0879
6.8 Test Matrix and Execution
6.8.1 Grid Sensitivity
As for all discretised methods, the solution for a DVM method is in some way dependent
on the number of discrete vortices or alternatively put, the number of steps employed along
the strake edge. Since this particular implementation was derived from reference [75], the
obvious starting point for the number of vortices shed was obtained from reference [75]
which found that a 45 vortices was sucient to model the ow over a body with a delta
wing. A number of simulations were run to determine whether the 45 vortices shed would
be sucient. It was found that the 45 specied by Sacks was inadequate. At least 100
or double that specied by Sacks was required. This study was performed for an angle of
attack of 10, and is illustrated in Figures 6.1 to 6.3. The potential method excluding the
boundary layer simulation was used to assess the grid sensitivity. From the concentrated
vortex position and Joukowski-Kutta velocities (see Figures 6.1 and 6.3) it is evident that
120 or 240 vortices is required. The concentrated vortex strength shows a dierence in
the vorticity generated by the side edge depending on the number of vortices. As the
number of steps are increased, the decit in vorticity is evident for the smaller number of
vortices. This is reected in the Joukowski-Kutta velocity (Figure 6.3) where the vorticity
generated for the 60 step case shows lower vorticity than for 120 steps and higher. The
minimum number of steps of 120 was used for the subsequent simulations.
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Figure 6.1: Vortex path as a function of step size (in the circle plane)
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Figure 6.2: Vortex strength as a function of step size
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Figure 6.3: Kutta edge velocity as a function of step size
For this conguration of very low aspect ratio wings with side edges in combination
with a circular body, it is interesting to note that a larger number of vortices is required
to model the vortex behaviour suciently compared to a delta wing conguration. This
is probably due to the vortex remaining attached for delta wings whereas the vortex for
a side edge separates from the wing, or the gradients for the strake are higher than for a
delta wing, thus requiring smaller steps to adequately capture the ow phenomenology.
6.8.2 Test Matrix
The test matrix was performed for the following congurations
 Potential
 Potential + Boundary Layer
 Potential + Boundary Layer @ 0.05r
The angles of attack simulated were 1, 2, 4, 6, 10, 15, 20 and 25 i.e. the same
as the SCV and CFD simulations. It should be remembered that the simulations are only
applicable for Mach 2.0 for the angles of attack above 10 because the vortex positions
and strengths were obtained for this Mach number.
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6.9 Results
6.9.1 Global Loads
The normal force and centre-of-pressure comparison of the overall conguration is shown
in Figure 6.4. As for the SCV method, the discrete vortex method does not predict any
Mach number dependency. As can be seen, the potential only method overpredicts the
loads at angles of attack above 10. The methods which model the boundary layer predict
the eects better, with the deviations only manifesting themselves at the higher angles
of attack (>15). The centre-of-pressure prediction is very good at the moderate angles
of attack, though as for the SCV method, the low angles of attack centre-of-pressure is
predicted further back than the CFD simulations. At the higher angles of attack, the
three methods diverge amongst each other when compared to the CFD simulations.
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Figure 6.4: CFD and DVM normal force and centre-of-pressure comparison
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6.9.2 Detailed Flow Field
The dierences and similarities observed in the interference loads can be seen in the
detailed ow elds. Figure 6.5 to Figure 6.12 show selected 2D slices along the axial
location of the body-strake conguration for the various angles of attack from 1 to 25
for the potential method. Figure 6.13 to Figure 6.20 show selected 2D slices along the
axial location of the body plus strake conguration for the various angles of attack from
1 to 25 for the potential plus boundary layer method. The comparisons for the potential
plus boundary layer separation vortices at 5% are shown in Figure 6.21 to Figure 6.28.
For the cases with body vortices, the motion of these vortices are denoted by the large
 and + symbols. The vortices generated by boundary layer separation i.e. secondary
vortices, are identied separately from those shed from the side edge. They are denoted
by the light blue  symbol, whilst the side edge vortices are denoted with a small black 
symbol.
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Figure 6.5: Vortex development for  = 1, potential only
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Figure 6.6: Vortex development for  = 2, potential only
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Figure 6.7: Vortex development for  = 4, potential only
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Figure 6.8: Vortex development for  = 6, potential only
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Figure 6.9: Vortex development for  = 10, potential only
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Figure 6.10: Vortex development for  = 15, potential only
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Figure 6.11: Vortex development for  = 20, potential only
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Figure 6.12: Vortex development for  = 25, potential only
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Figure 6.13: Vortex development for  = 1, potential+boundary layer
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Figure 6.14: Vortex development for  = 2, potential+boundary layer
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Figure 6.15: Vortex development for  = 4, potential+boundary layer
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Figure 6.16: Vortex development for  = 6, potential+boundary layer
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Figure 6.17: Vortex development for  = 10, potential+boundary layer
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Figure 6.18: Vortex development for  = 15, potential+boundary layer
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Figure 6.19: Vortex development for  = 20, potential+boundary layer
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Figure 6.20: Vortex development for  = 25, potential+boundary layer
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Figure 6.21: Vortex development for  = 1, potential+boundary layer at 5%
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Figure 6.22: Vortex development for  = 2, potential+boundary layer at 5%
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Figure 6.23: Vortex development for  = 4, potential+boundary layer at 5%
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Figure 6.24: Vortex development for  = 6, potential+boundary layer at 5%
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Figure 6.25: Vortex development for  = 10, potential+boundary layer at 5%
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Figure 6.26: Vortex development for  = 15, potential+boundary layer at 5%
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Figure 6.27: Vortex development for  = 20, potential+boundary layer at 5%
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Figure 6.28: Vortex development for  = 25, potential+boundary layer at 5%
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An alternative method of illustrating the position of the rolled up vortex sheet is shown
in Figure 6.29 to Figure 6.38. Only the DVM potential method is plotted for angles greater
than 10 because the inclusion of the boundary layer simulation results in vortex shedding
and no single concentrated vortex is easily identied or can be plotted because multiple
vortices exist. This is the particular case at the angles of attack above 15 where the
discretised vortices are more diuse. Of interest is the behaviour of the body vortices.
Their trajectories deviate considerably from the CFD simulations (see Figures 6.34, 6.36
and 6.38). This is expected given that the 2D method does not combine vortices or model
the coalescence of vortices in anyway.
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Figure 6.29: CFD and DVM concentrated vortex positions at  = 2
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Figure 6.30: CFD and DVM concentrated vortex positions at  = 4
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Figure 6.31: CFD and DVM comparisons of concentrated vortex positions at  = 6
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Figure 6.32: CFD and DVM comparisons of concentrated vortex positions at  = 10
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Figure 6.33: CFD and DVM comparisons of concentrated strake vortex positions at  =
15
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Figure 6.34: CFD and DVM comparisons of concentrated body vortex positions at  = 15
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Figure 6.35: CFD and DVM comparisons of concentrated strake vortex positions at  =
20
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Figure 6.36: CFD and DVM comparisons of concentrated body vortex positions at  = 20
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Figure 6.37: CFD and DVM comparisons of concentrated strake vortex positions at  =
25
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Figure 6.38: CFD and DVM comparisons of concentrated body vortex positions at  = 25
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As for the SCV method, the concentrated vortex strength,  0, is compared to the
CFD simulations. Figure 6.39 to Figure 6.41 plot the CFD simulations against the DVM
predictions for the angles of attack from 2 to 20. All the angles of attack up to 15 show
a good correlation with the CFD simulations. The 20 case (see Figure 6.41) clearly shows
that the concentrated vortex strength is overpredicted, as would be the case for the 25
angle of attack.
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Figure 6.39: CFD and DVM comparisons of the non-dimensionalised concentrated vortex
strength for  = 2 and 4
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Figure 6.40: CFD and DVM comparisons of the non-dimensionalised concentrated vortex
strength for  = 6 and 10
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Figure 6.41: CFD and DVM comparisons of the non-dimensionalised concentrated vortex
strength for  = 15 and 20
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6.10 Discussion
From the ow development for the various angles of attack, the lee side ows for low angles
of attack (up to 4) are well captured by all the methods employed. This also manifests
itself in the good correlation with the normal force coecient. Above 4 the prediction of
the position of the rolled up vortex sheet by the potential method deteriorates as the angle
of attack increases. For the 6 to 15 angles of attack, the inclusion of the boundary layer
separation model improves the prediction of the positions considerably. The potential only
method does, however, predict at the intermediate angles of attack the loads and positions
better than the SCV method. This implies that a single concentrated vortex has diculty
replicating the lee side ows at even moderate angles of attack because only two vortices
are available to impose the Joukowski-Kutta condition for the two edges.
Both the boundary layer methods predict the establishment of the secondary vortex
and it is debatable which method is better. The boundary layer separation vortices placed
at 5% show better modeling of the vortex sheet, and can therefore be argued, in conjunction
with the overall normal force predictions, to be the better method. Compared to the SCV
method, the better predictions for 6, 10 and 15, for both loads and vortex positions
demonstrate the eect of the secondary vortex on the strake edge condition. It can be
concluded that the deviations in the SCV method correlate with the emergence of the
secondary vortex and points towards the role of the secondary vortex in modifying the
strake side edge condition.
The ability of the discrete vortex methods that employ a boundary layer model to
better model the ow is on the other limited by the computational time required to solve
the ow eld of the conguration at hand. For this thesis, the code was not ecient in its
implementation and no vortex merging was implemented such that a single angle of attack
took over 6 hours to solve on a modern single core Intel CPU. On the other hand, the SCV
method took less than 10 seconds to solve for the 25 angle of attack case. As the number
of discrete vortices increases so does the computational time required. It is the opinion
of the author that the time required for a solution of the DVM methods that utilise a
boundary layer model do not make them feasible for engineering level use, especially when
compared to the methods used by existing engineering codes.
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Chapter 7
Free Vortex Model
7.1 Introduction
The approximate method presented in this thesis is based on the free vortex afterbody
model developed by Hemsch et al [141] and the observation that the shed vortex sheet
rolls up at higher positions that in potential only discrete vortex method. The vortices
shed are idealised by the free vortex model (FVM) method as single concentrated vortices
shed from the side edges of the wings/strakes.
The method, as for the DVM method, uses the tracking of vortices to determine the
position of the vortex along the strake. The position coupled with the strength of the
vortex, and using the vortex impulse theorem, determines the normal force and centre
of pressure induced by the vortex on the conguration. The rst signicant dierence
between this method and the single concentrated vortex model based on the method of
Bryson is that the Kutta condition is, in general, not satised at any point in the solution
process. The second is that an external condition is required to solve the set of rst
order dierential equations, which is the load that is imposed on the 2 dimensional cross
section. The Newtonian impact method as devised by Jorgensen [31] is used to satisfy this
condition. This method diers to other engineering methods used to track tip vortices in
that the position of the vortex is dependent on the shed vorticity. Previous methods [141]
have assumed a constant vortex strength and that the strength depends only on the total
lift developed by the wing.
The presentation of the FVM method and it application to the conguration at hand
begins with the continued theoretical development of this method as applied to cruciform
wing-body congurations and is subsequently applied to the angles of attack of interest
where upon the results are compared to the validated CFD simulations. As a test of the
method to other aspect ratios and body diameter to stake span ratios, the method is then
applied to other public domain cases and the results assessed.
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7.2 Equation of Motion of Vortices
The movement of vortices, whether shed by the body or free, can be modelled as La-
grangian uid particles. The initial theoretical development has been presented in Chapter
3.
For vortices of variable strength, assuming the shed vorticity is fed into a single vortex,
an additional variable for each vortex is present. The treatment of such a system has
already been performed by reference [141] and is reproduced for clarity.
In summary from equation 3.18, the transverse velocity of a jth vortex, in the presence
of other vortices can be written as
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For a circular body, for which this method was originally developed, the equations of
motion for the jth vortex is
dyj
dt
= vj and
dzj
dt
= wj (7.2)
The cross-ow plane is moving down the body at a speed of V cos. Thus
dx
dt
= V cos (7.3)
The rate of change of the jth vortex with body axial position is thus
dyj
dt
=
vj
V
1
cos
and
dzj
dt
=
wj
V
1
cos
(7.4)
For vortices that are shed and are of variable strength, such as aftbody vortices, in
an incremental distance, dx, the increments in the normal and side force are given by the
vortex impulse theorem [148] as:
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If the dierential increments are due to the viscous cross-ow, then
dFNv   idFYv =
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Assuming that the cross-ow drag is in the same direction as the cross-ow velocity
yields
dFNv   idFYv = Dv (sin    i cos ) (7.8)
where
Dv = cdcq sin
2 cr2adx (7.9)
and cr is the direction of the cross-ow angle of attack due to freestream velocity
vector and the vortices, and  is the cross-ow vector in the  plane. Therefore
V
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d L
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
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2
L

+
d R
dx

R   a
2
R

= 2acdcq1 sin
2 cr (sin    i cos ) (7.10)
The rst order dierentials for the vortices can then be integrated using standard
routines in the same way as the position of the vortices to determine not only the path,
but the strength as a function of the axial distance.
This method does not assume or predict the separation point and no separation con-
dition is specied, only that the strength and position of the vortices is determined by
the cross ow drag and imposing a no-net-force on the vortex. Indeed, the assumption
made is that the vortex is free. Also implicit, as for the SCV method, is that no vortex
sheet is modeled. Compared to the DVM and SCV method, the strength of the vortex
is determined by the 2D load rather than through the Kutta condition. This is a direct
application of the Allen heuristic methodology. Alternatively put, the shed vorticity is
therefore a function of the 2D sectional loading. It should be noted that the dierence
between this method and the SCV method is that the vortices move as free uid particles
and the Kutta condition is not imposed on the edge explicitly.
7.2.1 Cruciform Wing-Body Congurations
The extension of the methodology from the previous section to cruciform wing-body con-
gurations, and the thesis put forward, is to apply a transformation from the physical
plane to the circle plane and then use the existing method as previously developed but
applied to strake-body congurations rather than bodies only.
Velocities in the transformed plane, and hence trajectories in the transformed plane
do not correspond to the physical plane because, as shown in reference [4], the velocities
of the complex potential W [()] are magnied by the term dd and rotated by the angle
arg dd because
v   iw = dW
d
=
dW
d
d
d
(7.11)
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The vortex strength dierentials (and vortex strengths) are also the same in both
the physical and transformed planes, thus requiring no additional terms. The governing
equations then become
V
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+
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dx

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2
o
R

= 2cdcq sin
2 cr (sin    i cos ) (7.12)
The cross-ow drag term, cdc , is easily determined for a cylinder and has a value of
1.2 for subcritical cross ow Reynolds numbers and cross ow Mach numbers below 0.43.
For body-strake congurations, the cross ow drag coecient lies somewhere between that
of a at plate and a cylinder, depending on the strake to body diameter ratio. The two
available sources for this information are that of the experimental data by Macha [107]
or the Newtonian impact theorem implemented by Jorgensen [31]. For the purposes of
this thesis, the Newtonian impact theory is used and is suitable over the span to diameter
ratios being studied [157]. This does, however, not take into account Mach number eects
as the experimental data of Macha does. The Newtonian impact theory predicts a drag
ratio of:
CD = CD0
3
2

2
sm
a
  1
3

(7.13)
For the conguration under consideration (sm=a = 1:25) and assuming the drag coef-
cient of the cylinder is 1.2, the cross ow drag coecient is 1.65, whilst Macha predicts
approximately 1.5 for the cross ow Mach number of 0.6. A cross-ow Mach number
correction based on the data of Macha is also applied using the average ratios for the data
from reference [107]. For cross ow Mach numbers below 0.6, the same value as Mach 0.6
is used. The ratios as a function of cross-ow Mach number are listed in Table 7.1.
Table 7.1: Cross ow Mach number ratio
Mach 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9 1.0 1.05
Ratio 1.0 0.971 0.9187 0.906 1.199 1.0
7.2.2 Initial Vortex Position and Strengths
The free vortex method presented so far requires initial vortex positions and strengths so
that the rst order dierential equations can be solved. Being a method that does not
impose boundary conditions and models the trajectory of the vortex as a Lagrangian uid
particle, in the initial stages of the solution process the initial vortex is close to the body
resulting in the vortex traveling close to the body surface which is non-physical.
One starting point would be to use the criterion specied by the DVM method, create
an initial vortex with a strength and then let the rst order dierential equations be solved
in time. From Chapter 5, it was found that the SCV method was a good very low angle
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of attack method. In this thesis this method is used to start the solution process for the
FVM method. The SCV method is used simply because the solution is simple and does not
involve multiple vortices as the DVM method. As previously shown, the initial solutions
are suciently accurate to start the method, even though it is inaccurate along the rest
of the length of the strake because the concentrated vortex enforces the Joukowski-Kutta
condition. For this method, this is the only time when the Joukowski-Kutta condition is
enforced. It should be noted that the SCV method used is taken directly from chapter 5
and no body vortex is therefore present in the formulation.
7.3 Body Vortex
As for the DVM implementation, the body vortex positions and strengths were estimated
from the CFD simulations as dened in table 6.1. Because the method has an ability to
model Mach number dependencies, even though it is only through the cross ow Mach
drag coecient, the positions and strengths for the Mach numbers 2.5 and 3.0 were also
estimated from the CFD simulations in the same manner as for Mach 2.0 and subsequently
used.
7.4 Test Matrix
As for the SCV and DVM methods, the conditions for which simulations were performed
are the angles of attack of 1, 2, 4, 6, 10, 15, 20and 25.
7.5 Results
7.5.1 Global Loads
The normal force and centre-of-pressure comparison of the overall conguration is shown
in Figure 7.1. The same method as the SCV and DVM predictions was used to determine
the overall loads. Because the free vortex method does have a Mach number dependency,
FVM predictions for the three Mach numbers are presented for comparison purposes.
Compared to the SCV and DVM potential only methods, the normal force prediction
is much better predicted. The centre-of-pressure predictions indicate an initial rearward
movement of the centre-of-pressure and then a forward movement. The Mach 2.0 centre-
of-pressure movement also has a small forward movement, though not as large as that
predicted by the free vortex method. The trend is, however, well captured at the low
angles of attack even though a constant oset exists.
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Figure 7.1: CFD and FVM normal force and centre-of-pressure comparison
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A closer investigation into the mechanism for this reveals that the normal force incre-
ment along the wing-body section is a function of angle of attack. Figure 7.2 plots the
normal increment along the body length over the body-wing section for 4 and 10. Of
interest is the overall characteristic of the force increment along the length of the wing-
body section. The initial drop in the force increment is due to the use of the SCV method
which introduces a numerical artifact common to all angles of attack. As can be seen from
the gures is that at the low angles of attack which is represented by the 4 case, the
increment increases along the length of the wing-body section. The centre-of-pressure is
toward the rear of the wing-body section. At 10 the centre-of-pressure is more forward,
therefore explaining the centre-of-pressure characteristic seen for the overall conguration.
This presents a current limitation in the method and is probably due to the assumption
that the cross-ow drag coecient is constant along the wing body section. It should
be noted that the fore- and aftbody sections have centres-of-pressure that move rearward
toward the planform centroid as the angle of attack increases. This also holds for the
potential component of the isolated strake.
7.5.2 Detailed Flow Field
The ow eld results of the simulations are shown in Figure 7.3 to Figure 7.10 and plots
the position of the vortex for various axial locations in comparison to the CFD simulations.
The FVM vortex position is denoted by the  symbol. For the cases with a body vortex
(i.e. 15, 20and 25) the body vortex prediction is also plotted. For the cases with body
vortices, the motion of these vortices are denoted by the  and + symbols.
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Figure 7.2: Normal force coecient increment at 4 and 10 along the body length
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Figure 7.3: Vortex development for  = 1, FVM
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Figure 7.4: Vortex development for  = 2, FVM
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Figure 7.5: Vortex development for  = 4, FVM
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Figure 7.6: Vortex development for  = 6, FVM
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Figure 7.7: Vortex development for  = 10, FVM
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Figure 7.8: Vortex development for  = 15, FVM
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Figure 7.9: Vortex development for  = 20, FVM
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Figure 7.10: Vortex development for  = 25, FVM
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As for the SCV and DVM methods, the alternative method of visualising the vortex
trajectories are illustrated in Figure 7.11 to 7.20. The positions whilst not comparing well
against the CFD simulations, compares well with the LSWT (subsonic) simulations in the
vertical direction. The oscillatory nature of the strake vortex is due to the interaction of the
strake vortex with the body vortex. As for the DVM simulations, no vortex coalescence is
modeled and the body vortex trajectory is not limited by the physical presence of a vortex
sheet.
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Figure 7.11: CFD and FVM concentrated vortex positions at  = 2
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Figure 7.12: CFD and FVM concentrated vortex positions at  = 4
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Figure 7.13: CFD and FVM comparisons of concentrated vortex positions at  = 6
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Figure 7.14: CFD and FVM comparisons of concentrated vortex positions at  = 10
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Figure 7.15: CFD and FVM comparisons of concentrated strake vortex positions at  =
15
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Figure 7.16: CFD and FVM comparisons of concentrated body vortex positions at  = 15
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Figure 7.17: CFD and FVM comparisons of concentrated strake vortex positions at  =
20
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Figure 7.18: CFD and FVM comparisons of concentrated body vortex positions at  = 20
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Figure 7.19: CFD and FVM comparisons of concentrated strake vortex positions at  =
25
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Figure 7.20: CFD and FVM comparisons of concentrated strake vortex positions at  =
25
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As for the two previous methods, the concentrated vortex strength,  0, is also compared
to the CFD predictions for Mach 2.0. Figure 7.21 to Figure 7.23 plot the CFD simulations
against the FVM predictions for the angles of attack from 2 to 20. For 2, the FVM
underpredicts the vortex strength. The angles of attack 4 to 15 show good correlation
with the CFD simulations in the vertical direction and reasonable correlations in the
lateral direction. The 20 case clearly shows that the concentrated vortex strength (which
is the vortex closest to the body) is overpredicted, and that the position is incorrect due
to the vortex shedding. It is clear that when the Joukowski-Kutta condition dictates the
separation characteristics that the FVM method is inadequate and that the shed vorticity
is higher for the Joukowski-Kutta condition.
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Figure 7.21: CFD and FVM comparisons of the non-dimensionalised concentrated vortex
strength for  = 2 and 4
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Figure 7.22: CFD and FVM comparisons of the non-dimensionalised concentrated vortex
strength for  = 6 and 10
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Figure 7.23: CFD and FVM comparisons of the non-dimensionalised concentrated vortex
strength for  = 15 and 20
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7.5.3 Discussion
As seen from the results for angles of attack below 4, the free vortex method predicts
the position of the centre of the rolled up vortex sheet to be much higher than the CFD
predictions. This is because the roll up vortex sheet position is dictated by the strake
edge itself for low angles. For the angles from 6 to 15, the position is well predicted,
indicating that the roll up behaves as a free vortex rather than a bound vortex at the
lower angles of attack. At 20 and 25, the change in vortex structure due to shedding is
not captured.
The normal force predictions are excellent for the lower angles of attack. At Mach
2.0 the predictions at moderate angles of attack are reasonable. As mentioned in the
aerodynamic analysis of the conguration being studied (see chapter 4), when cross ow
Mach numbers exceed 0.5 (and even possibly as low as 0.3) a drop in the realised vortex
interference load occurs. For Mach 2.0 this occurs above 15. For Mach 2.5 and 3.0
this is above 10. As for the two previous methods, this method cannot account for
transonic lee side eects and a limit of a cross ow Mach number of 0.55 is therefore
placed on this method if vortex position predictions are to be used. The wing-body load
prediction is, however, still reasonable for higher cross ow Mach numbers and can still
be used as an engineering method. The implication is that the vortex position predictions
should be better for a freestream Mach number of 1.5 and possibly lower, though other
freestream eects may be present i.e. the ow may not be fully supersonic. The linearised
2D assumptions do not, however, predict any Mach number variation and this method is
therefore applicable for Mach numbers ranging from low subsonic to high supersonic as
long as the cross ow Mach number is less than or equal to 0.55. The predicted vortex
position at the angles and Mach numbers when vortex shedding occurs is, however, not
unreasonable compared to the CFD ow eld and the position can be used when no other
information are available.
Given that the method is a single concentrated model and that the method does not
model the complex nature of the lee side ow and the contribution of the secondary vortex
to the ow development, the ability of the method to predict the position of the vortex
and the loads is remarkable.
The FVM method is similar to Sigal's \Unied Crossow Concept" for predicting the
loads, but utilises a 2D unsteady potential method rather than Allen's heuristic method,
and therefore has the ability to predict the vortex positions, whereas the Unied Crossow
Concept is unable to do so and represents a method that provides more information than
just the normal force and centre-of-pressure. The FVM method has the advantage of speed
when compared to the DVM method that requires boundary layer separation simulation
in order to accurately predict the loads and vortex positions. The method provides this
speed advantage whilst providing accuracy levels for the normal force of within 10%, and
therefore makes it imminently suitable for engineering level application.
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The method is currently only applicable in the '+' orientation. An extension of the
method to non-zero roll angles is recommended. No 2D cross ow data are currently
available, especially for transonic speeds for cruciform wing-body congurations with very
low aspect ratio wings so that the method can be validated for these orientations.
Finally, the method has been developed for bodies with constant diameter. The theo-
retical foundations for the method does, however, not limit its applicability to constants
diameter bodies and the method can be extended to cone-strake congurations through the
introduction of a term to account for the change in body diameter. This is recommended
and its applicability for this conguration class tested.
7.6 Further Applications
Up to this point the FVM method presented has been applied to the conguration under
consideration. A test of the applicability of this method is assessed in its application
to other congurations and Mach numbers. The other congurations available are four
public domain cases and a CFD simulation. The CFD case is a Mach 1.5 simulation of the
conguration used in this thesis. The reason for not including the Mach 1.5 comparative
data in the method development of this and previous chapters is the unvalidated nature
of the data. The simulations were, however, performed with the same geometry and CFD
mesh used for the Mach 2.0, 2.5 and 3.0 simulations, so some condence in the predictions
do exist, though strictly speaking no validation has been performed.
The ability to assess the performance of the free vortex method is limited by the few
publically available tests for body-strake congurations [18]. From the available public
domain cases only three are strictly applicable for body-strake conguration and speed
range under consideration. The last case has been included even though it only has data
for Mach numbers in the transonic and subsonic speed range (0.6, 0.9 and 1.2).
Other congurations have been excluded because the congurations either include tail
ns or the strakes have a high sweep back angle and do not have any appreciable side
edges i.e. taper ratio is approximately zero or less than 0.3.
7.6.1 Case : Mach 1.5
The Mach 1.5 case compares the FVM predictions with the CFD simulations for Mach 1.5
for the same conguration as in Chapter 4. The normal force and centre-of-pressures are
compared in Figure 7.24. The same trend in the centre-of-pressure is predicted by both
the CFD simulations and FVM method, with the dierences therefore being the same as
in the previous section. The normal force prediction is excellent throughout the angle of
attack range.
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Figure 7.24: CFD and FVM normal force and centre-of-pressure comparison for Mach 1.5
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Because the data for the case was generated using CFD, ow eld data exists, which
allows the vortex positions to be compared. Very little dierence between the Mach 1.5
and 2.0 simulations are present. A comparison of the vortex positions for 4 and 20 are
presented in Figure 7.29 to Figure 7.25. It should be noted that the predictions up to
10 are the same as in the previous section because the cross ow Mach numbers remain
low with no discernable change in results. The position of the vortex does have a Mach
dependency (as predicted by the CFD) as already seen in the previous section and the
correlation of the vertical vortex position is marginally poorer at the lower angles than
for the Mach 2.0 predictions because the Mach 1.5 positions are predicted marginally
lower than the Mach 2.0 positions. No signicant dierence in the lateral positions are
present. As for the Mach 2.0 case, the CFD centre-of-pressure shows a small forward
movement at the moderate angles of attack, and similarly for the free vortex method, the
centre-of-pressure prediction is only reasonable for an engineering method.
Conrming the incompressible nature of the code is the prediction at 20, where vortex
shedding has just not started to occur yet (at Mach 1.5 the cross ow Mach number is
0.51). The CFD simulations indicate that the body and strake vortex coalesce into one
vortex and its position is very well predicted by the FVM method. The LSWT predictions
are also included to demonstrate the good correlation. The 25 prediction have not been
presented because vortex shedding occurs in the CFD simulations which is consistent with
the trends already presented.
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Figure 7.25: CFD and FVM concentrated vortex positions at  = 4 for Mach 1.5
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Figure 7.26: CFD and FVM concentrated vortex positions at  = 6 for Mach 1.5
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Figure 7.27: CFD and FVM concentrated vortex positions at  = 10 for Mach 1.5
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Figure 7.28: CFD and FVM concentrated vortex positions at  = 15 for Mach 1.5
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Figure 7.29: CFD and FVM concentrated vortex positions at  = 20 for Mach 1.5
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7.6.2 Case : NASA TM-X-3130
The conguration of this test case of reference [158] is a planar wing-body conguration
with a 3D tangent ogive nose and 7D strake-wing body section resulting in a 10D overall
length, and no aftbody. The two available supersonic Mach numbers are 1.5 and 2.0. The
conguration has a wing of aspect ratio of 0.0286, a span to body diameter ratio of 1.2.
The conguration is shown in Figure 7.30.
The available data consists of ve angles of attack (nominally 8, 12, 16, 20and 24)
for angles of attack less than 25. The data have been digitised from the source documents,
so errors exist when the comparisons are made. The normal force and centre-of-pressure
errors have been estimated to be no more than 0.5 and 0.25 of a caliber respectively.
Also the conguration used is a planar wing-body conguration rather than a cruciform
wing-body conguration. Because of the very low strake span to body diameter ratio, no
signicant dierence between the planar and cruciform conguration is expected.
The advantage of this particular case is that the nose vortices are of lower strength
than for even the conguration used in Chapter 4. At angles above 10 vortices exist
at the axial location where the strakes begin. Estimation of the vortex strengths and
positions were determined from the CFD simulations in the same manner as that for the
thesis conguration.
The normal force and centre-of-pressures are compared in Figure 7.31. The FVM
method overpredicts the normal forces by up to 12% for Mach 1.5 and 15% for Mach
2.0. Whilst the dierences are larger than the desired 10% limit they are still within that
specied for engineering methods (see Table 2.2), and certainly within the digitisation
accuracy. The centre-of-pressure position is predicted reasonably well given the limitations
of the method.
Figure 7.30: NASA TM-X-3130 model conguration
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Figure 7.31: CFD and FVM normal force and centre-of-pressure comparison for the NASA
TM-X-3130 N1C1S conguration
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7.6.3 Case : NASA TM-X-1839
The conguration of this test case of reference [105] is a 10D body with 3.5D nose and
cruciform rectangular wings. The Mach numbers available for comparison purposes are 1.5,
1.9, 2.3 and 2.96. The Mach 2.96 condition was simulated as Mach 3.0. In contrast to the
two previous cases, this model has a longer forebody and therefore greater strake vortex
and body vortex interactions. Because no experimental or CFD data for the forebody
or aftbody components exist, these have been estimated using the available engineering
methods as dened in section 3.5. As for the previous conguration the experimental data
have been digitised from the source documents. The conguration is shown in Figure 7.32.
Whilst three dierent wings were experimentally tested only the small span wing is used
because the aspect ratio is 0.0769 which can be considered very low and has a span to
diameter ratio of 1.333. The next highest wing span aspect ratio is 0.154 (twice that of the
smallest wing span) and is not considered very low aspect ratio. Finally, the proportion
of the body length that the strakes occupy is only 43%.
The normal force and centre-of-pressure predictions are shown in Figure 7.33. The
normal force prediction shows excellent correlation for the Mach numbers 1.5, 1.9 and 2.3.
Unfortunately the Mach 3.0 FVM normal is overpredicted for angles of attack higher than
10. The centre-of-pressure predictions are also good, with the experimental data showing
considerable scatter at the low angles of attack because of the uncertainty associated with
the discretisation of the graphs from paper.
Figure 7.32: NASA TM-X-1839 model conguration, dimensions in inches
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Figure 7.33: CFD and FVM normal force and centre-of-pressure comparison for the NASA
TM-X-1839 N1C1S conguration
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7.6.4 Case : AIAA-2001-2410
The conguration of this test case of reference [13] was designated the B11AW22A3 con-
guration and was tested at a Mach 2.5. The conguration has a wing of aspect ratio
of 0.067 and span to body diameter ratio of 1.6. The nose is 3D in length with a 3D
aftbody. The strake has a 9.882D root chord and a taper ratio of 0.85, whilst the model
had a 3.7" body diameter. As for the previous case, because no experimental or CFD
data for the forebody or aftbody components exist, these have been estimated using the
available engineering methods as dened in section 3.5. As for the previous conguration
the experimental data have been digitised from the source documents. The conguration
is shown in Figure 7.34.
The normal force and centre-of-pressure predictions are shown in Figure 7.35. The
normal force prediction is very good except for the higher angles of attack where the FVM
predictions are lower then the experimental data, though by less than 5%. The centre-of-
pressure prediction demonstrates the same characteristics as previously observed, and is
consistent with the limitations of the method.
Figure 7.34: Simpson and Birch B11AW22A3 model conguration
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Figure 7.35: CFD and FVM normal force and centre-of-pressure comparison for the W22
conguration
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7.6.5 Case : NASA TM-2005-213541
The conguration in this case is a generic conguration supposedly representing the USA
standard missile [104]. The data available for this model is only at Mach 0.6, 0.9 and 1.18
for the body-strake conguration. Comparisons are made against the Mach numbers 0.9
and 1.18 even though they are outside the range developed in this thesis (not supersonic,
but transonic and subsonic). No Mach 0.6 simulations were performed because of the
limitations in the body vortex prediction database of [41]. Whilst the span to body
diameter ratio is 1.745, the wing aspect ratio is 0.144, which is higher than what would
be considered a very low aspect ratio wing. The conguration is shown in 7.36. The data
for this conguration was obtained from source with no digitisation errors.
The normal force and centre-of-pressure predictions are shown in Figure 7.37. As for
the Simpson and Birch B11AW22A3 conguration the normal force is slightly underpre-
dicted at the higher angles of attack. The centre-of-pressure is predicted further forward
than the experimental data and is consistent with the current limitations of the method.
Figure 7.36: NASA TM-2005-213541 Triservice model conguration, dimensions in inches
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Figure 7.37: CFD and FVM normal force and centre-of-pressure comparison for the NASA
TM-2005-213541 Triservice conguration
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7.6.6 Discussion
From the comparisons for the 5 cases presented, it can be seen that the free vortex method
predicts the normal force very well for angles of attack up to 10 for all Mach numbers
considered, even subsonic and transonic conditions. This applies even for the planar wing
body congurations. The method tends to under predict the loads at the higher angles of
attack i.e.  15, though the errors are less than 10%. The loads are, however, over pre-
dicted for the NASA TM-X-3130 case and excellent for the NASA TM-X-1839 case. Only
two cases show poorer results, namely the TM-X-3130 Mach 2.0 and TM-X-1839 Mach 3.0
cases. The normal force predictions for Mach 1.5 show excellent correlation throughout
the angle of attack range indicating its particular suitability at the low supersonic Mach
numbers. The Triservice case demonstrates the applicability of the method to even high
transonic speeds, high span to body diameter ratios approaching 2 and aspect ratios over
0.1.
The method, as for the SCV and DVM methods, is an incompressible method with
some Mach dependency which manifests itself in the sectional drag coecient. The method
is good at low supersonic Mach numbers and is limited in its vortex position predictions by
the vortex shedding due to supersonic reverse ow in the lee side of the conguration. At
the higher angles where supersonic ow in the lee side is present, the position predicted by
the method is better than that of the SCV method and can be used, though with caution.
The ability of the method to predict wing-body interactions, not only for global loads
but the position of the concentrated vortex helps to improve the quality of overall missile
loads and in particular the inuence of the shed side edge strake vortex on downstream
lifting surfaces and its consequential eect on the overall pitching moment (or centre-of-
pressure).
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Chapter 8
Conclusions and
Recommendations
The following conclusions can be drawn:-
1. The lee side ow over a circular body with a wing of very low aspect ratio exhibits
ow structures that at low angle of attack resemble the summation of the body and
the wing, but at higher angles resembles that of the isolated body rather than a
summation of the body and wing
2. The secondary vortex present in the body wing junction modies the side edge and
consequently the position of the side edge vortex and its interaction with the body
vortex. The side edge vortex behaves more as a Lagrangian uid particle along the
body length rather than being constrained to impose the Joukowski-Kutta on the
side edge.
3. Vortex shedding occurs for the lee side vortex when both the reverse ow region and
the region outside the side edge vortex sheet are supersonic in the cross ow plane.
The terminating normal shocks for both these regions triggers the vortex shedding.
4. The FVM method, utilising the SCV method to start the time stepping process, is
a suitable engineering method that not only predicts the global normal force and
centre-of-pressures but also the position of the rolled up side edge vortex sheet
5. The FVM should ideally be used in combination with the SCV method when vortex
position predictions are important at low angles of attack (i.e. < 4)
8.1 Recommendations
1. Additional tests should be performed for non-zero roll angles (0 < x < 90), to
extend the database of Macha [107] on cruciform strake congurations for varying
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strake span to diamater ratios. Following this, the FVM method can be tested with
these data
2. Conduct 2D low speed tests to study the impulsively started vortex behaviour of
cruciform strake congurations for the roll range of 0 to 90.
3. Rene the centre-of-pressure prediction
4. Extend the FVM method to include symmetric vortex shedding
5. Assess the applicability of the FVM method to subsonic Mach numbers
6. Extend and assess the applicability of the FVM method to cone-strake congurations
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Chapter 9
Contributions to the Field
The following contributions have been made to the eld of applied engineering level aero-
dynamics for the circular body and cruciform strake conguration under consideration:
1. Modeling of a circular body and cruciform strake congurations using 2D poten-
tial methods with appropriate extensions for the cruciform congurations. These
include:-
(a) Modeling of a circular body and cruciform strake conguration using the discre-
tised vortex method including lee side secondary (boundary layer) separation.
Particular to this conguration is that the planform of strakes consist predom-
inantly of a side edge rather than a leading edge.
(b) Application of Bryson's single concentrated vortex model to the non-conical
circular body and cruciform strake conguration
(c) Application and extension of the free vortex trajectory method from cylinders to
a circular body and cruciform strake conguration, and in particular, devising
a method to start the solution
2. Identication of the conditions when symmetric vortex shedding occurs for circular
bodies, strakes, and body and strake congurations
3. Identication of the signicance of the lee side secondary separation on the develop-
ment of, and positions/trajectories of the shed vortices
4. Development of an integrated engineering method for predicting normal force, centre-
of-pressure and lee side vortex trajectories, and therefore the wing-to-body carryover
factor
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Appendix A
The Denition of a Vortex Core
A.1 Denition Criteria
The determination of a vortex core is essential in the tracking of vortices in the CFD
simulations. Four methods have been used to determine the location of the vortices in
this thesis. These are:
1. Total pressure
2. Q-criterion
3. -criterion
4. 2-criterion
The use of local pressure minima have been used in the past, though Jeong and Hussain
[159] and Haller [160] indicate that these denitions and others based on pressure minima
are readily refutable. The use of the total pressure denition has, however, been included
due its historical usage and comparisons are made from a historical perspective.
Traditionally three Galilean invariant vortex denitions have been used. These are the
Q-criterion [161], -criterion [162] and the 2-criterion [159]. They are derived from vari-
ous properties of the velocity gradient, rv. The velocity gradient, rv, can be decomposed
into the strain rate, S, and vorticity, 
, tensors, or:
rv = S +
 (A.1)
where
S =
1
2
rv + (rv)T  (A.2)
and

 =
1
2
rv   (rv)T  (A.3)
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The velocity gradient, rv, is simply:
rv =
2664
du
dx
du
dy
du
dz
dv
dx
dv
dy
dv
dz
dw
dx
dw
dy
dw
dz
3775 (A.4)
The Q-criterion of Hunt, Wray and Moin [161] is dened as regions the the vorticity
dominates the strain rate, or:
Q =
1
2
j
j2   jSj2 > 0 (A.5)
The -criterion of Chong, Perry and Cantwell [162] is dened as:
 =

Q
3
3
 

detrv
2
2
> 0 (A.6)
The determinant of the velocity gradient is simply:
detrv = du
dx
(
dv
dy
dw
dz
  dw
dy
dv
dz
)  du
dy
(
dv
dx
dw
dz
  dw
dx
dv
dz
) +
du
dz
(
dv
dx
dw
dy
  dw
dx
dv
dy
) (A.7)
The 2-criterion of Jeong and Hussain [159] is dened as where the intermediate eigen-
value, 2, of the symmetric tensor S
2 +
2 is less than zero, or:
2
 
S2 +
2

< 0 (A.8)
The intermediate eigenvalue, 2, of the charactertistic equation 3+P2+Q+R = 0
is simply the negative of the trace, or:
P =  tr  S2 +
2 (A.9)
and after manipulating the strain-rate and vorticity tensors this results in:
2
 
S2 +
2

=

du
dx
2
+

dv
dy
2
+

dw
dz
2
+ 2
du
dz
dw
dx
+ 2
du
dy
dv
dx
+ 2
dv
dz
dw
dy
< 0 (A.10)
A.2 Comparison between Various Methods
A comparison between the various methods was performed to determine the most suitable
for the types of ows encountered in this thesis. Two cases are typical, namely low and
moderate angles of attack ( < 20), and higher angles of attack ( > 20) for Mach 2.0.
For Mach 2.5 and 3.0, vortex shedding is initiated earlier.
For the low to moderate angles of attack all four criterion compared well in their
location of the rolled up vortex sheet. This is shown in Figures A.1 and A.2. Whilst some
dierences were observed between the total pressure and the other three more rigorous
criteria are present, the ow is characterised by a single concentrated vortex, resulting in
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good correlation between all the methods. At higher angles of attack, where more than
one vortex is shed, the total pressure provides a very poor indication of where vortices are
present, especially when two or more vortices are in close proximity to each other. This
is shown in Figures A.3 and A.4 for the prediction of the body vortex. For the purposes
of this thesis the 2-criterion is used simply because it is the most recent formulation of
the three methods.
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Figure A.1: Vertical vortex position predictions,  = 10
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Figure A.2: Lateral vortex position predictions,  = 10
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Figure A.3: Vertical vortex position predictions,  = 20
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Figure A.4: Lateral vortex position predictions,  = 20
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Appendix B
Published Papers
Two conference papers were published during the duration of the thesis, which also used
the work in this thesis. They are
1. Tuling, S. and Dala, L. Some Aspects of Modelling Very Low Aspect Ratio Wings
in Slender Body Congurations, Royal Aeronautical Society Applied Aerodynamics
Conference, July 2010.
2. Arevalo-Campillos, M.A., Tuling, S., Parras, L., del Pino, C., and Dala, L. Exper-
imental Study of Very Low Aspect Ratio Wings in Slender Bodies, Proceedings of
ASME 2012 11th Biennial Conference on Engineering Systems Design and Analysis,
ESDA 2012-82332, July 2-4, 2012.
Only the rst paper has been included because the copyright for the second is held by
the American Society of Mechanical Engineers.
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Some Aspects of Modelling Very Low Aspect Ratio Wings 
in Slender Body Configurations 
Mr Sean Tuling* and Dr Laurent Dala** 
 
Abstract 
The inclusion of very low aspect ratio wings or 
strakes of aspect ratio < 0.05 in slender body 
configurations are considered in this paper.  A 
19D tangent ogive body with a 3D nose, and 
two strakes of aspect ratio 0.0223 and 0.0336 
and wing span to body ratio of 1.25, mounted 
in the ‘plus’ configuration, or zero roll, were 
studied.  The data were generated in the 
commercial code Fluent and validation 
performed on a similar configuration for 
which experimental data were available.  The 
Mach numbers considered were 2.0, 2.5 and 
3.0.  Results show that the wing-to-body 
factor, (), is significantly lower than that 
predicted by slender body theory at low and 
high angles of attack, indicating that the 
slender body theory has significant limitations 
for very low aspect ratio wings due to the 
complex interaction of the wing side edge and 
body vortex.  An alternative methodology 
used to model inlets, developed by ONERA 
was also studied.  Reasonably good 
correlations were obtained indicating the 
applicability of the ONERA inlet method to 
modelling body-strake configurations. 
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Nomenclature 
AR Aspect Ratio 
 Normal force coefficient 
D Body diameter 
 Interference factor 
k Non-linear body and strake coefficient 
	 Linear strake coefficient 
 Wing-to-body carry over factor 

 Body-on-wing carry over factor 
L Strake length 
M Mach number 
ONERA Office National d'Études et de 
Recherches Aérospatiales 
s wing span 
S Reference area, 


 
SBT Slender body theory 
 Angle of attack, ° 
 Compressibility factor, √ − 1 
 Taper ratio 
Subscripts 
 Body 
eq equivalent 
 Tail 
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 Wing 
v vortex 
  Non-linear, body and strake 
Introduction 
During the conceptual or early design phases 
of a slender body configuration such as a 
missile, engineering codes such as Missile 
Datcom or MISL3 are routinely used for the 
prediction of the aerodynamic performance of 
envisaged configurations, with overall 
accuracies of approximately 15-20%.  These 
engineering codes are primarily based on 
linearised potential theory, and in the 
supersonic flight regime on slender body 
theory (SBT).  Heuristic models [1] are used to 
account for viscous effects such as vortices 
that emanate from wings and the body.  The 
addition of other lifting surfaces such as 
wings, tails or canards are generally 
accounted for by linear superposition 
principles and adding interference effects of, 
for instance, the body-on-wing and wing-on-
body.  Being based primarily on linearised 
potential theory, engineering codes are 
strictly applicable only at low angles with non-
separated flow, though they have been 
successfully applied up to angles of attack of 
20° to 25° in their original formulation, and in 
later years to higher angles of attack using the 
equivalent angle of attack method.  
Furthermore, the use of heuristic models are 
used to account for separated flow or viscous 
effects results in the class of codes being 
dependent on experimental or computational 
databases, for example, wings or tails tend to 
only be applicable for aspect ratios from 0.25 
to 4.   
The normal force coefficient for a slender 
body with wings and fins, using component 
buildup methodology, is typically defined as: 
 =  + () + () + () +
() + ()             (…1) 
where   is the normal force coefficient 
for the complete configuration (body-wing-
tail),    is the body alone, () is the 
increment of the wing in the presence of the 
body, ()  is the increment of the body due 
to the presence of the wing and so forth.  The 
contribution of the wing and increment of the 
body due to the presence of the wing has 
been formulated as a function of the 
interference factors and the wing alone 
aerodynamics and is normally formulated as 
() + () = (() + ())   (…2) 
The interference factors are traditionally 
obtained from the slender body theory and 
have performed reasonable well for low to 
moderate angles of attack, and at low to 
moderate supersonic speeds.  The effect of 
no, limited or negative afterbodies have also 
been accounted for [2][3].  Additional factors 
such as vortices, either emanating from the 
body or upstream wings, have been modelled 
using simple [4] to complex vortex tracking 
methods and their influence on lifting 
surfaces such as tail fins and wings included 
using the tail interference factor,  [1].   
In the 1970’s the equivalent angle of attack 
method was introduced by Hemsch and 
Nielsen [5] allowing the low to moderate 
angle of attack methodology described above 
to be extended into the non-linear flight 
regime.    The improvement emanated in the 
determination of the angle of attack that the 
wing would experience in the flow field of the 
body and vortices determining the normal 
force and pitching moment coefficients by 
considering the velocity components 
experienced by the wing/fin and 
reformulating the interference factors, such 
that 
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tan() 	= tan() 	+ 	tan	(Δ)  (…3)	
Subsequently the components, () and 
(), are thus 
() = ()      (…4) 
and 
() =
()
()
()       (…5) 
The modelling of very low aspect ratio wings, 
or strakes, that are added to slender bodies 
has been found to be poorly modelled by an 
engineering code such as Missile Datcom [6], 
given the modelling methodologies and 
limitation of the empirical databases.  It was 
found that the wing-to-body interference 
factor, (), was overestimated by SBT, thus 
resulting in the codes predicting higher than 
expected normal forces.  The aspect ratio of 
the wings (designated W22) considered was 
0.067. 
Particular to slender bodies with wings of 
aspect ratios lower than 0.1 and taper ratios 
above 0.8 is the question of whether the 
traditional component build-up methodology 
originally developed in the 1950’s and 1960’s, 
extended in the 1970’s and refined in 1980’s 
is suitable.  This paper seeks to provide some 
insight into answering this question.  
Specifically the paper shall  
• show that the original linearised 
theory based on SBT is unsuitable for 
body strake combinations 
• show that for aspect ratios below 
0.067, that ()  remains significantly 
different to that predicted by SBT 
• provide some insights into the flow 
phenomena dominating slender body 
and very low aspect ratio wing 
combinations 
• point to alternative formulations 
methods for the modelling of slender 
bodies combined with very low aspect 
ratio wings 
The speed range being considered is 
supersonic only, limiting the study to Mach 
numbers between 2.0 and 3.0.  The 
configurations studied only considered the 
wings at zero roll (or the plus configuration).  
Furthermore, no pitching moment analysis 
has been performed, as the study 
concentrates on the prediction and modelling 
of normal force.  
Methodology 
The methodology used in this study was to 
generate aerodynamic data of two 
configurations in a component build up 
manner i.e. body alone, body and strakes and 
wing alone, numerically using CFD.  These 
data were validated for the body alone and 
body and strake configuration against a 
similar configuration for which experimental 
were available.    
The configuration chosen allows more generic 
studies to be performed.  One of the reasons 
for performing the aerodynamic simulations 
in CFD was the difficulty in performing the 
wing alone simulations experimentally.  Half 
wing tests would definitely require boundary 
layer suction complicating the experimental 
setup significantly due to excessive length of 
the chord compared to the span and growing 
boundary layer, while no easy method is 
available for mounting a full wing let alone 
measuring the wing loads. 
Configurations 
The two configurations both utilised a 19D 
tangent ogive body, with no boattail.  The 
nose of the tangent ogive was 3D.  The 
diameter used for this study was 80mm.  For 
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each configuration a strake was mounted in 
the zero roll, or plus configuration.  Both 
strakes had a span to body ratio of 1.25.  The 
first strake had a length of 11.25D (or 900mm) 
and the second 7.5D (or 600mm).  The strake 
leading edge had a sweep back of 45°, and a 
straight trailing edge.  Both strakes started at 
the axial location of 4.75D (or 380mm) from 
the nose.  The body and 900mm strakes are 
illustrated in Figure 1, while the resulting 
planform parameters for the strakes are listed 
in Tables 1 and 2. 
 
 
Figure 1.  Body and strake dimensions in mm 
 
Table 1.  900mm strake planform parameters 
 Description Value 
AR Aspect Ratio 0.0223 
 Taper ratio 0.9889 
b Span 20mm 
 
Table 2.  600mm strake planform parameters 
 Description Value 
AR Aspect Ratio 0.0336 
 Taper ratio 0.9833 
b Span 20mm 
CFD Simulations 
The numerical simulations were performed 
using the commercial code Fluent solved 
using the Roe flux splitting scheme, spatially 
discretised using a second order upwind 
scheme.  All simulations were performed 
using near wall treatment and the Spalart-
Almaras turbulence model, using first order 
upwind spatial discretisation.  The resulting 
meshes varied in size from 580000 for the 
body alone, ~3.8million for the strakes alone 
and ~3million for the body and strakes.  
Limited mesh sensitivity studies indicated no 
appreciable changes in results.  Furthermore, 
the use of a second order discretisation for 
the Spalart-Almaras modelling also resulted in 
negligible changes in results. 
Three Mach numbers were simulated namely 
2.0, 2.5 and 3.0, while the angle of attack 
range was from 0° to 25°. 
The CFD simulation methodology was 
validated against a similar configuration for 
which experimental were available.  No 
experimental installed wing loads were, 
however, available for validation, other than 
from reference [6].  Given that the body-on-
wing carryover factor, , was 
satisfactorily modelled in reference [6] and 
that the wing semispan to body radius ratio is 
smaller than in reference [6], the same 
assumption has been made for the CFD 
simulations.  A comparison of the body alone 
and body and strake between the 
experimental and CFD simulations are shown 
in Figure 2 for Mach 2.0, while the difference 
between the body and strake and body alone 
is compared in Figure 3. 
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 Figure 2.  Body alone and body and strake 
comparison 
 
Figure 3.  Installed strake comparison 
Wing Alone Aerodynamics 
As mentioned previously, the prevailing 
engineering prediction codes seem to provide 
sufficiently accurate results for wings of 
aspect ratio 0.25<AR<4.  Wings of these 
aspects ratios show a relatively linear normal 
force characteristic at angles of attack from 0° 
up to until wing stalling starts to occur, which 
for the lower aspect ratios is around 40° to 
50° at supersonic speeds.  For the case 
described by Simpson and Birch [6], the wing 
designated W22 had an aspect ratio of 0.067 
and taper ratio of 0.85, and a wing alone 
normal force characteristic as predicted by 
Missile Datcom version 1999 revision 3 as 
shown in Figure 4; this for a Mach number of 
2.5.  Performing a CFD analysis of the wing 
yielded a different characteristic, which is also 
plotted in Figure 4.  The analysis was 
performed using Fluent, with the results 
confirmed by the experimental data available 
in [6].   
 
Figure 4.  W22 normal force characteristics as 
predicted by Missile Datcom Rev 3/99 and 
Fluent 
Inspection of the flow phenomena indicates 
that the flow on the leeward side is 
dominated by a side edge vortex, with the 
leading edge vortex being less significant than 
expected (at Mach 2.5 the leading edge is still 
subsonic).  It is this side edge vortex that 
results in the non-linear behaviour of such low 
aspect ratio wings.  The wing alone normal 
force characteristics of the strakes (900mm 
and 600mm) used in this study are shown in 
Figure 5.  At the moderate angles of attack 
differences are noticeable which are 
dependent on the aspect ratio. 
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 Figure 5. 900mm and 600mm wing normal 
force characteristics as predicted by Fluent at 
Mach=2.0 
Given that the original component build-up 
methodology used lift curve slopes i.e. 
, 
the use of low aspect ratio wings can, by 
definition, only be modelled using the 
equivalent angle of attack method, because 
the linear potential lift curve slope is too low 
to predict any reasonable normal force 
coefficient.  So while the equivalent angle of 
attack method was originally developed for 
non-linear characteristics at high angle of 
attack, conversely, non-linear wing 
characteristics at low angles of attack can be 
accommodated by the methodology, and 
indeed are required for very low aspect ratio 
wings. 
Wing-to-Body Carryover Factor 
With indications that the wing-to-body 
carryover factor, (), is significantly lower 
than that predicted by SBT [6], the simulations 
performed for the strake of 900mm 
(AR=0.0223).  No simulations were performed 
for the 600mm strake (AR=0.0336).  The body-
on-wing factor, 	(
), was also confirmed to 
be well predicted by Missile Datcom such that 
the equivalent angle of attack, taking into 
account the body vortex contribution was 
deemed sufficiently accurate to ascertain the 
wing normal force.  This was achieved by 
comparing the wing installed loads to that of 
Missile Datcom using the predicted 	(
) and 
resulting equivalent angle of attack. 
The variation of ()as a function of angle of 
attack and Mach number are shown in Figure 
6.  It can be seen that at very low angles of 
attack ()is approximately zero, indicating 
that almost no wing loading is carried over to 
the body.  However, the carryover increases 
rapidly, peaking at around 10° to 15° and then 
decreasing at the higher angles of attack.  
 
Figure 6.  ()  as a function of angle of 
attack at various Mach numbers 
The behaviour of ()as a function of angle 
of attack is different to that found in 
reference [6].  This is primarily because the 
method of derivation used in this paper is 
different to that reference [6] which 
calculated their factor by only dividing the 
difference between the total configuration 
load and the sum of the body alone and 
installed wing loads by the installed wing load 
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(after removing body vortex interference 
effect) and not multiplying it by the body-on-
wing carryover factor as previously 
defined in Equation 5. 
Body-Strake Flow Phenomena 
Some insight into the behaviour in the   
can be gained by the observation of the 
interaction of the flow structures occurring 
between the body and the strake, and in 
particular the body vortex and side edge 
vortex of the strake.  At low angles of attack 
eg. 2°, no body vortex exists since the flow is 
primarily potential.  The side edge vortex of 
the strake remains in approximately the same 
position as for the strake alone.  This is 
illustrated in Figures 7 and 8, showing the 
vortex at body axial stations 6D and 13.5D. 
 
Figure 7.  Vortices at 2°, plane 480mm 
 
Figure 8.  Vortices at 2°, plane 1080mm 
At intermediate angles of attack eg. 10°, 
where  is the greatest, the side edge 
vortex combine at a relatively early stage 
alone the body length.  At 6D the side edge 
vortex remains distinct and separate from the 
small body vortex (see Figure 9).  At 8.5D (see 
Figure 10) the side edge and body vortices are 
still distinctly separate, though the body 
vortex is diminished in strength.  By 12.25D 
(see Figure 11) the body vortex and side edge 
vortex have coalesced.  The position of the 
combined vortex is, however, at a similar 
position to where the side edge vortex would 
be should they have remained separated.  At 
the plane of the end of strake or 16D (see 
Figure 12), the flow structures are well 
established and remain so until at least the 
end of the body. 
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Figure 9.  Vortices at 10°, plane 480mm 
 
Figure 10.  Vortices at 10°, plane 680mm 
 
Figure 11.  Vortices at 10°, plane 980mm 
 
 
Figure 12.  Vortices at 10°, plane 1280mm 
At 25° angle of attack, the side edge vortex 
combines with the body vortex (as for the 10° 
case) but the resulting vortex does not move 
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out laterally as at 10° angle of attack.  The 
side edge vortex seems to become part of the 
body rather than vice versa as for the 10° 
case.  At 6D (see Figure 13) the side edge and 
body vortices are still separate.  At 7.25D (see 
Figure 14) the two vortices interact but have 
not combined yet.  At 8.5D (see Figure 15) the 
two vortices have almost coalesced but seems 
to remain distinctly separate.  After this the 
two vortices combine into one and the vortex 
structure remains similar to that at the end of 
the strakes (see Figure 16).  The reason for the 
body vortex dominating at 25° angle of attack 
is probably because of the higher strength of 
the body vortex at 25° compared to 10°.   
 
 
Figure 13. Vortices at 25°, plane 480mm 
 
 
Figure 14.  Vortices at 25°, plane 580mm 
 
 
Figure 15.  Vortices at 25°, plane 680mm 
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 Figure 16.  Vortices at 25°, plane 1280mm 
Of particular interest for codes such as Missile 
Datcom is that the interaction between the 
body vortex and wing side edge vortex needs 
to be modelled.  Missile Datcom does not 
model these interactions [7] and it appears 
that the simple models employed are not 
sufficient for wings of very low aspect ratio.  A 
methodology of reference [8] assumes that 
for wings that have supersonic leading edges 
(as for the strakes in this study) that the 
lateral position of the body vortex remains 
fixed along the length of the wing.  For the 10° 
angle of attack case this model is clearly 
invalid. 
ONERA Inlet Methodology 
An alternative methodology for predicting the 
normal force of a body strake combination is 
proposed, which utilises a formulation 
developed by ONERA for body inlet 
combinations [9].  Modelling the effect of the 
wings as inlets utilises a heuristic model based 
on the same form as a circular body, i.e. 
composed of a linear potential and non-linear 
component, with the resulting equation: 
    	
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A comparison of the linear factor, 	, (see 
Figure 17) of the wing and inlet shows that 
the potential component of the wing is 
smaller than for the inlet, though its 
applicability for engineering codes would still 
be suitable given the accuracy requirements 
of such codes.  The non-linear factor, , is 
shown as a function of  product .  ! in 
Figure 18.  The factor, k, was determined to 
be 1.65. 
For 	, from Figure 17, the two families of 
curves correspond to the 900m and 600mm 
length strakes, thus indicating that there may 
be a dependence on the relative length ratios 
that has not been sufficiently accounted for 
by the inlet method.  The non-linear factor, 
, has a far better correlation. The error 
introduced by the poorer correlation for 	 is, 
however, less than 2% for the overall 
configuration. 
 
Figure 17. Linear factor 	 
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 Figure 18.  Non-linear factor  
Conclusions 
From the study it can be concluded that 
• The component build up methodology 
can only be used successfully if the 
equivalent angle of attack method is 
employed. 
• The modelling of extremely low 
aspect ratio wings (AR < 0.1) in body-
wing configurations using the SBT 
interference factors has significant 
limitations at low and high angles of 
attack. 
• The complex interaction of the wing 
side edge and body vortex results in 
the observed behaviour of the wing-
on-body carryover factor,	(), as a 
function of angle of attack. 
• The model of keeping the body vortex 
at the same lateral and vertical 
location along the length of the wing 
is not valid for the intermediate 
angles of attack where the side edge 
vortex dominates. 
• Modelling the wings as inlets provides 
an alternative solution to determining 
the normal force of body-wing 
combinations. 
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